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In Our 99th Year

City, County
Beautification
Activities Set
Murray and Calloway County is in for
a spring house cleaning during April.
- Citfand county offirials-have jointly declared April 22-28 as Clean Up- and
Beautification Week in the city and
county.
Plans are already being finalized for
a number of clean up activities during
the month, and especially during the
official clean up and beautification
week.
, Janice Austin, working in conjunction
with Judge Robert'0. Miller's office,
will be coordinating the clean-up activities on April 22 and throughout the
week. Ms. Austin said,"The purpose of
this drive is-to "Clean up roads, roadsides ditches, highways, and RubliC
and private property in all areas of
Murray and Calloway County.
She reported the response she has
'received from individuals and
organizations has been very enthusiastic. But Ms. Austin stressed,
"Every individual and every
organization in the county needsto take
some part in the clean-up. Total involvement will mean that there will be
more people involved in the clean-up.
therefore, everyone will be doing their

part in cleaning up and afterwards
doing their part to. keep Murray and
„
Calloway Coady clean."
- Austin also abided that trash deposits
will be located at different points in the
city and county. On Saturday, April 22,
organizations and individuals can feel
free to deposit litter and trash_at these
sites.
An_ygroups and individuals interested in becoming involved in this
clean-up drive are urged to contact
Janice Austin through Judge Robert 0.
Miller's Office, at the courthouse, or
call 753-0799.
Murray Street Department will
continue its annual spring city
beautification program through the
month of April.
According to Ray Clark, city street
superintendent, the program entails
picking up limbs,shrubbery, household
trash,large appliances and furniture at
the curb side.
To have the service, city residents
are asked to call 753-3790 between 7
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. The serVice is based
on a call-in procedure and calls will be
responded to as quickly as possible,
according to Clark.

Carter Says Begin
'Completely Capable'
Of Negotiating Peace

oart/

Carter flatly denied that his adBRASILIA, Brazil(API- Preaident
Carter declared 'today that he is con- ministration would like to see Begin
replaced.
fident the government of Israeli Prime
"I can say unequivocally that no one
Minister Menachem Begin "is completely eapable'Lolnegotiatia&A.Peact--_ in any position of responsibility in the
United States administration has ever
settlement in the Middle East.
insinuated that Prime Minister Begin is
News reports from the Middle East
not qualified to be prime minister or
have claimed that a Carter adthat he should be replaced," Carter
ministration official urged Israeli
said.
politicians to replace Begin with a more
He said the Middle. East issues are
-flexible leader._
sharply drawn and that key differences
.At a news conference in the capital of
are clear, chief among them'the Begin
Brazil, Carter flatly denied that any
government's unwillingness to concede
responsible official of his 'adthat Israel is committed to withdrawal
ministration had insinuated that Begin
from occupied Arab territory.
should be replaced in favor of a more
In a news conference broadcast and
flexible Israeli leader.
televised in the United States, Carter
"I think that Prime Minister Begin
said that shared concerns and friendand his government are able to
ship faikkanscend differences between
negotiate in an adequately flexible way
to reach an agreement with Egypt and 'the United States and Brazil over
human rights and nuclear power
later Jorilan and other countries,"
development.
Carter said:"We have not given up on
Carter said that violatiorial,litunan
the possibility of a negotiated setrights is an international problem, and
tlement in the Middle East."
But Carter acknowledged that he has one on which all countries, including
no clear solution yet on steps to sur- the United States, must look to their
mount the impasse Over the Israeli own practices.
"Great progress has been made in
government's refusal to commit itself
See CARTER SAYS,
to withdraw from -the occupied West
Page 16,Column 5,
Bank of the Jordan River.

CLEAN UP WEEK- Murray Mayor Melvin Henley (left) Janice Austin and
Calloway County Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller, toss some trash into a
can outside the county courthouse in a measure symbolic of Clean Up and
Beautification Week April 22-28. Murray Street Department will be participating in a city clean up effort throughout the month of April. Other city
and county persons and organizations are also urged ha participate in the
beautification effort.
Photo By Jennie I.Gordon

RIthard Lewis Running
For Lieutenant Governor

Vacation Show,Speech By TVA Director
To Highlight KWW Annual Meeting
A vacation show, featuring
• businesses and agencies involved in the
atea's tourism industry will take place
on Monday, April 3 at the Western
Kentucky Livestock Exposition Center
at Murray.
The show,from Ito 5 p.m., is free and
open to the public.
Members of Kentucky's Western
Waterland, an eight-county tourism
promotion organization, will have
exhibits at the show displaying their
wares and will be on hand to furnish
information about their facilities.- The
vacation show will take place in conjunction with the KWW Annual
Membership Meeting,scheduledfor the
evening of April 3.
Dr. S. David Freeman, newest
member of the Tennessee Valley

Authority Board of Directors, will be
the featured speaker at- the dinner
meeting. He is expected to direct his
comments toward the impact which the
energy crisis will have on the travel and
tourism industry.
An announcement of results of the
election of members to the KWW Board
of Directors will also take place.
Directors to the KWW Board serve twoyear terms according to a spokesman.
The newest- -models---of-boats-- and
campers will be on display on the arena
floor, as well as baits, boating accessories, and other outdoor-recreation
oriented equipment. Recreation
facilities such as campgrounds, resorts
and marinas will also have displays at
the vacation show. In addition, exhibits
by such agencies as the Coast Guard,

conducts a weekly outdoor-show on
Tennessee Valley Authority, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, and the -,,WKMU television, as well as being
Kentucky. Department of Fish and' slated to teach crappie fishing classes
at Murray State University.
Wildlife will be on hand. '
•
Both seminars are free of charge and
- Besides the exhibits, which will be on
the public is invited to attend. Signs will
display throughout, the afternoon, inbe located in the lobby of the Exposition
formational seminars are also
scheduled. At I p.m., Jack Baxter, Center directing participants to the
seminar locations.
University of Kentucky, will conduct a
seminar on advertising techniques for
The evening activities will begin at
tourism businesses. He will give instimetion on-eemposing-an ad,- and will - 4;00.-part., - with-the-reopening-of-theVacation Show for tickethoiders to the
critique advertisements which are
Annual Meeting. The buffet dinner will
presently being used by tourism
be served between 6:30 and 7:30 p.m.,
businesses.
with the program beginning at 7:30.
At 3 p.m., Danny Roberts, Murray
Persons from across the state will be
State University, will conduct a fishing
in attendance at the Annual KWW
seminar explaining effective bass and
crappie techniques for fishing on function, with a large delegation of
Kentucky and Barkley lakes. Roberts state officials expected to attend.,

LOUISVILLE,Ky._4_AP4 - Richard
Lewis, former state legislator and
gubernatorial aide, said today that he
will seek the Democratic nomination
for lieutenant governor in the May,
1979, primary.
At a morning news conference,
Lewis,40, acknowledged that,"I do not
enjoy the luxury of a ready made
campaign organization."'
He added, however, that he is
"committed to an active and vigorous
campaign" for _the state's second
highest office.
attorney, Lewis was a
A Benton
-three-territ-representative of -the-60-- District before resigning his seat in the
Legislature in 1975 to accept a position
on Gov. Julian Carroll's staff.
•. Lewis was Carroll's chief executive
officer from Jut, 1975, to June, 1976.

However, he said that he _did__nat
expect the governor to become involved
in his race.
"At this time, I do not anticipate the
governor will be involved in the
lieutenant governor's race. His prime
concern in the political arena is with the
election of a governor," Lewis said.
After leaving the governor's staff,
Lewis was named to the state Work,
men's Compensation Board, a position
he resigned earlier this month when he
indicated he would seek the lieutenant
governor's office.
Lewis is the first to announce for the
lieutenant governor's race. He said he
announced 13 months ahead of the
primary, he said, because "We believe
that a vigorous cempaign must be
waged across Kentucky if we are to
achieve our goal."

inside today
-
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Carroll Inks 3 Dozen Bills

Senior Scott Durham fired a thrae-hit shutout Wednesday as the Murray State 'Breds won a 2-0 game over
Missouri. Also, sports editor Mike Brandon has the fourth
story in his series on the MSU football coaching staff. For
all the details,see today's expanded sports section.

Law Makes Some Left Turns On Red Legal
simulating unit for each county.
new turn procedures.
-House Bill 337, requiring _private
Carroll signed nearly three dozen
employers to also purchase- conversion
bills Wednesday,including the left turn
health insurance coveage for emmeasure. ployees who have self-insured health
He vetoed Senate Bill 78, which would
have guaranteed that state policemen- coverage.
-House Bill 345,setting a fine of from
disabled in the line of duty remain on
the payroll. The bill, as drafted, would $300 to $1,000 or imprisonment from 30
have cost the policemen their other days to one year or both for illegal deer
The new law becomes effective in benefits.poaching.
-House Bill 68, permitting
Other bills signed by the governor
mid June. Under the law, drivers must
Lexington-Fayette
County to name
included:
stqp and yield the right of way to pedesofficers
in
certain
-House Bill 229, which called for a citation
trians and other traffic and then turn.
left if there is no sign prohibiting such $7.6 billion state budget for the 1978-80 misdemeanor cases and safety offices.
-House Bill 727, permitting urban
biennium.
turns.
-House Bill 617, permitting annual county governments to reinstate civil
salary ingementsfor circuit clerks and service employees, 'policemen and
An intensive public information
firefighters Withinone year 'Of tertheir deputies.
campaign is planned by the state
-House Bill 67, requiring the state to mination of their employment.
,
Department of Transportation this
provide one breathalizer and Providing they were not fired.
summer to acquaint the public with the
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Beginning later this year, Kentucky
motorists will be able to turn left at
some red lights.
Gov. Julian Carroll signed House Bill
23 into law Wednesday, which permits
left turns on red at the intersections of
two one-way streets.

-House Bill 11, bringing chiropractic
services under the state's workmen's
compensation law. -

•

-House Bill 616, establishing a
special thoroughbred racing fund to
supplement the purses for Kentuckybred horses that win stakes races.

partly sunny

today's index

Classifieds
Comics
Dear Abby
. Deaths& Funerals
Garrot's Galley
Horoscope
Inside Report
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
Partly cloudy and warm through
the period with a chance of . Opinion Page
sqgwers on -S-unday.
WM-

Partly sunny this morning with
a few sprinkles becoming mostly
sunny this afternoon. Highs in
mid to upper 60s. Partly cloudy
tonight. Lows from the upper 40s
to low 50s. Partly sunny Friday.
Highs in the low and mid 70s.

-Senate Bill 209; allowing optometrists to use -certain drugs in
patient diagnosis.
-Senate Bill 242: allowing deaf
people to be accompanied by guide dogs
into public places. The previous law applied only to the blincl.
-Senate Bill' 279, an energy
assistanee-pregeani-ta-previde-relief-on
utility bills for elderlytand poor Kentuckians.
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LOCAL ISSUES FORUM

rWould City Benefit In Widening, Rezoning 12th
street to be,paired with 12th. Adding an
additional lane to 12th,- while not
completely satisfactory, is the only
available option.
Rezoning is a more complicated
issue. Unfortunately, opponents to the
By Paul Taparauskas
rezoning of 12th street have tended to
Director of Paralegal Studies
generate far more heat than light with
Murray State University
their criticisms. Their arguments have
The issues of widening and rezoning
too often reflected a desire to preserve
12th street have become tied together in
the past, rather than to assess
the Minds of most Murrayans. In
realistically the current situation and
reality, however, they are distinctly
draw up a sensible plan or meeting the
different issues.
The widening matter is what., is community's future needs.
The truth of the-matter is that growth
commonly referred to as a "non-issue."
along 12th street is inevitable. It is
Alternatives which have been
suggested, such as constructing a U.S. impossible to prevent such growth by
641 bypass or making 12th and an ad- retaining the zoning scheme presently
jacent street one-way are simply not in use along the street. It is necessary,
r,
stead, to plan so as to best meet the
feasible.
The cOst of the bypkiss alternative'ls- eeds and desires of residents of the
so high as tote prohibitive. The one- area and the wishes and demands of the
way proposal, while working well in cofrununity at large.
This s *hat the City Planning._
some other cities, is out of the_question
in MurraY because there is no suitibA Commission has attempted to do, and,

Pro:

while it is premature to render a final
-judgment on the matter at this time, it
is to be hoped that, in the long run, this
is what the commission will succeed in
doing.
In arguing the rezoning question, one
must realize that 12th street is now, and
has for some time been, Murray's main
street. With 15,000 automobiles per day
using the street, its traffic volume far
exceeds that of any other street in the
city.
.
The area between Sycamore and
Chestnut is simply no longer suitable as
a residential area. The volume of
traffic along the street creates hazards
See PRO,
Page 5,Column 1

Con:
By Wayne Williams
Dept.of Instruction & Learning
Murray State University
Beffre answering with a loud "VF.S"
to the proposed widening and rezoning
of 12th street, one must examine the
criteria that People use in formulating a
position on this issue.
Have those who favor this move, for
example, cpnsidered all the effects of
changing a residental area to a
business strip? Have they considered

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Local Issues Forum is a joint venture of the Kentucky Humanities Council which provides partial funding the Murray
State University Department of History, and The Murray Ledger &
Times. Letters to the editor on the topics discussed are encouraged and
should be addressed to: The Editor, Murray LedgerA Times,-P.O. Box
:32, Murray,
t.

the effect of a wider street on both the
environment and on citizen safety?
Most of •those who have pushed for
this change are 'thinking of traffic
regulation and of the financial gains to
the city that increased business activity
can potentially generate. Few have
fully examined the effect of these
changes on homeowners in this area or
the dangers posed by increased crosstraffic.
The widening of 12th street would
pose some immediate problems. First,
this is not a simple matter orwidening a
two and three. lane street to four. The
design proposed includes a wide
median and sidewalks which will give
us more like a seven lane. avenue
through the middle of Murray. A strip
this wide normally would have limited
access but the proposed plan does not
include this safeguard.
_ If swed limits- are. ncreased in_ order
tb Inp_ve traffic Tager-between the ribrih
•

..—...•••••

—

and shopping centers, the danger to
cross traffic.is also increased. Besides,
traffic still will Junnet back into a two
lane road for the journey south. The
four-lane going north will serve a few
mnore governors as a political football
and finally be completed, but traffic
will go back on a two-lane highway
before entering Benton.
This proposed project might be less
controversial if our councils, commissions and chambers had -seriously
considered alternative solutions to
Murray's traffic flow problems.
Look at a map of the Purchase and
Pennyrile areas of Kentucky and see
how other similar communities have
solved their traffic flow problems.
Fulton and Mayfield both use a by-pass
and sonic -one-way streets; Benton uses
one-ways -and Paducah a belt-line
around the city:,Princeton relies on
.Set
Page 5,Column 1
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11 arterfield Leads Program At

edette

Meeting At'Faith Doran Meeting
Mrs. Ruth Warterfield was
the program leader at the
•
Circle of the First United
Methodist Church- Women
held on Tueiday, March 14, at
two p,m. in the social hall of
the church.
The first part of the
program was on -Prayer and
Self Denial" followed with the
offering being taken for this
purpose. The second part of
the program was on "Easter
and. How Christ-Choose His
. Disciples."
Mrs. E. A. Lundquist gave
the devotion.
The chairman, Mrs. Vernon
Roberts, presided and opened
the meeting with prayer. Mrs.
Robert Smith,secretary, gave
reports and Mrs. Isaac
Clanton, treasurer, gave her
report.
Miss Audie Green read a
letter of thanks from the
Orphans Home for the Circle's
money gift at.Christrnas. Mrs.
Letinatd'Vaughn reported On
Shut-

ins at Christmas.
During the social hour the
ostesses, Mrs. Robert Smith,
Mrs. Connie Ford, and Mrs.
Ruth Chambers, served
refreshments to the twenty
members and one visitor.

COOKING FUN
SMORGASBORD SUPPER
Potato Salad
Eggs Scandia
Herring in Wine Sauce
Rye Bread
Sa4ad Bowl
Beverage
Fruit Mold
EGGS SCANDIA
Unusual and good!
6 hard-cooked eggs
1-3rd cup finely chopped
cooked beets ,
3 tablespoons mayonnaise
1 tablespoon prepared horseradish
'4 teaspoon salt
4 teaspoon white pepper
Cut eggs in half lengthwise;
remove yolks and mash and
stir in the remaining ingredients; spoon back into egg
whites. Cover and refrigerate
until serving time. Nice garnished with watercress. Makes
6servbigs.

After Easter
Special
Long
Dresses

1/2

Let Your Guests
Decide the Gift

By Abigail Van Buren

baseball-team
will play Brown University at
three p.m. at Reagan Field.
Recital by Shela Bondurant,
claringt,of Paducah will begin
at 3:30 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
State
Murray
Center,
University.'
wedding
Fiftieth
anniversary -reception honoring
the Rev. and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie will be held at the
Murray Woman's Club House,
700 Vine Street, from 2:30 to
five p.m. The family requests
that persons not bring gifts.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Homer Chester of Kirksey
was dismissed March 16 from
the Marshall County Hospital
Benton.
BENTON PATIENT
Cathy Miller of Hardin was
dismissed March 20 from the
Marshall Cour* Hospital,
Benton.

OUTILEF SAVENGS

DEAR READER: I vote with your wife. If friends or
relatives -want to get together and give one gift-or
money-it's up to them. But I certainly wouldn't engineer
it.

Price

Through Sat.
April 1

DEAR ABBY: I'm 22 and' have I %year-ad daughter
who was born out of wedlock. I I'll call her "Terry.") Terry
and I have always lived with my parents, and I work. In
the last five years I have dated four very fine men. All
wanted to marry me, but no matter who I brought home,
Terry didn't like him.'
When I ask her if she wouldn't like to have a "Daddy," _
she -says she--already-has one. IShe has-always-Tatled- my
father "Daddy," although she knows that he is really her
grandfather.)
I want to get married, but I don't want to marry anyone
Terry doesn't like. What should 1 do?
TERRY'S MUMMY

Marcile's
Fashions
816 Coldwater Rd
10-5 Mon -Sot
Visa - Master Charge

Dear Discerning Shoppers,
I visited the

Saturday, April 1
Saturday, April 1
Temple Hill Ledge No. 276
Gospelconcert feauringUie
Free and Accepted Masons Happy Goodman Family and
will meet at the lodge hall at The Kingsmen will be held at
seven p.m.
the Calloway County High
School gym at eight p.m.,
Square and round dancing sponsored by the Calloway
will beheld at the Woodmen of County Fraternal Order of the
Public lecture by U. S. the World -Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Police.
Senator Richard G. Lugar of
bookbinding
Hand
Indiana will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Wranglers Riding Club will
Mason Hall auditorium, have a potluck supper and workshop, sponsored by the
Murray State, as a part of the cake walk at the Hazel Kentucky Arts Commission
Harry Lee Waterfield Lecture Community Center at seven and Kentucky Endowment for
Series.
p.ñiEacbiiáinily is asked to the Arts, will be held from
nine a.m. to five p.m. in Room
bring a cake.
411, Fine Arts Center, Murray
Recital by John Hancock,
(2
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 State University. An $8 fee
horn, member of MSU music
Free
and Accepted M4sons is includes all costs.
faculty, will be in the old
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine scheduled t1 meet 7:30 p.m.
Arts Center, Murray State, at
Sunday, April 2
8:15 p.m.
Workshop on hand bookAn exhibit on architectural
Thursday, March 30
restoration by Noce Winter of binding will continue from
Douglas Civic Improvement Denver, Colo., former nine a.m. to five p.m. in Room
Club will hold a special Murray, *and an exhibition of 411 of the Fine Arts Center,
1978 ID, CM.capo Tr,oune S r Nevis Synd Inc
meeting at seven p.m. at the documentation with prints, Murray State University.
Douglas Community Center photos, and collage of the
Reception for Mr. and Mrs.
with Steve Ze.a, city planner, wrappings of the coast Of
DEAR Al3BY: My wife and I will celebrate our golden
Wayne Edward Tasker, Jr.,
weddingminiversar y-iri-five-moathe-ii-onia-eVudeeset2t— and other officials present. A Australia 4y Shristo, New
York City sculptor, will open (former Wanda Rolfe) will be
kill the other, that is. I'm only kidding, Abby, but right
Friday, March 31
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery held at the home of Mr. and
now we are,having a big battle about something we hope
Murray State baseball team
of the Finel Arts Center, Mrs. Jimmy Rickman, 1564
you'll settle 'for us.
will play North Dakota at one
Everyone knows that after 50 years of marriage, very
Murray State, and will con- Canterbury, Murray, from
p.m. and*rown University at
few couples "need" anything. In fact, most people our age
two to five p.m.
tinue through April 19.
three p.m. at Reagan Field.
have moved out of their large homes and into smaller
quarters and are glad to get rid of most of their "things."
We are planning a party for our friends and family, and I
Actor's
Theatre
of
want to put "No gifts, please" on the invitations. My wife
Louisville will present"A Lion
says it is improper to mention "gifts" in an invitation. Our
In Winter" at eight p.m. in the
children think we should put "money tree" on the
University Theatre of the
invitations. I am totally against that idea as it is like asking
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
for motley. What do you say?
Murray State.
ARIZONA READER
Thursday, March 30
Murray Sub-District United
Md1WW-- Youth Fellowship
will meet at the Goshen
Church at seven p.m. Officers
are asked to be present at 6:30
p.m.

Sunday, AprIl 2
Bands and choirs ce_
Calloway County High School
will present a concert in the
cafeteria of the school at two
p.m.

AA.

BLACKFORD HOUSE
yesterday and found jonquils in bloom and all winter
clothes gone. If you are getting ready to park away your'.
winter clothes I learned something that might be of interest:
Marigold. from the shop's potpourri mixtures is
especially good to place in the pockets of clothes in
storage to keep away moths.
For your spring and summer wardrobe, the /hop has a
new shipment Of several style of jeans, including Lee
and 'dale..There are blue, khaki,krown and white jeans.
To go with these they have knit shirts in several colors
priced at $10.50.
The shop also has, in a variety of styles and colors,
l'en Heusen Baracute half sleeve shirts, priced at$12.50. These will look excellent with jeans. with dress
pants. or with your summer suits.
While I was there I bought My husband one of the
shirts and a peir of white jeans. He will look ''spiffy- in
these having brunch at Clarence Fatter's in Atlanta next
Sunday. If ywu go to Atlanta. do find time to eat there.
The dress • is casual, and the food is excellent. Because I
hare been there before. I already know what I am going
to order - I have forgotten the name, but it is a mixture
of chicken and cream splice served in a patty shell, topped with poached eggs. along with two cups of the best
coffee in Atlanta. Before I eat this I am going to have
one of their drinks, again I have forgotten the name, but
it is a red drink. spiked with hot suace. and served with a
stalk of celery.'
To compliment his jeans and shin • I bought
. a gold
chain and a silver chain. Although my husband wears
rery little jewelry. I think he will like these. I think you
• will like them too sago on out to the shop and take a
look. These chains arefor guys and girls.
Since we are going to .4tlanta to attend the wedding of
one o mda hter's riends, selected a giftfrom all of -us.for the bride which ronsi of the following a ten inch skillet, a one quart cot ed sauce pan, a two quart .
cover sauce pan. and a th . quart covered dutch oven.
This is Country Colle
n by Magnetite and is mirrorbright with fine wood h dies, and the complete set cost
only $149.95.
When you read this Faster will be over until next rear
and I hope each of you had a nice one. While I was in
the shop yesterday I learned of some people who had
some •enjoy able moments. It seems that the shop -sponsored an Easter egg decorating contest, and prizes were
awarded to: First prize - Dominic Strohlein; Second prize
- Jill Thompkins; Third prize - Tina Olson.
Then some of the employees, with one of them dressed
as an Easter bunny. took the decorated eggs to the
Special Education Department of M. S. C. and hadan
Easter Egg Hunt for the children. From all reports afine
and fun time UM enjoyed by all including the Blackford House employees! Th'ey also asked me to thank all
of you who 1:J.
(1'6(41sr:fed in this contest. It was. they said,
a rewarding experience.
wish for each of you a happy and profitable spring
shopping days. and I urge low not to forget the quailty
bargains which are to befound at the Blackford House.
Sincerely,
(;.4BRIELLE
I'S. Beginning .4pril 3rd the shop will be open from 9 a.
m. to 7 p. m.

The
Blackford
House

DEAR MUMMY: Don't be a dummy. When you meet
the man you want to marry, introduce him to Terry as
your future husband-and leave the word "Daddy" out of
it. Terry has known only one "Daddy"(your_ father), so she
can't be blamed for rejecting any man she thinks will
replace him.
Concentrat# more on getting a husband for yourself and
less on providing Terry with a new "Daddy," or she'll get
married before you do.

Fifth annual Murray State
Jazz Festival will include two
days of improvisation in
clinics and concerts with
admission fees being two
dollars_ for students and five
dollars for others for the
entire festival. A concert will
be at 7:30 p.m. today in the
Student Center auditorium
with admission one dollar,
ctiuunte arid three dollars,
others.
Friday, March 31
Art exhibits of graphics by
Linda May Pierce, Paris, Tn.,
James
paintings
by
Alexander, Owensboro,
graphic designs by Linda
Catherine Mueth, St. Louis,
Mo., and sculpture by Joseph
W. Emery, Martin, Tn., will
open to the public at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery of Fine Arts
Center,
Murray
State
University, and continue until
April 12. .

DEAR ABBY: I am buying a house from a friend of mine
for $95,000. He asked me if I would do him a favor and
state the price of the house as $75,000 in the agreement of
Saturday, April 1
the sale, and give him the balance in cash.
Jazi Festival will continue
He said he didn't- want his wife to know how much he , at Murray State with a'concert
was actually getting for the house because she's the kind
at eight p.m. in the University
,who spends a thousand if she thinks they have a hundred.
Theatre of the Fine Arts
Would there be anything wrong with my doing this for
Center, Murray State. Adhim as a favor?
mission for concert will be one
NEEDS TO KNOW
dollar for students and three
DEAR NEEDS: Yes. Plenty. Don't falsify the price of
dollars for others.
the house on the agreement unless you want to be a party
to a fraud. Tell your friend he'll have to work out the
Murray Woman's Club will
problem of an extravagant wife some other way.
hold its general meeting and
*brwich at 9:30 a.m. at the club
DEAR ABBY: Our Social Issues class is having a
house with Mike Gottfried,
discussion on today's problems and I have been appointed
new Murray State football
to ask you what you think is the greatest danger in the
coach, as-guest speaker.
•
_
world today.
NANCY C.., ALBANY, NY:
Annual Murray State
University Mathematics and
DEAR NANCY: Indifference! The bystander who
doesn't want to get involved helps the criminal.
Science Fair for elementary,
junior high, and high school
students
in the region will be
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
from eight a.m. to five p.m. in
new 'booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
the West Kentucky Livestock
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
Si and a long, stamped (24 cents), self-addressed envelope,
and Exposition Center. This is
please.
open to the public after twelve
noon'at no charge.

3-"A TUALOWARAIIIP
:
4
7-7.4170/1
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And Young Teens
PARENTS PLEASE READ

Saturday Night 'ever is rated R and is not recommended
for anythie—under 17. The Bee Gee's music and John
Travolta make it extremely attractive to young teenagers.
This creates a problem both for parents and theatre
management. Before deciding to allow your child under 17
to see Saturday Night Fever, please see it for yourself, talk
to someone who has read Parent's magazine or the
Courier-Journal capsule reviews.
Under 17 teens will be admitted with parents or with written permission. Permission slips must include the name of
child, name of picture, parent's signature and phone number. Parents will be contacted. NO exceptions will be
made.
During this engagement, all seats for Saturday.Night
Fever will be $3.00 and there will be no Bargain Nite.

Originally S13.00

Spring
Sweaters

$300
Now Only

Originally 57 00

Lightweight
Spring Tops

Now Only

$100

Originally $19 00

Jeans

$500
Now Only

Originally $20 00
$500

Pants

Now Only

Originally $16.00

Bow Blouse

Now Only

$4.00

OUTLET
STORE
HAROLDE'S
OLYMPIC PLAZA IN MURRAY KY.
OUTLET PRICES
They're down by 39 runs
in the last inning...
BUT THEY'VE NOT YET
BEGUN TO FIGHT!
relliggElliE

ICI

An Arner,a
,Irtp,ral.r4 R,AA5p

0
dm.] there goes the League.'
'CAVA!!

Thru Wed.

IPGI

L730,920& 2:30Sun

Ends Tonitei
"One On One"(PG)
WOODY.ALLEN
DIANE KEATON
TONY ROBERTS

-PETER FONDA
SUSAN
SAINT JAMES
OUTLAW

0
7:2O,925

HALL'

KIRK DOUGLAS
JOHN CASSAVETES
CARRIE SNODGRESS

THE

FURY
Fri., Sat., Sun.
7:15,9:051
•ussior

r<7.".1611211
1$0dirlstali Read,Irma,

4
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Let's Stay Well

:
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By FJ L Blasuigame. M.D

Mar ray
Ledger & Times

Brushing Tongue Not Essential
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SERVICE PROJECT — Members of the Omicron
Alpha Chapter of the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the
Woodmen of the World had as a project making
Easter tray favors for the patients at the Westview Nursing Home. Linda Fain, left, and Donna Garland, right,
members of the sorority, present favors to M.Emery, R.
N. at the nursing home.

Your Individual
,4 4,10
'9/
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAii, MARCH 31, 1978
at the moment.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
AQUARIUS
the stars say, read the forecast
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
given for your birth Sign.
Do not let yourself be
-thrown" by certain distracARIES
The well-developed
.' tions.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA-A
Aquarian has unusual ability to
time
in
no
Waste
concentrate on his objectives,
daydreaming. Think conput it to use NOW.
so
structively and direct all efforts
into channels leading to a more
PISCES
profitable future. The p.m.
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
favors romance.
Mixed influences. Special
TAURUS
care needed in handling the
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
affairs of others, in study,
Some trying situations
science, research, maritime
remain
and
alert
Be
possible.
affairs.
your calm, capable self, and
problems will be solved more
YOU BORN TODAY are
easily. A bit of clever strategy
endowed with a powerful
will also help.
personality and tremendous
GEMINI
ambition. There are few
(May 22 to June 211
failures among those born on
Avoid impulsiveness and
this date, but many of you do not
recklessness; also reaching for
realize your full potentialities.
stop
Don't
the unreasonable.
Actually, you are extremely
and
aspiring, believing
versatile and could succeed in
dreaming, but keep both feet on
either the business world or in
the ground.
one of the professions — once
CANCER
you find your niche and train for
(June 22 to July 23)
it. You could do exceptionally
Here is a dandy chance for
well in art, music, literature or
you to do a- little more than
the theater; would also make an
asked and be highly rewarded.
excellent diagnostician, lawyer
Don't pass up the "extras" —
or statesman. Curb _a tendency
to
but
not for reward's sake,
to be overly critical Of others.
make a substantial stride in the
Birthdate of: Franz Josef
right direction.
Haydn, composer; Edward
4LEO
Fitzgerald, translator of the
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Rubaiyat; Shirley Jones, acYou normally aspire to a
tress.
position of leadership, and
others are only too willing to
follow. A fine day in which to
gain cooperation in putting over
a new project.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept 23) nrIlj
Teamwork will be important
now, so make it a point to
associate and work with those
whose interests are similar to
your own.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 41-r1
If you do not understand a
situation, seek counsel from
more experienced heads. Do not
rely on guesswork. It could only
lead to confusion.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rrt'
Mixed influences. In all* endeavors, be selective and stress
quality rather than quantity of
effort. News from afar (nay
surprise — pleasantly.

n44-
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0: Ms. H. A. writes that
she has been reading much
lately about the role of
plaque in tooth and gum
disease. She has recently
seen a television show in
which oral hygiene was
discussed; much was
made of the need to clean
the plaque off the tongue
several times _ a day in
order to protect the teeth
and gums. She wants to
know if such cleaning of
the tongue is essential and
how should Ape done.
A: In discussing the matter with dentists, I found a
division of opinion among
them as to the value of
cleaning Plaque regularly

"Women and Hunger" was
the program presented by
Mrs. Ilee Wisehart and Miss
Leola Erwin at the meeting of
the Cordelia Erwin Unit of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church held on
Tuesday, March 14, at seven
p.m. at the church.
The leaders said "that most
of the world's farmers are
women and they are the
world's major food producers
and preparers."
Miss Leola Erwin opened
the meeting with prayer and
scripture reading from
Matthew 13:1-9. Mrs. Imogene
Paschall led the group qi
singing "This Is My Father's
World" and For The Beauty
of The Earth" with Mrs.
Lurene Cooper as pianist.
Mrs. Imogene Paschall
conducted the business with
reports being given by Mrs.
Dorothy Cooper, secretary,
and Mrs. 'Estell Gooch and
Mrs. Katherine Rickman.
treasurers.
It --was announced that
Martha Butterworth,
president, would be in charge

•ikdr *aoit`e
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And Receive
Quick Prompt
Courteous Service!
List Today 7534342 '"

of the "Day Apart" meeting at
Mt. Vernon Church on March
20 with the Rev. Dr. William
P. Mullins, Jr., church pastor,
as the speaker.
The unit planned ,a visitation
program of the shut-ins and
elderly on the third Tuesday.
Mrs, Mavis McCamish led the
closing prayer.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. McCamish and Mrs.
Ruth Hill to the fourteen
members present.

lmmmi000mmomr
MISS YOUR PAPER?
%barbers vibe bays *et
received is benie-delivered
copy of The Monty Ledger &
limes by 5:30 p.n. fileadayFriary w by 3:30 p. ow Satyrdays are aped to call 753-1916
behaves 5:30 p.•. end 6 p.a.,
Nieeday-Friday, er 330 p.a.
end 4p. a. Saturdays, to Isere
delivery of the newspaper. Gas
wait be paced by 6 p.m. wear
days a 4 p.a. Sztereas is
amoreertee delivery.

QUOITS

e ALL
Spring
Coats
OUR REGULAR
48.00 TO 78.00

1/3 OFF
All Spring coats at 1/3 off. . . excluding raincoats in rainwear department. Junior and missy
sizes to choose from. Save now at Brig,ht's!

SIMITS
Come in and see our
new Pappagallo shoes!

•

n to

CAPRICORN
Jan. 20)
Dec.
Do not let overoptimism lead
you into making dubious investments. In fact,'it would be a
mistake to make any drastic
changes in your financial setup

rial count and the debris its chances of calcification
and slows down the rate of (formation of tartar at the
build-up on the teeth. ,gum margins and up under
Therefore, some dentists them). If calcificaton
believe that good oral hy- occurs, this hard material
giene at home requires has to be scraped away by
regular, thorough tongue a dentist. He should check
your teeth and gums about
brushing ( from the back
toward the tip with a soft every six months for cavities and inflammation.
toothbrush I.
•
If you are willing to do
However, brushing of the
tongue is only. Dart of the so, tongue brushing for one
task. The teeth and gums or two minutes will improve your oral hygiene.
require about 10 minutes of
More essential is adequate
brushing twice a day to
brushing of your teeth and
remove the soft, gelatinous
gums, together with flossplaque from the teeth.
Doing so daily and habitu- ing. Combining these with
ally over a period of time, tongue brushing will give
you the maximal proteccombined with flossing between the teeth, will re- tion between visits to your
dentist.
duce the plaque and lessen

Mrs. IT'isehart & Miss Erwin
Present Progra m At Church

SIMHTS

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Consider all new propositions
and suggestions carefully
before accepting. Some
deceptive influences, now
prevalent, could lead to unpleasant involvements unless
you are alert.

from the tongue as a part
of a program of oral hygiene to preserve the teeth
and gums.
Some dentists feel that it
is difficult to get most
persons to spend adequate
time brushing and flossing
their teeth to remove the
plaque and are skeptical
that the average patient
will give additional time to
cleaning the tongue.
Admittedly, the tongue
coats with plaque, which
harbors millions of bacteria in the debris. The
bacterial count can be reduced by scraping or
brushing the tongue. Such
regular cleaning of the
tongue reduces the bacte-

•
•

NELN, In
black or beige
canvas at 20.00

Wranglers Club To
WEBBER, in
natural rope
at 22.00

Hold Special Euent
The Wranglers Riding Club
will hold a potluck stipper and
cake walk on Saturday, April
1, at seven p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. Each
family is asked to bring food
for the supper and a cake for
the cake walk.
Plans for The Saturday event
were made at the regular
meeting of the club held on
Thursday, March 23. with
James Rogers, president,
presiding.
On Sunday, April 9, the club
will ride at the riding rink
located on the Bethel Church
Road.

TRENHOLITS

1206 CHESTNUT ,
MURRAY

KY. LAKE
CATFISH
All You Can Fai
Fri. & Sat. Night

BRIGHT'S introduces

Spring has arrived in soft. . .
flowing dress styles for the
woman who appreciates fashion.
Beautiful solids and prints in soft,
easy-care fabrics will keep you on the go
for your busy Spring days. You'll enjoy
browsing through our large dress collection of junior, missy and half-sizes
priced at32.00Is VOL Hurry in
today and make your selection at
Bright's... you'll be glad you did!

SHOP FRIDAYS
'TIL 8:30 P.M.

SLIDE, in
kelly green, navy or
white calf at 22.00

SHOES in Murray!

Guess what's just arrived at Bright's"
SPRING!!! We're absolutely blooming with
fresh new Pappagallo shoes in a country
garden variety and colors. Step into Spring
--alt_Bfight4s... the shop for Pappagalle.

BANK in navy, kelly green, white ur yf.11(,w calf at 26.00
-
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xxxxxx X-RATED SALE auxxxx
at the

Celebration Planned

X

NEW College Shop
"Fashion Quality and Reasonable Prices"
Next Door to University Book Store

X
X
X
X
X
To
Off
X
X
All Now Spring Summer
X
X-Rated
Merchandise 25% 0FF X
a
Men's Suits
71'5 X
sir
Men's Slacks
X
90"
Men's Sport & Golf Shirts
$900
X
Men's Dress Shirts
84+
$1500
X
Guys & Girls Jeans
Girls Sun Dresses cw.l.tu,
'18" X
$750
Jean Tops
X
$295
t. UN
Straw Hats
X
Is ow is 40

We've Got Our Suits Off
Our Pants Lowered — Our Shirts Slashed
and Our Dressed Downed

Entire Stock

25% 80°/0

IS LOW AS

LS LOW AS

SrA•ot

Rohm It 81 61 41111/ AS

;111r/
x x
x
Diamond Zodiac Necklaces
x
x )1-Rated
x
Xt Suits & iportcoats
Notes

X

Slacks

j(

60%

Ott

IS LOW AS

AS LOW IS

AS LOW IS

X

25%

(Values to $30•00)
As Low As $6.40

XXX-Rated
$goo Section
Ladies' Jeans - Shirts, Sweaters
(Values to $25.00 each) 1.00
Man's Jeans,Shirts,Sweaters
Vest(Values to $24)'5.00
Great Selection Men's Dress Shirts
Gan t Holbrook 8 Sera
Values
:ti:1
1.0
9
00C)

I

X

X

X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXXXXXXXXX X

9

One undergraduate and one
graduate student at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign will give
recitals in Smith Music Hall
tonight, Thursday (March 30).
Nancy Wegner, R. R. 2,
Sparta, Wis., will play
Beethoven's Sonata in D
Major, Op 10, No. 3, for piano
at 11 a. m.

t your barings
steers you in o casual diriction, turn to these bore little
sandals Genuine leather and podded insoles top these
well-balanced wood wedges to make steadfast favorites.
to• thong in white or brown loather uppers, or
Buckled vamp style in white' or ton leather uppers

-W2tie"'"
*insww

-/
PARSLEY

tIMIM

Mc111%44,
431 5 16th St_ Piadurah
443-6432

Mrs. Homer Fred Williams
presented the program at the
meeting of the United
Methodist Women of the Coles
Camp Ground Church held on
Tuesday, March 21, at seven
p.m. at the church.
The program leader played
a tape by the Rev. Norman
Vincent Peal. The scripture
reading from Matthew 5:25-34
was by Mrs. Marvin Scott,
with prayer being led by Mrs.
Boyce Norman.
Mrs. Maurice Crouse.
president, presided. Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Williams.
Those present were Mrs.
Letterman, Mrs.
Keith
Austelle Crouse, Mrs. Charlie
Lassiter, Mrs. Marvin Scott.
Mrs. Boyce Norman, Mrs.
Homer Fred Williams, and
Mrs. Maurice Crouse.
The next regular meeting
will be held Tuesday. April 18,
at seven p.m. at the home of
Mrs.'Charlie Lassiter.

Carl Rogers, 1619 Kirkwood
Drive, Murray, Ky., will sing
songs and ballads by Alfred H.
Pease, an obscure 19thcentury American composer,
at 8 p. m.
Rogers, a baritone, will be
accompanied by Thomas
Baker, 1002 olive St., Murray.
Both are graduate students.
Admission is free.

footnOtes.

Alesson

presented
on "Understanding Grief."
were
Other
lessons
presented on "What To Look
For in Home Furnishing
Fabrics" and -Be Safe On The
Street."
The landscape notes were
given by Mrs. Maurrelle
Madrey, and the recreation
was directed by Mrs.- Eva
Moody. Mrs. Johnnie Walker
gave the _ devotion reading
from 1 Corinthians 15:27.
Two new members were
MT Huth Parker and "Mt.
Violet Johnson. Three visitors
were Mrs. Eva Moody, Mrs.
Carman Moody, and Mrs.
Jean Cloar.
_ Refreshments of cookies,
coffee, and Cokes.
The next meeting will be
held Monday, April 17, at one
p.m. at the County Extension
Office with Mrs. Madrey as
hostess.

her home for the 4une
meeting.
The next meeting will be
held on Tuesday, April 11, at
one p.m. at the home of Patsy
Pittman.

Carl Rogers To Be In Concert

1
04M
11

Mrs. ff illiams
•
Gwes Pr(4.,(Yram
At UillIU )1,1eet

Over 25 Items with T811111510 $25
each $5.00

X

future study. Debbie Colson
and Roy Mae Nix were also
guests.
Refreshments were served
by the cohostess, Deedy Dunn.
pita Burton invited the club to

With Several Lessoris Presented
were
Several lessons
presented at the meeting of
the Penny Homemakers Club
held on Monday, March 20, at
the County Extension Office
with Mrs. Helen Cole as
hostess.
Mrs. Jean Cloar, county
agent in home economics,

As LowAs $36.00

X

A reception honoring the fiftieth wedding anniversary of the
Rev, and Mrs. Henry McKenzie will be held at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse on Sunday, April 2, between the hours of
2:30 and 5:00 p.m. Friends are invited to attend.
Hosts will be their son, Professor A. Douglas McKenzie, of
San Antonio, Texas, and their daughter-in-law, Mrs. Hillis S.
McKenzie, of Austin, Texas. Assisting with arrangements are
Mrs. John C. Querte..nous enditIrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr. Other
members of Chapter M of the P.E.G.Sisterhood will also assist
with the serving.
The McKenzies were married March 28, 19* in Altura
Presbyterian Church, El Paso, Texas, by the pastor, the Rev.
Thomas E. McSpadden. Mr. Mc.Spadden had also officiated at
the wedding of Mrs. McKenzie's sister and her husband, Mr.
and Mrs. William L. Gelling,in 1922.
The Rev. Mr. McKenzie was named Pastor Emeritus of First Presbyterian Church, Murray,upon his retirement from the_ /
local pastorate. They have made their _home in Murray for
seventeen years and have been active participants in the life of
the community.

Wanda Osbron opened her
home for the:meeting- of the
Providence
New
Homemakers Club held on
Tuesday, March 14, at one
p.m.with Patsy Pittman,
president, presiding and Iris
Casteel giving the devotion on
"Manmaking."
The lesson on "Do Ahead
Meals" was presented by
Patsy Pittman.
Rita Burton directed games
with Iris Casteel and Dorval
Hendon as winners.
Eleven members answered
the roll call by introducing
themselves to the county
agent in home economics,
Jean Cloar, who discussed
with the club, "Pennies For
Friendship" and lessons for

WI Pennv Homemakers Club Has Meet

(valuesto $130)

X

x 60 0 on

AS LOW IS

The Rer. and .1Irs. Henn. AlcKenzie

Wanda Osbron Is Hostess For New Providence Meet

THYME

lfte
CAna.

Olympic'Plaza
753-3443

1

Mr.86014JACKSON BOY
Michael Allen is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald K. Jackson of 225 W.
Hale Street, Mayfield, for
their baby boy, weighing three
pounds thirteen ounces,
measuring seventeen inches,
born on Wednesday, March 8,
at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
They have another son,
Eric. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Gurvis Jackson and
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Pennington.

•

•

Here's to you,
SWEETHEART.
-

'

z2600

DAVID WARREN'S DRESSES ARE
A DIRECT FASHION STATEMENT

5 pieces

was -5429.00
SAVE 25%
NOW

$321.75

When it comes to Spring fashion, there is nothing devious,,or round-about
these easy wearing easily handled dresses. Their message cofnes across soft
and clear. Spring 1978 is a season for soft lines and soft colors an4 unlimited
flattery. Whether in linen or poplin, there is a freedom given to arms, to
necklines, and to skirts.

Woodard s Mayfield Collection is perfect forun deck,
patio, or pool. This elegantly styled mesh furnitue
is designed to stand up to both time and weather. Yet for all its
toughness, Mayfield mesh is beauTiful and comfortable
enough to use indoors Shown Here are four,
af-mchas rs with Mesh dining table, onethere are many
from.
other cr,n.l

ft's More Thar)
furniture.Its AWay of Life.
Woodard

ate'$

N'S

LITT
The fun Store To Shop"

Court Square

Parker's
Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 - 8:00 — it.9:30 - 5:00 .
Mayfield, Ky.
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efeat
WASHINGTON — No sooner had
President Carter delivered his stirring
preparedness speech at Wake Forest
University March lfthan he went into
full-speed reverse on a course that has
slashed over two-thirds of his previous
commitment to rebuild the U.S. fleet.
That decision was revealed by the
President at. 1:30 p.m. March 23 in the
Oval Office to a surprised, unhappy W.
Graham Claytor, Secretary of the
Navy. But since dissent is tolerated in
this administration, the flight is not
finished. Claytor made clear to Mr.
Carter he cannot publicly endorse this
naval defeat. Efforts for faster shipbuilding will be pushed in Congress,
with Claytor's backing.
Thus, questions during the 1976
campaign about where Jimmy Carter
--------reallyetands-en-defeftse-peliey-arestill
- • runanswered. How does the President's
overdue challenge to Moscow square
with the drastic cutback 'facing the
-Navy? Certainly, that cutback taints
the spirit of Wake Forest, and must so
be perceived in the Kieinlin. "This
pr&es that we can afford words but not
hardware," a Pentagon official told us.
Similarly, defense-oriented critics in
Congress advise: watch what the
President does, not what he says.
During the 1976 campaign, Mr.
Carter, the Naval Academy's first gift
to the presidency, pledged naval expansion (while also promising defense'
cuts). In his first year, he approved a
tentative five-year program to build 160
ships,40 more than President Gerald R.
Ford planned.
Pentagon • and National Security
Council advisers immediately began
chipping away. Leading the crusade for
a Navy designed for convoy duty but
not control of the seas was Russell
Murray, assistant.secretary of Defense
•one of Robert S. McNamara's now
aging whiz kids). By year's end,
shipbuilding was reduced sharply and
the doctrine of "maritime supremacy"

was downgraded.
But Claytor, a Washington lawyer
and railway executive (who was a
World War H lieutenant commandei),
proved a vigorous advocate. He pushed
hard for naval expansion and was_
making progress with Secretary of
Defense Harold Brown. Testifying
before the Senate Armed Services
Committee a few weeks ago, Brown
cheered proponents of naval power by
declaring: "Since as a nation we
depend upon maritime lines of---communications more than the Soviets do,
we need to have more capability than
the Soviets."
This was in harmony with the tough
talk at Wake Forest March 17. But later
that day aboard the nuclear carrier
Eisenhower, the President conferred
-with-Browirabont-ir•deeisiewen--ship- building. The final intense arguments
followed the next week in Washington.
Unknown to Claytor, the President
selected the lowest possible option. The
160 new ships over fiveyears were cut
to 70, of which only 46 were combatant
vessels ("including six trident missile
submarines, for strategic rather than
sea-control purposes). This points to a
375-ship Navy, gradually whittled down
from the 800 goal as the 1970s began.
Oblivious to this decision, Claytor
was called at8a.m. March 23 and asked
to join Brown and the President at the
White House that afternoon. In the
morning, in top secret testimony to the
Senate Armed Services Committee, he
defended the existing policy as he then
knew it. Claytor testified he could live
with reduced naval spending for the
coming fiscal year, but added that
additional shipbuilding in the years
ahead is imperative. Both he and Adm.
James Holloway, chief of naval
operations,spoke favorably of an extra
nuclear carrier.
Leaving Capitol Hill, Claytor went to
the White House for the President's

\NEVE
PESTROe
THEM ALL t,

unpleasant surprise.„Mr. Carter urged
everybody to support the presidential
decision. Claytor replied he could not
publicly endorse the stripped-down
shipbuilding program. The President
responded with his smile, familiar but
enigmatic.
Claytor will not wage an openmouthed campaign courting Ms own
dismissal. But responding to Autritions
from Congress, he will give the Navy's
view and give it strongly. That will
assure extra naval spending ordered by
Congress, possibly reaching $2.4 billion
(including $2 billion for that extra
nuclear carrier). Brown, perhaps the
most knowledgeable and certainly the
least revealing Secretary of Defense, is
expected to keep playing the sphinx.
ThP re21 gnigma.,is 110t 13.19M1,
however, but the President. The
decision to emasculate shipbuilding
was clearly his, not the secretary's.
Why did he dn__itl Defense-oriented
members of Congress, including
powerful Democrats, say this strongly
suggests — some say proves that the
Wake Forest speech Merely appeased
• hawkish political sentiment and that
the President really distrusts military
power.
The true source of the Navy's defeat
may be not so much presidential perfidy as confusion. In the spirit with
which he twice reversed himself
philosophically on natural gas
deregulation and defied history by
calling Marshal Tito a champion of
human rights, the President throws
down the gauntlet to Moscow while
savaging his most politically visible
arm. It could be that Mr. Carter simply
fails to see how his actions undermine
the credibility At..jais words.

vr
Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

'Case Of The Costly Coffee,'
A Lesson In Temper Control

If you think a cup of coffee costs a lqt sophomore at .Western Kentucky played -basketball on the same high
these days, maybe what happened to University in Bowling Green. A couple school team for two years. Their sens
this judge could ease your pain. Also, if weeksago,he and a friend loaded up for 'had known each other for two years
without knowing their dads knew each
you get a cup of what you think is a spring break vacation in Florida.
lousy brew, best keep a cool head and
They were going to make the trip in a other.
Jim says he hasn't seen Stinnett for
don't lose your temper. I tInderstand 1965 Valiant that had belonged to
some people take their coffee pretty David's grandmother. On its wind- years, but -remembers him- -Tis
shield was an old Barlow city sticker. possessing a photographic mind and,
seriously as well as black.
The judge, of all people, let a cup of When David's friend, Roger Stinnett naturally, a master bridge player:"As
the stuff get the best of him, and it has from Lexington, noticed the sticker, he a boy he knew every player in the
major leagues and their hitting and
cost him dearly. At least, that's the way remarked that he believecrhis father
pitching percentages," he recalled.
my lawing friend, James Overby out on came from Barlow.
Although the older fellows haven't
Olive Blvd., was telling it the other day.
To make a long story short, it Dirtied
++++++
out- that Roger's father and David's gotten together since the boys made
James, as you know, reads law for father -were close friends when they their discovery, they're looking --forward to renewing their Barlow
both fun and kinds. He his probably were growing up in Barlow. They even
Capt. Stanley Young, son of Mr. and
acquaintance.
forgotten more law than most legal
Mrs. Alfred Young, has been reported
beagles scampering around with
wounded for the second time in VietBy WALTER R. MEARS
briefcases and manila folders will ever
nam. He is a helicopter pilot there. His
AP Special Correspondent
know. They say he never* forgets an
wife is the former Lou King, daughter
opinion, especially One like the ruling
of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King.
handed down in the "Case of the Costly
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lillie
•
Coffee."
Thomas, age 74, Mrs. Walter (Bertha)
As James told it, testifying with his
Oliver,
G. Carman, and Mrs.
rezqpe 12th street from
Befusing
rj,ght hand in the air„and Aste.re.aditio_
Bertie Wit iirIbj.
Sycamore to Chestnut perpetuates an
a trade publication,"The United States
PFC Gary Wilkinson, son of Mr. and
untenable situation and, in fact, enI AW Week," the story goes like this:
Mrs. Ewing Wilkinson, is serving with
courages "spot zoning," which serves
The judge I "Law Week" doesn't tell
(Continued From Page One)
an Infantry Brigade in Vietnam.
neither the community, being
where he lives) was in his chambers
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Brandon anwhich make it an undesirable location haphazard and unpredictable, nor the
during a break in an evening session of
nounce the engagement and apfor the rearing of children, and which owners on the street, oftentimes
traffic court. A coffee vendor was
proaching marriage of their daughter, (*rating a mobile food vending truck
make it hazardous, if not impossible, to discriminating against certain owners
Paula Sue, to David Linn Palmer, son
The ranking: Reagan 43 percent;
WASHINGTON I AP) — When Me
and in favor of others.
even back out of one's driveway.
outside the courthouse.
of Mr -and Mrs. Baron Palmer.
Ford :15 percent; Senate Republican
It is better to do as the city planning
Additionally, the noise produced by
The judge sent out for some coffee, pollsters ventured out to take their first
Winners in the Field Trial held at
Leader Howard H. Baker Jr. 7 percept;
the incessant flow of trucks, buses and commission has done — to take the bull
but when he began drinking it, he said soundings on the 1976 presidential
Paducah by the Hardin Conservation
former Texas Gov. John B. Connally 5
cars now robs the street of any by the horns and to plan for the future
the -brew tasted "putrid" and spat it campaign,Jimmy Carter's name didn't
Club were Fleetwood Crouch, Lynn
percent; former ambassador George
remainder of its former tranquility. growth of the street,as a unit. It has
out. Angrily, he ordered the coffee even make the list of -prospects. That
Grove, first, Gordon Crouch, Lynn
that
fair
be
nothing
Bush 2 per cent; Sen. Robert J. Dole of
warning
should
12th street has became, like it or not, done this in adopting a B-4 zoning
vendor - brought before him - in handCharles
Grove, second, and
Kansas, the 1976 vice presidential
counts until the competition begins.
_the least desirable residential street in classification for the area. This would,
cuffs.
McReynolds, Murray, third.
nominee, 2 percent, others or not not
Still, off-season surveys can point up
permit "light,. businesses and
town.
++++++
sure 6 percent.
If residential use of the property professional offices, but would exclude
It's hard to believe this happened, but political problems, and a new
When Democrats and independents
along 12th is now impractical, the, gas stations, industry and large-volume,
James, still with his hand in the air, Associated Press-NBC News poll inare asked to rate the same list of
dicates that President Carter has had
widening of the street to four lanes retail businesses.
went on with the story.
_
prospects, Baker's stock jumps
W.•13. Moser waselected as president
would make it virtually impossible. In - This simply recognition of the longThe vendor was handcuffed and his share - perhaps more.
sharply. Among all voters, he is
One of them shows up when people
of the Calloway County Safety Council.
addition to making the street even less apparent fact that 12th street is no
marched through the courthouse in full
favored by 18 percent, still third, but a
Other New officers are Maw-Ice Crass,
desirable for residential use by adding longer suitable for residential use may
view of dozens of people. Upon entering are asked, in effect, what they would do
lot closer to Reagan, who is supported
_
Wilson,
do
to
1976
if-they
the
over
election
had
Ruth
L.
Mrs.
mentioned,
R.
'Jr.,
Cooper,
traffic
already
the
of
problems
some
alleviate
even
the
to
the judge's chambers, the judge orby 27 percent, and Ford,__, who gets 28
and Mrs. Alice Travis.
widening would take from many of the problems along the street, since the
dered the vendor to be left in handcuffs again. The answer; they would still
backing.
over
Carter
Percent
Republican
Geraltth.
elect
Deaths reported include R. L Wade,
property owners along the street large total number of driveway connections
until he was finished with him.
•
age 71, and John Griffith,-age 78.
is likely to be reduced, thus allowing
portions of their frontage.
The pretense of an investigation into Ford, and by about the same 3The Murray Training School Chapter
What,then,are we to tell the property traffic to flow more smoothly. the circumstances leading to the ser- percentage-point margin.
Th .a poll of 1,604 adults conducted
teaders of
"theSè
- " -311-theowners along- "12th street= that-we 7fiereTS-1fo sy
ving of "putrid" coffee to the judge
America was organized by Prof.
refuse to accept the fact that their problems. The ultimate question is
began in his chambers, the vendor March 21 and 22, Carter was favored by
"The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit
Vernon Anderson on Feb. 23, 1943.
__property can no longer be used for whether the present action will help to
testified later when he took "his honor" 46 percent, Ford by 43 percent. The rest
thou at my right -hand until I make
in
they
wouldn't vote or didn't know.
said
making it the oldest FBLA Chapter
residential purposes, but that we will preserve the residential character of
to court over the incident.
thine
o enemies thy footspol." Psalms
That's. a lot closer than the
Kentucky. Mr. Anderson is now on the
12th street,
not rezone it so that it can be used neighborhoods adjacent
According to the vendor, the judge
conbeen
matchup
and
has
since
hypothetical
Murray State College faculty
or whether it will, in fact, simply make
otherwise? This amounts to
Cod has promised that the day will
began screaming at him, threatening
Eugene Smith is the sponsor with 2.3
come when His Son shall be
fiscation. Ignoring possible con- an already serious problem worse. I
him and his livelihood and thoroughly Carter defeated Ford and entered the
"king_
active members.
stitutional issues which might be raised think in the long run rezoning of 12th
scaring the daylights out of him. Before White House. -List November, for of. kings and tord.of lords "
similar
showed
a
poll
Carter
example,
sm
Martha Taylor, Pat
Janet Cluian,
on this point, most would concede that street is part of the solution, rather than
the vendor was allowed to leave, the
Barro*, Becky Hampton, Nets Patton.
part of the problem.
this is blatantly unfair.
judge noted his vehicle license number -with an 18-percentage point margin
oyss Ford In January, Carter's margin
James Bowman, Ernie Stewrt Ip o
Bennett, and Jimmy Johnson are
and promptly informed the frightened was 12 points.
and the size of advertising signs could
The narrowed gap between the
members of the cast of the play, "The
man that he was going to be even
create an ugly strip, atteyesore, in the
Skelton Walks," to be presented April 4
sorrier that he ever served him that' Democratic president and the defeated
middle of our community. In addition,
by the junior class. of Hazel High
lousy coffee before he was through with' . Rep.ublicanis an apparentreflectien of
ifthe rezOnlog of 12th street takes place
In just exactly one minute. without
dissatisfaction with Carter's preSchool'.
him.
(Continued From Page One)
before the widening of it, there will be a
. or blush, the House I it
debate
in
The
office.
formance
AP-NBC
News
the
-.__ •
Mrs.Stub Wilson was narrator for
Strip"
++++++
Representatives made life easier for
one-ways 'with the Western Kentucky mad scramble on the 12th Street
poll
33
showed
thatthe
percent
of
the
presented
by
musical
program
interests
Thank the Lord for the newspapers!
Parkway serving as a 1:;y-pass; that will benefit real,estate
those Urea WI;rkers up there on the Hill
Music Department of the Murray
This unfortunate and ridiculous people rate Carter's performance
of Lost Content by voting bigger
xs,a by-pass and even our and property speculators far more than
Elepkinsviitrhas
good,
while
64
or
percent
excellent
says
the
of
meeting
at
Wonian's
Club
-the
and
behavior was widely publicized
adiz is thinking of using the Murray motorist and . average
for
defea t ed
pensions
littleTheigh
'the
he
is
job
fair
doing
is
only
poor.
or
Zeta Department of the club. "Music In
ultimately led to the removal of the
congressmen -- further p oof.that there
this device.
An
AP-NBC
News
sampling
of
theme.
Color"'
the
was
program
evidence
judge from the bench.
In shoklisele is little firm
Most -merchants know that if they
is no final way f making a
widening of 12th
The vendor also suffered unpleasant opinion about a presidential primary
conaessinan pay for his sins except to
have a product of quality and their that a rezoning and
match
and
between
Carter
California
more than
consequences as a result of this brush
shiot hun
service is reputable, by-passes will not Street would benefit Murray
(kw.
Jerry
a
the
Brown
gives
president
with the law. He testified that after the
_ other alternatives. There is, however,
damage their business.
margin Cartern n58g
such action could
he was unable to sleep, that he commanding
incident
that
evidence
much
throughA
forcing
last'
capacity
hand,
present
crowd
was
other
the
On
Th
Dem
ocrats.
e
a
numbers:
started to stutter and suffered severe
night at a banquet at -the Murray
traffic to follow a wide corridor that harm this city.
percent, Brown 23 percent, with the rest
city
the
required
influenced
he
said
also
have
headaches.
He
who
Do those
Woman's Club House honoring Coach
would split our town apart physically
withholding judgment and a few saying
Manny Ledger & Times
commission to McCoy Tarry and the Brewers High
hospital treatment, could not work and
will not guarantee patronage to local council and zoning
they'd prefer other candidates.
of
home."
rezoning
marital
and
his
was
widening
leave
"to
asked
this
consider
School Redrnen, Kentucky High School
business or enhance our environment.
The margin of error is 5 percent
Walter 1 Apprrson
Publisher
We took that to mean that his wife
best interest' of Basketball champions for 1948. The
The efforts to rezone 12th Street from 12th street have the
R Gene McCub heon
either way, but in any event, Carter is
FAtor
out.
him
simply
kicked
mind?
is published
in
Murray
Tupes
&
The Murray ledger
banquet was sponsored by the Young
'residential to completely business is
(vinfortably ahead.
every afternoon except Sundass. July 4, Christcenter Business
very
++++++
the
rape
we
should
Why
past
the
Lions
Over
Men's
Club; Murray
politically interesting.
- When people who identify themselves
mas Day . New Year's Day and ThanksglY me by
wide corridor lined Club; and Mw
After the vendor brought suit against
103 • 4th St
Murray Newspapers. Iwo
-ray Rotary Club.
decade, businesses have been favored of our city to have a
asked the
are
as
independents
of
Murray Ky 421371 Second ("lass Pustage Paid at
variety
$80,00(
him
a
the
with
awarded
judge,
jury
a
side
each
on
Now,
street.
Ella
Deaths
12th
reported
Mrs.
on
include
zoning"
with ''spot
'question. 42 percent prefer' Carter. 31
Murray,. Ky 42071
Why do this especially Jameson, age 73.
compensatory damages and $60,000
SUHSCRIF'T10'. HATF-S In areas served by
to cover over the problems tilese earlier businesses?
percent favor Brown. Overall, counting
payable in alvarne
month,
per
50
$2
carners.
connect
$140,000.
only
of
total
a
punitive
will
damages,
corridor
Charlene Orr, daughter of Mrs.
mistakes have caied, the zoning when such a
and
Fly mail in Calloway Count N MO to Renton. Mar,
independents
centers?
As usual,the judgment was appealed, Democrats,
din. Mayiield. Sedalia and Farmington Ky , and
Laverne Orr of Murray, iseetiewat_____
one of 12
commission proposes to zone the entire Our two shopping
46
favor
Carter,
percent
Republicans,
students_isv4h.cousge
Paris Huchanar, and Puryear, In . $17 50 per
but the appellate court let it stand.
•'Let us latch on to some of our_
street business!
28 percent favor Brown.
sear its mail to other destinations. $325) per
calit a the Uni
of
cup
how's
and
costly
a
funds'
for
So,
that
'road
overdue
some
that
understandable
Ke
• of
White-it is
•
A sampling of Republican sentiment,
Member of Assissated Press, Kentucky Press
coffee!
and we will all live to achieve a perfect A academic
home owners who find themselves benefit to Murray
in
Association lid Southern tiewspaper Publuhers
a poll which has a 7 percent margin
this
of
proponents
++++++
after,"
ever
happily
Association
of
some
.standing
for the last quarter. She is a
.nt_from
beside or across the stre
ls els entitled to
kit
(uo.
The Associated Press is ni
It's a small world! No matter where of error, shows Ronald Regan atop the
be saying.
junior at UK.
M. The Murray
the "spot zones" would approve plan seem to
republish lix.al news origin
the
for
prospects
1980
of
list
ill-conceived
into
you
go, chances are you'll bump
If this hasty and
ledger & TImes as well as ell, er 51' news ,
rezoning, other home owners prefer to
closebehind.
is
Ford
nomination.
RN
RI.:
71;1,1.1pm
:
,
NI
m
Miss
Nu
of
Freda Robertson, daughter
approved,the results will be
somebody from or with roots in West
751-191,
Rusiness tiffii e
'retain the residential status with its proposal is
News
The
poll
AP-NBC
presented
Y.
Mrs.
was
Murray,
of
E..Willisms
to
awake
this
learned
may
Frank
Kentucky. David
753-1910
far from gldmorous. We
Classified Ad.ertising .
protections.
a
with
of
and
list
names,
'Republicans
753-1919
married
to
Advertising
DeerwoOd
Mr.
Lovett,son of
Retail ' Ihsplay ,
land in the center of
recently.
__Rezoning 12th street from residential find a no-man's
-awouldsupport4e
-asked-Week-thee
.and
-Phearson
Mrs.
,
txrvettalsoof
Frank,
effortsmatte
1T1e
Norma
soft
.liin
ofDr.
RIM
and
to'
753-1918
—ay /MT*
News and Sports-Dept
WI business without .very,strict. or- litirr
presidential primary election.. "
Murray, on March-88 at Corinth, Miss.
1513 Johnson Blvd., David is
and widen 12tIr Street.
dinances regulating of use of property to rezone
,t--- - .
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Tommie Liggins: Helping To
Put Muscle In Grid Program
first year that freshmen were you're gonna be on the bench, head coaching
By MIKE BRANDON
job, he'd like sive end for Ohio State and a
Ledger & Times Sports Editor eligible to play so I wanted to he'll tell you and tell you me to come with him. It
was first round draft choice last
You woind expect a guy who go to a school' where I felt I why," Liggins said of Mason, really great in Arizona:
. year by the Rams.
could
play the fastest. After now the head coach at sunshine all
is the weight coach for a
the time, playing
Liggins,-Only 25 years-old,
college football team to be a evaluating all the schools, I Arizona.
tennis and going swimming got his firstglimpsgpf
,
Murray
chose
Cincinnat
i. They played
heavyweight himself.,
As a sophomore, Liggins every day.
at a bad time.
And Tommy Liggins Jr. is people like Houston, Georgia started some at fullback and
"Then one day, Mike called "I left Arizona at 230 a. m.
just that. When it comes to wit and Maryland and besides rushed for approximately 500 me and said he was going
to by plane and the closer I got to
and humor. Liggins ranks beisg a good school, they get a yards then as a junior, he was try for the Murray State
job. I Murray,the 'worse it looked.
lot
of
publicity
Liggins
,"
with the best of them.
said.
the team's leading rusher with didn't know where it was
and I When I left there, it was about
His first year there was a 800 yards.
But Liggins has to have a
told him sure, I'd like to go 70 degrees and when I finally
sense of humor. A few years d'avner. The team was
The first four games of his along.
arrived in Murray, there was
with
internal senior season, he was
ago, it appeared he was well plagued
"He called me at 12:30 a. m. snow all over the place, it was
on his way to:.a- professional dissension. Liggins considered averaging over 100 yards per the day he got the
job at still snowing and it was 14
trying another school but then game. Then in the seventh Murray and
football career.
asked me if I degrees.
One of seven children and a at the end of his frosh season, game of the season, he had 100 wanted to come along.
•'I looked around and
I told
native of Freemont, Ohio, ,Tony Mason took over the yards and three touchdowns in him to give me 30 minutes
thought, man, what have I got
so
I
Liggins was recruited heavily head coaching job at Cin- the first half against South- could talk it over with
my myself into? But the closer I
and
a
in high school by all the Big 10 cinnati
great west Louisiana.
wife. He called back and I got to the university, the
schools, .including of course, relationship developed.
"On .the _second series of accetited," Liggins said.
better the place looked and
"I just fell in love with the plays in the third quarter, I
perennial powers Michigan,
Besides being around good once I arrived in the stadium
man. He's the type of person was running down the sideline coaching
.......Mic.niga07.....Statt. _and_
And playing against and discovered such outévèiböd îóó& far
State.
sva
rriiiii-the.Side.
some tough competition, standing facilities, I knew I'd
• "My freshman year was the coach. He'll level with you. If thought I only had a bruise on Liggins played with
some fine made the right move."
my knee but later, following a folkstoo.
MSU football fans are
game against Houston, they
One of his high school already aware that Liggins

tit

r

and it wouldn't be of any more who later went on to
star at came here, the `Racers had
use.
Michigan and of course, is now just three players who could
"After the season, I went to wjth the Denver Broncos.
bench press 300 pounds. Now
a -specialist and I was
As a sophomore, Liggins there are 15 who have acoperated on twice for the knee. was the starting tailback
for complished the goal and
The doctors told me if I ever his high school and was
the several more are closing in on
had to have surgery again, leading rusher in his
con- the magic mark.
there was a possibility I'd ference until he was hurt and
"I'm really impressed with
limp for the resrof my life."
missed the last two games. He what they've been doing,"
Liggins tried the next best wound up second in the con- Liggins said. "And
if they
thing to playing ball . . . he ference in rushing, finishing attack it, they'll
be better
went to Mason and landed a behind Elmer Lippert who persons and better
athletes
; graduate assistant's job, later started in the Ohio State when they get on the field.
working with the Bearcat backfield.
"They can be stronger and
backfield, and of course, being
Liggins made his move to have finesse with the strength.
in charge • of the weight fullback as a senior.
The And, weight lifting really
program.
previous year, he led his helps develop the muscles in
And when Mason took the conference in rushing but certain areas where
nagging
job at Arizona, he wanted recognizing the athletic ability injuries tend to keep
players
of_
iggins talked his
of_games._
At Cincinnati, Mike Gott- coach into letting him play-at "So we're hoping we'll have
fried was one of the assistants fullback to block for Lytle.
fewer nagging injuries,"
under Mason and so the three
Bon)gained over 1,000 yards Liggins added.
of them took off for the west.
that season. Another member
Liggins and his wife,
"Coach Gottfried and! were - of that team was Bob I3ur- Brenda, have a 10-month
old
really close at Cincinnati and dinsky, who was a First- daughter, Shannon
. He was
he told me if he ever landed a Team, All-American
defen- married as a seniorin college.
•out

411.
,

(Steff Photos by Mk* Inorden)

EmmanuelBaptist
Church
The Emmanuel Missionary Baptist Church
on
121 By-Pass is holding a Bible Institute
this
week. The services are being held of 7:00 p.
m.
nightly. There will be a different speaker
each
night. A cordial invitation is extended to
the
public to come and be in these services
. The
special services will end on Saturday night.

David Clyde Fires Shutout In
Six Innings Of Play On Mound

By The Associated Press
in Wednesday's exhibitions'. homer
helped
the
"Come on David. Loosen up. California's
Frank Tanana Philadelphia Phillies overYour're aiming the ball. Let it went seven
scoreless innings come a 4-0 deficit and beat the
out," Manager Jeff Torborg in the Angels'
10-4 rout over New York Mets 7-6. The
was urging from the the San Diego
Padres. .
Atlanta' Braves scored two
Cleveland Indians' dugout —
Rick Wise tossed seven runs in the eighth inning — on
and young David Clyde was shutout
innings as the Boston Jerry Royster's single and
responding.
Red Sox blanked the Pitt- Rowland Office's sacrifice fly ,
He fired six scoreless in- sburgh Pirates
6-0. Kansas — and defeated the Texas
nings Wednesday in the City's Dennis
Leonard allowed Rangers 4-2.
Indians' 6-2 exhibition victory only three
singles, one a bunt
Bobby Murcer's two-run
over the San Francisco Giants and another
a bloop, in eight homer keyed - -a- five-run
bringing back memories of innings as the
Royals dropped Chicago fifth inning that
when he was a teen-age a 3-2 decision
to the Chicago carried the Cubs to, a 7-2
sensation for the Texas White Sox.
victory over the Milwaukee
Rangers in 1973.
Montreal's Ross Grimsley Brewers. And Eddie Murray's
-ttreirtrts—tramr- — and - AckusFrrys
,
.-Iliekro Iwo-run tititner aBcThie
plagued by an entrapped each worked
six scoreless two-run triple paced the
nerve in his left pitching innings as the Expos
edged the Baltimore Orioles to an 8-2
shoulder that resulted in Astros 3-2 in 10
innings. Fred triumph over the St. Louis
surgery in 1976 — has gone Norman of
Cincinnati pitched Cardinals..
downhill.
four hitless innings as the
Off-the-field, Vida Blue, who
The Rangers gave upon him Reds nipped
the Los Angeles has worked out with San
this spring, trading him to the Dodgers 3-2
in 11 innings.
Francisco only one, day since
Indians. The new environment
being obtained frcim Oakland
apparently has benefitted the
And Don Gullett of the
March 15, again failed to show 22-year-old Clyde.
Yankees
hurled
three up at the Giants'camp.
"I've learned how to relax," scoreless innings in his first
Clyde said after allowing four appearance of the spring
hits, walking four and striking during New York's 4-2, 10out one against the Giants.
inning loss to the Minnesota
While the Indians had to be Twins.
eneourged - by Clyde's perIn other games, the Detroit
AU You Can fat
formance,the Giants had to be Tigers raised their record to
concerned over the condition 15-6 — best during the
of Ed Halicki.
exhibition season — by
• Ilalitki, scheduled to-be San defeating the Toronto BlueFrancisco's opening day Jays 4-3 on Mark Wagner's
pitcher, suffered a slight run-scoring single in the ninth.
Yu'l; Come
muscle pull in his left side and The Seattle Mariners outFri.
& Sat. Night
left the game in the seventh slugged theOakland A's 8-6 as
1106
Ckestngt St
inning:
Lee Stanton drove in four runs
Murray, Ky
In addition to Clyde, several with a double and a homer.
other pitchers were standouts
Jay Johnstone's two-run

TRENHOLM'S
KY. LAKE
CATFISH

Trailblazers Mopped In
Fifth Consecutive Loss

RACER ASSISTANT - AISU assistant coach Tommie Liggins
con practice what he preaches. Liggins, who is the weight
coach, can also do some lifting himself. He's in his first year
under new head coach Mike Gottfried.

Special Services At

sports

es eget

By ALEX SACHARE
Philadelphia by just one game
AP Sports Writer
in the race for the best record
Portland and Philadelphia, in the NBA and the homelast year's two playoff court advantage should the
finalists, are heading in op- two clubs meet again in the
posite directions as the end of playoff finals. Portland is 55the National Basketball 21, Philadelphia 53-21.
Association's regular season
approaches.
76ers 149, Braves 118
The injury-riddled Blazers,
Buffalo,fell behind 32-16 and
who beat Philadelphia 4 was never in the game against
games to 2, last spring, suf- the streaking 76ers, who got 25
fered their fifth kiss in a row points from George McGinnis
Wednesday night, bowing to and 24 from Julius Erving.
the Phoenix Sans by the
Randy Smith scored 37
embarrassing score of 127-94. points for the Braves, who lost
Philadelphia, meanwhile, their seventh straight. •
put on its biggest offensive
Spurs 106, Pacers 91
show of the seas'on'in routing
Billy Paultz and George
the Buffalo Braves 149-118 for Gervin scored 20 points apiece
the Sixers' 11th victory in the and Larry Kenon had 19 as
last 12 games and their 24th San Antonio beat Indiana and
win in a row at home.
clinched at least a tie for the
Portland
now
leads Central Division title. It was
the fourth loss in a row for
Indiana. -

Spring
PaintSale!
Classic99
Offirfinestflatlatex
wall&trim paint

PP
a gal
reg• $1299

Kings 108, Bullets 105
Otis Birdsong scored '25
points, including a 10-foot
jumper with 24 seconds left in
overtime and a free throw at
the buzzer, as Kansas City
handed Washington its fourth
loss in the last Six home
games.

RABBIT
DRIVE
THE MOST magazine
SUCCESSFUL
IMPORTED CARqmuoireekt
INTRODUCED y
IN HISTORY.

bit19isThintrTo
hd
euR
ca
ed
b•to America.And is
ed
'
IR o
r ad and "Ira
Track
'
'as
one of the 10
testcars in the
world
1976 The
Rabbit becomes
more
popular

than any
rnported car
in Amencaever
4977. The Rabbit Diesel
sets 31 diesel records in
Miramas.france
Since it first hopped onto
the automotive scene the
Volkswagen Rabbit has
ri Lullaward
cintiseTtingrecOrds
And in1978it'seventetter
The regular Rabbit with
standard transmission ac-

Carroll VW-

Lakers 108, Jazz 103
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 34 points., grabbed 16
rebounds and blocked 9 shots
to lead Los Angeles past New
Orleans, dropping the Jazz
one-half game behind idle
Atlanta in the battle for the
last Eastern Conference
playoff spot.

celerates from 0 to 50 faster
than a Mercedes-Benz
280E.*
The RabbitDiesel gets better mileage than any other
car in America. 53 mpg on
the highWay and 40 in the
city according to 1978 EPA
estimates!'
Rabbit has more trunk
space than a Cadillac
Seville And more passenger space Than 29 other
carsonthemarket
The1978 Rabbit is smoother, quieter, and even more
technically advanced than
ever
Which gives you more
reasonManevertotry one.

Warriors 112, Rockets 89
Golden State climbed two
games above .500 as secondyear center Robert Parish
scored a season-high 28 points.
It was Golden State's fifth
triumph in its last six games
and put the Warriors Pt
games back of idle Milwaukee
for the final playoff spot in the
Western Conference.

8'My

r•••••.
e

FLAT LATEX
Satisfaction Guereateedr,thalhise (4 these
1

gar pain i,Ise pr,e

St

Nuggets 109,Cellics 106
Denver, which had trailed
since the opening minutes,
scored the final 8 points of the
game to pull it out and move
four games ahead of
Milwaukee in the Midwest
avision, David Thompson of .
Denver led all scorers with 35
points:. -

AL

ootmgs

u::11 he reltolded

Savelagal.
Texture Paint
Ready Mixed

Save 3aga/.

SHERWIN'
WIWAMS.

Mello-Tone Washable
Latex WallPaint

$699

$599

;
reit S8 99

Pistons 121,Sonics 116
'Leon Douglas, starting at
center in place of the injured
Bob Lanier,scored 23 points to
lead Detroit past Seattle,
which got 32 points from Gus
Williams.

PLKSWAGEN
DOES IT
AGAIN

•I

(
.7

4paint.
4store.
4 wholelotmore.
Free decorating service. Use Master Charge,
NankAmericard, Pisa, or our extended credit
terms.
Save on other species in our stores. 1600 stores
including one near you.

Southside Manor Shopping Center
153-3321
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Don't 'Keep An Eye On Ball'
But Instead, Use Both Eyes

Sports Deals
By The AssociaVd Press
BASEBALL
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS —
Optioned Ralph Botting,
pitcher, Stan Cliburn, catcher
and— Willie Mays Aikens,
outfielder, to Salt Lake City of
the Pacific Coast League. Sent
Dick Thon, infielder, to minor
league camp at Holtville for
reassignment.
CHICAGO WHITE SOX—
Waived Jim Hughes, pitcher,
for the purpose of giving him
his unconditional release.
NEW YORK YANKEES—
Sent Stve Taylor, pitcher, to
their minor league complex
for reaassignment.
SOCCER
American Soccer League
INDIANAPOLIS DAREDEVILS—Signed Torn Redmond,
centerback.
COLLEGE
BRADLEY UNIVERSITY—
Named Dick Versace head
basketball coach.
COLUMBIA :UNIVERSITY— Named Buddy Mahar
head basketball coach.
STATE
MONTANA
UNIVER-SITY—Named
—Truce Haroldso
head basketball coach.

"The new tax
forms. A good
reason to let
us help with
your taxes."

iienry W Block

H&R Block, we under
stand these new fonns, we
know the laws. Well do every
-A- thing wc can tove you-Mon
ey. And that's Reason No. I
why you should let H&R
Block do your taxes.
At

FOR BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
OFFICE HOURS:
9 am to6 pin Weekdays
9am to 5 pm Sat.

Look
Ahead

tik

a sealer from Mt. Vinton, hid., is 2Durham,
THE CURVE — Scott Durham brooks off a sweeping nerve here for celled strike.
1 on the season and has an earned nm overage of 1.64 after throwing a 2-0 three-hit shutout over Missouri yesterday.
(Stuff Photoo y lAlko linosams)

Durham Fires Gem,
'Breds Nip Mizzou
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
How tough are the Murray
State Thoroughbreds?
,At this point, it's just Leo
early to tell. But the 'Breds did
manage to take a 2-0 win
Wednesday in Reagan Field
over the University of
Missouri.
How tough is Missouri?
After a week-long stay in
Florida, the Mizzou Tigers
came to Murray with an 8-4
record. Tuesday afternoon,
Mizzou won a 12-9 game over
MSU and in that game, the
'Breds knocked ace southpaw
Bob Petroburger out of the
box with two, three-run
homers and scored eight runs

Why Wait?

List Your ,
Home Today
,

SEETHE
PROFESSIONALS

DONALD R.

TU

CKER
REALTOR

ill AND SEE NOW MANY MORE DOLLARS
U3. YOUR REAL ESTATE CAN BRING! I- 'with

753-4342

before he was removed.
Last week in Florida,
Petroburger went the distance
in losing a 2-1 game to the St.
Louis Cardinals. Petroburger
pitched in Murray three years
ago in the Great Lakes
Regional American Legion
Tournament.
The Tigers went with their
second stopper, hard-throwing
righthander Steve' Shockey.
And for three innings, Shockey
didn't stop the 'Breds.
Because in order to stop,
someone has to start.
nobody started anything
against Shockey who retired
the first 10 batters he faced.
But while Shockey was
throwing- a masterpiecir, so
was Murray righthander Scott
Durham. Keeping the ball
down low and forcing Missouri
to beat the ball into the
ground, Durham threw
perhaps the finest game of his
career.
'It was just about a carbon
copy of the last game he
pitched where he defeated
Illinois," MSU coach Johnny
Reagan said.
He just went out and took
charge again. For the first
three innings, he wasn't quite
as sharp as he was against
Illinois but down the stretch,
when he began to smell the
victory, he really got tough
and was in complete command.

How to get money out of
your house without selling it
-come to us for a real estate
simplyYou
loanbacked by your equity.
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big Joan. For whatever you
have in mind.

Large loans for homeowners.
Amount t"Monthly
Financed
Payment

Months
To Pay

Total Of
Payments

APR'

$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$5,600 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%

Real estate values are up.up,up.
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
....5.9tbc_house you bought just a few 'Annual Percentage Rata
KY•1,_
years ago pio-ailify would self for a lot
more than you paid.
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Which means your equity is bigger.
Phone: 753-5573
,
And the bigger your equity., the
more you can borroNV in a large real &state
• Charles Marcussen, Mgr.
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is like
money in your pocket.
(
)
1 Were got yoar Joan
Call us. We've got your loan.
Up to *Ma

-We had a great play out of batters and Walked two. The
Tony Threatt in the first in- 'Breds,though not hitting for a
ning that saved a run and great team average, seldom
other than that, they really strike out.
"We're hitting the ball all
didn't do that much against
right but right at people. But
Durham," Reagarilidded.
Threatt ended the first in- as long as we're making good
ning by making a running, contact, the ball has a chance
head-long diving catch of a to fall in someplace," Reagan
low liner and a man was on said.
The 'Breds, who are now 11second and would have easily
scored had Threatt missed the 7 on the season, were to have
played a game with North
ball.
In the third inning, Missouri Dakota yesterday but the
had a runner on second with Sioux were so rattled with
two out but a smash hit toward injuries, the game was called.
North Dakota will play a I
second was speared by Al
Luigs on a fine play and that p.m. game today with the
could have prevented a run, 'Breds then head.,back on the
though the ball was hit so hard long journey home.
the runner on _second might
Friday, Murray State will
not have been able to score.
Shockey lost his perfect host Brown to a pair then
game and shutout in the fourth Saturday, the 'Breds are at
inning when with one out, he Western .Kentucky for a pair
issued a base on balls to 'Bred of league games. Brown is
shortstop Steve Sencibaugh. here Sunday for a 2:30 p.m.
Tom Fehn, whose average is single game before playing
hovering around the .400 twinbills on Monday and
mark, then singled into left Tuesday. Next Wednesday,
and runners were on first and the 'Breds will play a big OVC
twinbill at Austin Peay then
second.
Greg Tooley, who homered will have two days off before
twice Tuesday afternoon, then hosting the Governors a week
creamed a wicked low liner from Saturday.
down the line in left for a
"People will see an outdouble and Sencibaugh scored
but Fehn was cut down at the standing team in Brown,"
plate for the second out. Then Reagan said.
"They are very comparable
Bill Wagoner ended the inning
with a vicious drive track to to Missouri. They will have
the box and Shockey happened one of the best teams in the
to stick his are out in self East this year and they are a
defense and made the stab. seasoned bunch and a very
Durham walked the first aggressive club.
"They have a veteran
man up in the fifth then after
one out, Wagoner got some outfield and are superbly
revenge for his shot back at coached and it will take our
the box when he speared a best effort to play with them,"
hard hit ball which was Reagan added.
heading down the line at first.
Missoori
The next man up, Allab
1
English-2b
American shortstop Greg Brovm-dh
3
0
Cypert who appears destined Cypert-ss
3
3
Laudner-c
for a major league career, Lauer-lb
3
3
then drove a high and deep Woeble-cf.
2
Lally-3b
drive into left.
3
Leavitt-1f
2
Greg Tooley backed up, hit Werner-rf
24
Totals .
the fence and made the_rather
Murray
routine but yet, exciting play
ab r h
to retire the side.
2
0
Luigs-2b
2
0
Murray stole its final run. ."baugh-ss
With one out, Doran'73ZITMTr"-Tepley-lf
1
3
3 0 0_
singled to left then went to scoo'sgonety-23tb,
2
0
second on a passed ball. A Perdue-rf
2 1 1
2 0 1
Threatt-cf
single by Tony Threatt put Poe-c
2 0 0
21 2 4
runners on at both corners.
Totals
000
0 0-3-1
000
Missouri
With a 2-0 count on cafe-tier Murray
000 110 a 2.4-0
Ted Poe, Threatt broke
toward second and hesitated
Recovering
halfway down the line, trying
to draw a balk from Shockey
NEW LONDON, Conn.(API
and a balk would have moved — Get-well wishes from a
Thneatt to second and scored former
and
president
Perdue.
everyday fans are pouring in
"An experienced pitcher is to Capt. Otto Graham, the
hard to fool on that One and Coast Guard Academy's
Shockey saw what was hap- director of athletics who is a,
pening and broke off the patient at the Bethesda Naval
rubber. But he just threw it Hospital. He is recuperating
away," Reagan said.
from a colostomy.
Shockey threw the ball into
former
a
Graham,
center and Perdue came in Washington Redskins coach
with the second and final and quarterback for the
'Thoroughbred run.
Cleveland Browns, says he is
In the sixth _and seventh averaging 90 get-well cards a
innings, Durham set the side day. His visitors at the
down one-two-three.
Maryland hospital include
Durham, who fanned four admirals
such
and
and walked three, gave up a distinguished persons as
single in the first, a single in former attorney general
the third and a double in the Richard Kleindienst
fourth. In gaining the win, his
He's getting telephone calls
second in three decisions. he from all over the country,
lowered his earned run including one last week from
average to 1,64. 'N
former - Prasident Richard M.
Shockey fanned t h r e
Nixon.

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP-Speend Correspondent
One of the most compounded fallacies in sports,
says a prominent eye
specialist, is the admonition,
"You gotta keep your eye on
the ball."
"That's the reason baseball
players get a hit about once
every four times they go to
bat, golfers blow six-foot putts
and tennis players miss shots
that ought to be easy
putaways," insists Dr. Leon
Revien, optometrist of 30
years out of Columbia
University and director of the
Athletes Visual Skills Training
Center in Fresh Meadows,
N.Y.
"You don't just keep your
eye on the ball. You must keep
both eyes on the ball. It's all a
matter of improving- visual'
skills. I am positive that, with
a little work, I could fix it so
that Dave Kingman would hit
60 home runs a year and Rod
Carew would bat.400."
Kingman, the rangy ex-Met
and ex-Yankee now with the
Chicago Cubs, has one of
baseball's classic home run

swings yet suffers from
`strikeoutitis.'He Tanned 143
times in 439 times at bat last
season. Carew, of the Minnesota Twins, was baseball's
leading batter whose .388
average challenged baseball's
last .400 hitter — Ted
Williams,.406 in 1941.
Revien, who now is making
a career of refining the
eyesight of some of the leading
personalities in sports, said he
is amazed at the little attention given to proper vision.
_into any dressing
room," he -added, "and you
see millions of dollars' worth
of equipment — exercise
machines, chest pulls, weights
and other gadgets. Huge sums
are spent for special trainers
and dieticians.
"Nothing is ever done for
the eyes:, No other part Of the
anatomy is as important to the
performance in most sports."
The doctor's clients have
included the entire New York
Islander hockey team, Coach
Willis Reed of the New York
Knicks, tennis stars Billie
Jean King and Virginia Wade,
minor league baseball af-

V

filiates of the Boston Red Sox
and Detroitgem as *ell as
golfers and football players.
With the baseball players,
he claims to have reduced the
strikeout ratio by 50.8 percent
and improved the contact
ratio — bat meeting ball — 38
percent.
Rev ien contends 100 percent
of the errors made in sports,
other than mental mistakes,
can be traced to misjudgment
through improper vision.
''When you look through a
stereoscope during an eye
checkup, you usually see two
circles, showing your two eyes
are not in the same focus," he
said.
"I have developed rotars —
some call it a hypnotic wheel
— to improve visual skills. It
takes 4-10ths of a second for a
pitched ball to reach home
plate. The batter has 2-10ths of
a second to get the bat around.
We have Cut that ratio to 1100ths of a second."
Revien said apparently only
one of Kingman's eyes follows
the ball while the other is
wandering off into space
somewhere,creating a blur.
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Lakeway Village
Boat Show
April 1st & 2nd
Area & Local Dealers register for Trolling
Motor to be Given Away
FREE ADMISSION
To Is Mold At...

Lakeway Village
Shopping Center
Ihry 711L,Paris, Tn.
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COOLING THE HOT CORKER
Robin'Courtivey, who throws
out a runner here, has been cooling down the hot corner this
year in an impre
fashion. Behind Courtney is shortstop
Steve Sencibaugh
e two make for a solid left side of the
infield.

Dr. Bryon 1. Thacker

903 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-9909

What Is Chiropractic?
Chiropractic is the art and science of natural healing
through spinal manipulation and specific
musculoskeletal and neuronal technics. It is a preventative and corrective procedure of health care.
Through natural means chiropractic can stop or slow
down acute or chronic conditions working with the
body's own recuperative powers to heal. Chiropractic
does not use drugs or surgery to accomplish this. Those
cases needing specific medical attention are referred
to medical specialists. Drug therapy is often necessary
in life saving Or emergency situations, however, it
many times will only cover up symptoms while the condition continues to grow and reoccur. Chiropractic
does not cover up symptoms. instead it deals with the
cause of the problem. Listed below are just a few of the
types of problems that are often of a chiropractic
nature. These and many others are helped everyday in
chiropractic offices.

Whiplash
Arthritis
Migraine
Scoliosis
Chiropractic often helps when other methods fail.
Chiropractic gets results and works with nature's
governing healing laws. Workmen's compensation and
most major insurance companies cover chiropractic
care.

includes George Scott at first, surprising .287 after Rick
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Rick Burleson at short and Dempsey was injured last
AP Sports Writer
The New York Yankees, Butch Hobson at third. Three summer. Both are back.
Boston Red Sox and Baltimore outfielders and a DH will Baltimore led the league in
Orioles waged an exciting come from among Carl fielding and double plays and
baseman
• Doug
down-tothe-wire race in the Yastrzemski, Jim Rice, Fred third
American League _ East last Lynn, Dwight Evans and DeCinces, shortstop Mark
Belanger and second basemen
year and all three managers Bernie Carbo.
People laughed a year ago Billy Smith (glove) and Rich
are optimistic heading into
when Weaver insisted the Dauer(bat i return. However,
1978.
Billy Martin, Yankees: "I Orioles were contenders. No first baseman Lee May
feel good about the 1978 one's laughing this time. They becomes the DH, with DH
Yankees and once again I see picked up Don Stanhouse and Eddie Murray,the 1977 Rookie
Joe Kerrigan, who will join of the Year, taking over in the
us taking it all."
Don Zimmer, Red Sox: Tippy Martinez and Nelson field.
"Last year at this time 1 said Briles in the bullpen.
The outfield two fine hitters,
Jim Palmer, seven times a
we would be in the pendAnt
Singleton, coming off
Ken
20-game
winner, is the pitrace right to the finish, and
that's what happened. I feel ching ace, but he was ham- elbow surgery, in right and Al
Bumbry in center. The third
the same way again this pered by arm trouble during
spot
will go to Andres Mora,
the spring. The rest of the
year."
Pat Kelly or Carlos Lopez,
includes
Earl Weaver, Orioles: "We rotation
Mike
think we will be solid Flanagan, Dennis Martinez possibly a platoon.
The Detroit Tigers may he a
contenders again this year. and Scott McGregor.
to keep an eye on. Mark
team
Catcher Dave Skaggs hit a
Even though we did not sign
Fidrych, the rookie pitching
any big names from the resensation of 1976, returns fro'
entry draft, we think we can
an injury-plagued summe(
r
improve on our 97 wins."
and his spring showing in• Those 17 wins were enough
dicated he was all the'way
By The Associated Press
to tie the Orioles and Red Sox
back.
Wednesday's
Games
21 2
games behind the
First baseman Jason
Boston 6,Pittsburgh 0
Yankees.
Thompson, left fielder Steve
Philadelphia
7;
New
York
Despite losing Mike Torrez
Kemp and pitcher Dave
to Boston, the Yankees have ( N )6
Montreal 3, Houston 2, 10 Rozema emerged last year
no shortage of pitchers, a good
and this season the team is
thing because Catfish Hunter innings
looking to a new double play
Detroit 4, Toronto 3
must prove he can still,be,a
Minnesota 4; New York (A) combination in shortstop Alan
consistent winner, injuryTrammell
and
second
prone Don Gullett has been 2, 10 innings
baseman Sweet Lou Whitaker.
Chicago
IA)3,
Kansas
City
2
sidelined with a sore shoulder
Cincinnati 3, Los Angeles 2, Catcher Lance Parrish
and Andy Messersmith will
promises to be a good one,too,
11
innings
miss a couple of months with a
although Milt May still looms
Atlanta 4, Texas 2
shoulder separation.
as the No. 1 backstop.
Seattle 8, Oakland 6
New York probably will
Rusty Staub is the DH with
Cleveland 6,San Francisco 2
open with a rotation of Ron
Tim
Corcoran and Charlie
Chicago
(
N)
7,
Milwaukee
2
Guidry, Ed Figueroa, Hunter,
Spikes
-in right field. The
California
10,
San
Diego
4
reliable Dick Tidrow a'nd
brilliant Ron .LeFlore is in
Baltimore 8,St.Louis 2
possibly 6-foot-6 rookie Jim
center, super glove Aurelio
Thursday's Games
Beattie. Rich Gossage and
Toronto vs. Philadelphia at Rodriguez at third.
Rawly Eastwick join Cy
The Tigers acquired a
•
Young Award winner Sparky Clearwater, Fla.
pitcher
from
Chicago (A)vs. New York starting
Lyle in what Martin says
Milwaukee
in
Jim
Slaton,
but
A
)
at
Fort
(
Lauderdale,
Fla.
"might be the best bullpen in
Montreal vs. Minnesota at Jack Morris, counted on as the
the history of baseball."
fourth starter, has developed
The rest of the club will be Orlando, Fla.
Kansas City vs. Texas at arm problems. The bullpen is
the same as last year.
manned by Steve Foucault,
As usual, the free-swinging, Pompano Beach, Fla.
John
Hiller and Jim Crawford.
Cincinnati
vs.
St.Louis
at
St.
power-laden Red Sox will go
Jeff Torborg starts his first
as far as the pitching can take Petersburg
New York (N ) vs. Boston at full season as manager of the
them. The starters are Torrez,
Cleveland Indians. He gets
Luis Tiant, Bill Lee and Mike Winter Haven,Fla.
outfielders Rick Manning and
Milwaukee
vs:
Seattle
at
Paxton, but Tiara will miss the
Johnny Grubb back from the
start of the season With a Tempe, Ariz.
San Francisco vs. Cleveland Injury list but hard-throwing
jury Ace fireman Rill
1 'viapitcher•
Campbell will have help from at Tucson, Ariz.
the
free
agent
route.
San
Diego
vs.
California
at
Jim Willoughby, Dick Drag°
The third outfield spot
and Tom Burgmeier. Bob Palm Springs, Calif.
Atlanta vs. Baltimore— at probably will go to Paul Dade.
Stanley, Reggie Cleveland and
The infield has Andre
Miami.
Rick Wise will be swing men.
Pittsburgh vs. Detroit at Thornton at first, Duane
The rest of the lineup is
Kuiper at second, Buddy Bell
impressive. Catcher Carlton Lakeland, Fla.
at third and either Larvell
Friday's Games
Fisk is one of the best, and
Boston vs. Montreal at Blanks or Tom Veryzer at
speedy second baseman Jerry
short. Willie Horton is the DH.
Remy, late of California, has Daytona Beach, Fla.
Fred Kendall and Ron
Chicago
vs.
Cincinnati
at
been added to an infield that
Pruitt are capable catchers.
Tampa,Fla.
Richmond vs. Atlanta at The staff they'll be handling
starts
with
West Palm Beach, Fla.
sometimes
Milwaukee vs. San Fran- • brilliant Dennis Eckersley
and Wayne Garland, again
cisco at Phoenix.
Oakland vs. Seattle at battling arm trouble. Jim
Kern is one of the league's top
Tempe, Ariz.
Kansas City vs. Baltimore short relievers but the rest of
the corps must prove itself.
at Miami.
The Milwaukee Brewers
Philadelphia vs. New York
dipped into the free-agent
(N ) at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Texas vs. Houston at Baton market for'LarryHisle, the
AL's RBI king, but the real
Rpuge, La.
St.Louis vs. Detroit at problems were on the mound
so they hired Baltimore pitLakeland, Fla.
Chicago ( N vs. Cleveland ching coach George Bamberger as manager.
at Tucson, Ariz.
With Bill Travers on the
Minnesota vs. San Diego at
disabled list, the starters
Tijuana, Mexico
include youngsters Jerry
California at Los Angeles

Augustine, Moose Haas, Lary
Sorensen and Gary Beare,
with
Bill
Castro, Ed
Rodriguez, Bob McClure and
Mike Caldwell in the bullpen.
Experienced catcher -Ray
Fosse is also disabled. Sixto
Lezcano, Ben Ogilvie and Von
Joshua join Hisle in the outfield but the Brewers'strength
is an,infield of Cecil Cooper at
first, Robin Yount at short,
Don Money or Lenn Sakata at
second and Money or Sal
Bando at third. Either Money,
Bando or Oglivie will be the
DH.
The Toronto Blue Jays, 2
years old, are still very much
an expansion club. The top
hands are outfielders Bob
Bailor, Otto Velez and Al
Woods, third baseman Rey
Howell, DI-T Rico'Carty; first
baseman Doug Ault and
pitchers Dave Lernanczyk,
Jerry Garvin and Jim Clancy.
Prediction: 1, Boston. 2,
New York. 3, Baltimore. 4,
Detroit. 5, Milwaukee. 6,
Cleveland. 7, Toronto.

ALL SMILES — Scott Durham was all smiles after walking off
the mound to receive congratulations from his teammates.
Durham fired a three-hitter as the 'Bred* won a 2-0 game over
Missouri.

ALL YOU CAN EAT AND DRINK
INCLUDING SOUP AND SALAD BAR AND DESSERT.
Gumbo, Clam Chowder, Oysters on half shell, Boiled shrimp, Fried
oysters, Broiled Red Snapper, Deviled Crab, Fried Scallops.

plus tax
Children
under
10 half price

COLONIAL HOUSE
SMORGASBOARD
4:30-10:00

ih PORTRAITS IN

Pt LIVING COLOR

$1.95

DEPOSIT WHEN
PHOTOGRAPHED

'9.95
ON DELIVERY

2 - 8 X 10
2- 5 X 7
10 WALLETS
Portraits will be delivered withtrt three weeks

•PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING
TODAY'S THE DAY — Spring football practice, end what
great weather for it, we might mid, began today at Murray
State University. The players will he ping fear do's Per "Ma
he pads and will spend the other Horse days working with the
weights and going titroegli some vigorous speed drills along
4th exorcises. For more details and more photographs oath.
nef sr% practice, see F1'tidOlea at the Murray
Ames.
- -

...2:

•ILLUSTRATIONS
ENLARGED
TO SHOW
DETAILS

*OPEN
DAILY
10:00 to
6:00
.4 CHARGE
PLANS
AVAILABLE
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Williams On Team

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

'ANAHEIM, Calif. ( API —
Freeman Williams of Portland State, the leading scorer
in college basketball this past
season, will be among 10
players on the Coaches AllAmerica team who will face
the Athletes in Action in an
exhibition game at the
Anaheim Convention Center
Thursday;night.
Williams, who averaged 35.9
points per outing, will be
joined by Marty Byrnes of
Syracuse, Dave Corzine of
DePaul, Marvin Delph of
Arkansas, Jeff Judliiiis of
Utah, Bob Miller of Cincinnati, Roger Phegley of
Bradley, Mike Santos of Utah
State, Raymond Townsend of
UCLA and Duck Williams of
Notre Dame on the team.
Digger Phelps of Notre
Dame will coach the all-stars.

CUT DOWN — Tom Fehn (16) of the 'Breds was art down at the plate, even though a leaping
Steve Sencibaugh (in the background) is giving he safe sign. Getting ready to make the tog is
catcher PIN Wildman while the man with the bat is on-deck hitter SIN Wagoner. The umpire is
Jamie Washer.
(Staff Kates by Mk* Orsides)

INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-10S E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434
Radio thaek
audio component sale

Popcorn Softball Play
Set To Open Tonight
The Murray Popcorn Bonanza Softball Tournament will
begin tonight at the Murray-Calloway County Park.
At 6 p.m. on field one, Bynums will play Cain's Jeep while
in the same bracket, Ford Tractor will play the Bootleggers
at 7 p.m. on field one.
In the lower half of the first bracket, Burger Queen of Princeton will play Cole Lumber at 8 p.m. tonight on field one
while the final game tonight at field one will pit Fisher Price
against Kappa Alpha at 9 p.m.
In the other bracket,two teams have byes. D&W Auto has a
bye in the first round and there will be no6 p.m. game on field
three. At 7 p.m. tonight on field three, ISCO will play Vernon's.
In the lower half of that second bracket, Jerry's
Refinishing will play at 8 p.m. tonight against SWAT while
there will be no 9 p.m. game as the Racer football team drew
a bye.
The quarterfinals of the tourney will begin at6 p.m. Friday
with the finals set for 1 p.m.Saturday.
The tourney is sponsored by the Murray Optimist Club.

Cliff Hagan Key Role
In Two Wildcat Eras
4.11.•

As.

A TIME TO LEARN — Johnny Reagan, who has 461 career
wins at Murray State, is not only a coach bat he's a teacher
and his players are students of the game. Here, Reagan talks
about yesterday's win and goes over some pointers in a team
meeting.

SALE

SALE

TRUCKLOAD

Shrubs-Shrubs-Shrubs
Friday & Saturday
March 31 & April 1

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
The University of Kentucky's
athletic success this year has
a historical parallel in events
of 27 years ago. They are
different eras, but Cliff Hagan
played key roles in both.
Like their 1950 forerunners,
!
••
posted a 10-1 regular season
record this year. The 1950
team advanced to the Sugar
Bowl and a 13-7 victory over
Oklahoma, but the Wildcats
spent the holidays at home
this year due to a one-year
probation for recruiting
violations.
In both cases, however,
football was temporarily
upstaged as the basketball
Wildcats marched to national
championships.
Coach Adolph Rupp's 195051 team, which included
Hagan, a promising young
star from Owensboro, caphired the school's third NCAA
title and finished 32-2.
"It was the biggest and
greatest thing of all tune,"
recalled Hagan, now the UK
_athletic _fiirector, in an interview Wednesday.
. But there was a different
atmosphere this week when
Joe Hall's 30-2 team brought
home a fifth NCAA trophy.
"You have more immediacy
and buildup and excitement
now because of television and
more teams involved," Hagan
said. The whole thing's a

11w/ea's
Flowers

•
•

gym. a At MI

400

•

Model STA-52 is built it our own tuner/amplifier factory and includes every feature a sensible
music lover would demand including plenty of
power, the proper controls, tuning meter and a
cabinet that's made of genuine walnut veneer
(riot a wood-like imitation) JIt's 12 watts per
channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 2020.000 Hz with no more than 0 9% THD so you
don't miss an overtone or lose that precious
bass The other products listed below combine
to give you a system at even bigger savings Ask
for #31-2072

n Our Cash Pot

This Week Win

2,400.00
()iffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)

Have you had your
card punched
this week??

LIMB 000E1
S. 12th Street'

Murray

•

•••••

NO-PURCHASE NECtSSARY
—

Regular price
354
.savings

199.95
-70.00
WSA

/
2x131
/
4x8' 1" dual
Model MC-1500 is a hefty 231
driver system encased in genuine walnut veneer
(not fake wood) It takes two to stereo, that's
why our picture shows a pair. Ask for #40-1982

"We had had some winning
seasons right along (before
1950)," Hagan said, "so we
were on a winning kind of
kick. That couldn't have
generated the kind of excitement that our football
team did this year. But now,
there are just simply more
football fans than there were
27 years ago."
Athletic success has obvious
advantages,
primarily
financial, for a university,
Hagan said.

'tint the college hockey star
will continue playing hockey.
Barons' General Manager
Harry Howell said the cotlege
star has turned down a multiyear contract offer from the
Barons, and will not turn pro
ttis season.
Howell confirmed Eaves'
decision after meeting with
the player's agent, Art
Kaminsky.
Instead of turning pro.
Eaves said be will play for
team USA in the World Cup
tourney • _in. -Czechoslovakia

SRS

Regular price 79.95 ea.
38% savings —30.00-ea.
49.95 ea.
Sale price

II at• 6

• Turns Down Offer
RICHFIELD, Ohio ( AP ) -• niversity
of Wisconsin All• ArneriMn Mike Eaves. won't
be suiting up in a Cleveland
• Barons
uniform this season,

• •,srC•

•

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

Cbach Paul "Bear" Bryant's
winning football teams, but
Fran Curci's accomplishment
last fall was a major shock.

DOLLAR

on_o 0
Mt

Sale
price 12995
at
Take 38% off our low regular price
on these Realistic 79.95 loudspeakers:

Take 38% off our regular low price
on this Realistic 159.95 tape deck:

;11.

Regular price
38% savings
Sale price

sowtaalloa*

159.95
—60.00
99.95

Model SCT-14 is a cassette recorder player
— • feerriaring--t+re-Defitry'll-rrcrrse-reductrorr-srst
•
every feature essential to making and playing
quality cassettes A real bargain! Ask for #14-848

\2i
2
41
.11

Take 19% off our regular low price
on this Realistic 159.95 turntable:
Regular price 159.95
19% savings —30.00
Sale price
129.95

losCrY.

Model LAB-30Q• is more than just a great belt
drive disc player It includes a $39 95 Shure-built
magnetic cartridge, base, dust cover, automatic
arm return and shutoff! Ask for #42 2931

•
•

W

8
,

Take 35% off our low regular price
on this Realistic 199.95 receiver:

and on to the finals.
You even have cities vying
to have these extravaganzas
years in advance," he said.
-It has much greater impact
than it did in '51, but we
thought it was the biggest
show in the world:"
There are other differences,
too, Hagan said. Kentucky

--Originally, it provided a
real appeal to the students, to
get them to come to college
itee e
colleges
when
students," he said. "Many of
To Rock Bottom
them still do. That's not one of
our problems, luckily. It also
Cash & Carry
makes for the biggest years
for donations to the university
— not the athletic progrArn,
the university.
"It's got to make recruitik
a little simpler for you,'.' he
continued. -In football, you go
out for the best now andgetter than before because it sometimes you come up
8_5 dominates the media, starting second or third, but at least
917 Coldwater
with your conference races you're in the ball park. The
bowls keep your name alive
•••• 41 until January, whereas
••••• •••••••••
people are recruitipg
silence out there.
"And there can't be a high
school prospect anywhere that
doesn't know we have the best
•
basketball program in the
country right now."

Prices SLASHED

at

Then save even more on these items in a system!
System 43
System 1
System 2
•Save 170 80
• Above Receiver
• Above Turntable
•Above Speakers (2)
Rog Seporei•
II•rne Price

5198°

5349

*Trade mark of Dolby Labs inc.

•Save 194.75
• Above Receiverot
• Above Tape Deck
• Above Speakers(2)
•Record Changer..

• Save 133 80
• Above Receiver
• Above Speakers (2)
• Record Changer•*

,3
5797!85

Reg Secw•te

:
*9

go... 066c.

4198°

THINK OF HI Fl THINK OF RADICISHACK THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND*

Most t er.,s
Rad.° Shar

Olympic Plaza
12th Street
A D.I.V1SION OF T-Ahair

'286

**LAB -52 not shrQn)-auTcSKATtrfrrrtretVariger
base with magnetic cartri,e 4421.2961 only 59 95

Mon.-Fri. 10-7
Sat, 10-6
Closed Sun.

Look fur th,,
sign ;r1 'your

Radio
thaek
DEALER

,iP•rjhhr“,srir,r1

••

r-1-41(...-LS MAY vAilY Ai
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UNDERSTANDING
MENTAL HEALTH
a health column from the
Alcohol Dru• Abuse and Mental Health Administratio
n
U.S. Department of Health, Education. and Welfare

Whit is Deprcaiou?—Part I
Feeling low, blue, down in
the dumps? It's not a pleasant
Feeling It usually means we've
been hurt or disappointed or
saddened by something in our
lives that leaves us feeling
confused and listless for a
little while. It - happens to
everyone There is even a
-type_ ut_. music. called "the
blues- - a loxx, mournful.
%sailing sound to express
these universal human feelings.
Depression is another name
for this mood Feeling depressed is a normal and natural response to experiences,
of loss, failure, or had luck
anyone might suffer
In sonic cases. himever. depression become; somet hing
more than just normal feelings of bi44e:s. or. bask)* it,_.. A
ge iiiithTlclrrser--haps millions in the United
suffer from it hat psychiatrists and psychologists
call "depressive illness." Depressive illness is more intense
arid lastslunger.lhan _common
dosn-in-the-dumps
feelings
Sometinsec. a serious bout of
depression can begin ordinarily enough with an event like
the loss of .a loved one or a
change of job But the depression sometimes persists and
become. %horse. Many times in
very severe cases there doesn't
seem to have been any circumstance- serious enough to
have caused the depression.

Researchers are not sure:
c%en today, 'whether depressite illness is an aggravated
form of normal depression,or
vvhether it is something enlire's different Some patients
has,: described their feelings
during a depressive illness a.
quite distinct from any blue
teelin$. the% had ever expi:hen i:ed
Derfetesh4t, sii sluaw
iii inan
xxos and xxith different degrees of intensity
I here are a x arte0 of possible
sxmptoms. particularlx. in the
milder forms of the illness
depressixe neuroses
Often those is ho go to . their
pin sic ca tis ith seneral complaints or feelings of -not
being ins sell'• don't kilos that
depression max he causing
these feelings
In next ueek's column v‘e
Al
4k1.41
famil!, can do to help a person with the more moderate
forms of depression. If you
isouhi like further information
about depression the types of
depression, causes, research.
and treatments - write for.
Learning .4 t!ent t Depressive
Illnesses, National histitute of
Mental Health, WO Fishers
I anc. Rockville. MD 20857

of-
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LBL Bike Races

on sale
Yamaha
DT 250
Enduro

s985
tefun

&

Country
',ONE ,5.02

753 SO 71

YAMAHA
When ycu

know how they ,e own

COW -111 111
1%1-43
APPLESAUCE

16

Hyde Park I 7 Oz

FRUIT
COCKTAIL
Hyde Pork
Halves or Slices

PEACHES

Oh

BARTLETT
PEARS

Kraft

•

•
•

Chef Way

Blue
Par• Bonnet

SHORTENING

••

l7 oz.

Texsun Witiaieetened
Pink Grapefruit

JUICE

46 oz

FRUIT
MIX

vz=cionsei

44/0te" Adr
10,

On Any 20 Exposure
DI V F.LOPS.D & PRINTED

Ws.0°O;
Wat TIneCzapPos

CORN MEAL MIX
stork's,
TUNA

19'

6 ' 2 or

4
KETCHUP

89'
59'

rb
COLO
R
ROLL

7'/1 oz.

59' BLEACH
81' FOIL

32 oz

Nine Lives
Square Meal

_

'2 gal

9c

WHITE
ONIONS

PEACHES

19c

0. v'44./dit.tt

4

1111P

5x7COLOR.;
Enlargcmcnt loWc
01 I ROM ASS SLIDEE OR WEOR NIL:ALIVE
I imiT

E•LARCA4LNTC PLR(-01'PoN

1771te''127X33
"Li
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v

39'

lb

I
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b

Slide &Movie
Processing
20 EXPOSURE SLIDES

?

rn

rah

Thai ...pm

12=9
1771V=
'
0,..2.315taiN1552051rAl

Exposure
Film

lb

s199.

A7
1V-11=9121MEJ Alio'AC

CUTLETS

I

BIG

CHICKEN
LEGS
lb

79

PURE
'
GROUND Q9
BEEF g
3-5 lb. Pkg

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. .
1-6 Sun.' •

PORK

$1

49

BONELESS
BUTT

lb

Sil 29

ice

1 lb..

5!,

200 Size California

bog 99' LEMONS 75e

,

DELI SPECIALS
AMERICAN
$.1 59
CHEESE
lb

lb

i
Deli

BAKED HAM

Armour Testender

%per S ot Regrew SI‘lonee

Any 12

PORK
STEAK
$4 19

•
NOW, I RPOSI RE

CARROTS

Meat Makes The Meal There's No Finer Meat Than Owen's Best

BIG ilrf

04,414Fitt •..V4EqUir:• 794,,.

PEARS

Libby"s

49C
49'
16 ox 49
'
16 oz

Juice Pk.

Washington Red
or Golden Delicious

inc

22 oz

Libby's Juice Pk

WILT OVE ROLL MR COUPON

IMMEnszi•la,
x BIG IC+
rAgil'

IVORY
LIQUID

RED
RIPE
2fic
TOMATOES lb J7

New,Crop

or

••di
•

Produce Buy Of The Week

FRESH
GREEN 1 ICC
CABBAGE I J

•

•

FRUIT_
COCKTAIL

18 In.

bo
tit
de

MILK

Libby Juice Pk

Reynolds
Heavy Duty

59C

176 Park

19

Clorox

17 oz

CAT
FOOD

•

Martha White Yellow

Heinz

12 or

I Ih. hex

46 oz

C

•
•
• $1 79
.

Bonus Special
_.•
Both with $25.00 Order

Nestle's
Chocolate Chip

COOKIE
MIX

5

rbecue
T-BONE STEAK /ArmourBa
$1 98
SIRLOIN $489 BAKED HAM
STEAK lb

lb

FRESH
GROUND
CHUCK

I

Armour
Tender Tested
$1

5109
lb

I

MINUTE
STEAK

lb

I

89

au
at
wi
wi
th
in'

•••••••••

C
•
•

• •
•
•

or

Hyde Pork Pink

32 oz

9 TOMATO
JUICE *

•
I
SUGAR
•

.3lb.

3/89'

DISHWASHING
LIQUID

5 lb

3/89'

oz

Hyde Pork

•

•

*4)••••••.•

Hyde Park
Cream Style or
Whole Kernel

•
• Lt. Brown or Dk.
••
Brown

••„ths.g•
• 89.

Libby's Chunky

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS
,

SWEET
PEAS

JIr

PLAIN MEAL

„,
OLEO ••si2thadd:

• i114,9
••
•
.
.
3 lb. en

69'

15' 2 °Z

Hyde Pork

Eb•di
•••••
011•
•
•
•
kay or
•
Powdored •

•

•

18 oz

I.

GREEN
BEANS

Hyde Park

BARBECUE SAUCE

16 oz

Hyde Park
French Style

•

•••
•
•

CORN

GREEN
BEANS

Clam!

29 oz

Hyde Pork

Hyde Pork Cut

YOU

49c
9 ittk
,
3:U

41:*:4 "Arlif
IOR 1
:‘

BIG

Open Idly S:N to liSS
Closid Sunday

WE WRY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

NEW SAT.
HOURS
8-8

3/$1 a Lt

oz

Slated April 15

PHOTO
SPECIALS

We Reserve The Right To limit Ountities

\IF

Hyde Park

16 ox.

GOLDEN POND — Five
different United States
Cycling Federation (USCF1
races will be featured during
the Purchase Bicycle Races,
Saturday, April 15, at TVA's
Land Between The Lakes, the
170,000-acre public demon.:
stration area in 'Western
Kentucky and Tennessee.
To be held rain or shine, the
special event is in cooperation
with the Jackson Purchase
Wheelmen; Kentucky's
Western Waterland, Inc.; and
Land Between The Lakes.
Set to begin at 9 a.m., USCF
races will include junior mc:.- ,
women, and veterans. Three
non-USCF races will include
women, junior men, and
senior men. Racers will
compete along a 11- to 50-mile
course in the Environmental
Education Center.
Preregistration by mail is
encouraged; however, entrants may register from 8
a.m. until noon Saturday at
the- registration desk to be
located below Cepter Station.
For further information,
write Bicycle Races, TVA,
Land Between The Lakes,
Golden Pond, KY 42231, or
telephone 502-924-5602.

Specials Good
Mar 3/204/5

1407 W. MAIN• PHONE 753-4681

lb

l: $329

Horne Made

• HAM SALAD

$3
29

pint

$129

Deli

ROAST BEEF

lb

BEEF

lb

$298
69
2
$

re
lit
a
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MSU One-Day Workshop
Explores Death, Dying
•

•

NORTti SCOUT BANQUET—Pack 76 Cub Scouts of North Calloway Elementary
School geld its Blue and Gold banquet at the school one hundred Scouts, parents, and
guest present Mac Frtts and Steve IGckert from the Kentucky Park System presented a
program of slides about the state park system. Awards were presented to several
Scouts and Pack 76 received an award for Outstanding Achievement in 1977-78,
presented by Charles Clark, District Scout Executive from the Four River Council Cub
Master Dan Harrison and R. B. Barton welcomed the guests and recognized Scout
Leaders. Pictured, left to right, at the speakers' table are Jim Feltner, school principal,
Mrs. Jim Feltner, Mrs. Bob Hopkins, Bob Hopkins, district commander, Mac Fitts, Dan
Harrison, R. B. Barton, Mrs. I. W.!ones, J. W.Jones, PTC presendent, and Charles Clark,
scout executive. In the left foreground and Johnny and Toni Bohannon.

WKMS-FM To Initiate
New 'Reader'Program
Listeners in the four-state at Michigan State University States.
Other upcoming books on
audience of WKMS-FM Radio in East Lansing, the "Radio
the
program include: "Lindpopular
Reader"
program
is
University
Murray
State
at
will be able to "read" books among the blind, elderly, and bergh Alone" by Brenden Gill,
handicapped, but it also at- a look at Charles Lindbergh as
with their eyes closed when
tracts
a large audience of a boy, man, husband, father,
the public radio _station
homemakers, businessmen aviator, and loner; -The
initiates a new service on
and.others who can digest the August Strangers" by Mike
Monday, April 3.
A Monday through Friday ._content of a book while doing a Slosberg, a sensitive novel of
what happens when tragedy
book-reading program en- variety of other things.
The first book to be read will strikes a happy family; and
titled "Radio iteader" to •
be "0 America" by Luigi "Fishbait" by William "Fishdebut at noon oR that date on
Barzini, author of the best- bait" Miller, the national best
WKMS will feature complete
seller
entitled :'The Italians." seller which reveals the many
readings of contemporary
It is a personal and nostalgic confidences he accumulated
literary works, including
novels, biographies, histories, - account of the years between during his 24 years as
1925 and 1930 when the author doorkeeper of the U. S. House
and science fiction.
was a resident of the United of Representatives.
Produced at WKAR Radio
Dick Estell, manager of
WKAR, is the host of "Radio
Reader." He is the third
reader in the program's 40year history and has been
reading for 15 years. More
than 600 books have been
broadcast since the program
Reg.
began, ranging from .iuch
$129.95
contemporary works as
"Jaws" to such classics as
'.'Gulliver's Travels" and "A
Christmas Carol."
How do bookstores feel
about the program? In most
A1,1,FOR
cities, Estell said, the stores
ask
to be notified well in ad• The beautifully
vance so they can get a book in
sculptured hood is
stock because the demand for
sleek enough to tit
ckan
books
he
reads
under low furniture
dramatically increase during
o'•
and immediately following the
• The handle switch and
reading.
headlight make
cleaning more
According to Estell, - the
convenient
demand is an indication that
le
many people are unable to
hear every chapter and they
Exclusive 6-way
buy the book to fill in the gaps.
Dial-A-Nap lowest
And he said many people buy
shag
Model
deepest
nap to
copies
of a book they have
2325
or any other carpets
heard so their friends can
enjoy it too.
WKMS, which operates as a
public service of Murray
State, is at 91.3 on the FM dial.
The station is nonprofit and
noncommercial and has a fine
arts schedule of programs,
*
including classical and jazz
* 4
sosX OW% $20.00 cleaning tools
included with upright purchase
music, drama. and news.
NEW PROGRAM FOR
VISUAL ARTS
NEW YORK AP - A new
1. Headlight
master of arts program in administration with a focus on
2. Edge Cleaner
visual arts will be offered by
3. Metal Beater Bar
Parsons School of Design and
the Bank Street College of Edu4. Top Handle Switch
cation.
David Levy, dean of Parsons,
and Gordon Klopf, dean of the
Bank Street College, remarked
that this collabaration would
provide a program giving
teachers and school administrators a critical overview of
profesonal practice in Ameriart anddesign.
can
Made
EVER
We Repair ANT Vacuum
The program will include
such areas as graphic and advertising design, environmental
Open 9-5 Daily 9-1 Sat.
design, interior design, illustration and the fine arts.

A one-day worksbop to
explore death and dying and
un.
resources,
the
derstandings, and skills
Increase helping responses to
patients and their family
members is scheduled at
Murray State University on
Tuesday, April 4.
To begin at 9 - a.m. with a
registration, the entire
program will be in Mason Hall
(Nursing Building). It is
sponsored by the Murray
State chapter of the Kentucky
of Nursing
Association
Pre-Med
Students, the
Society, and the United
Campus Ministry.
Entitled "Death and Dying:
An Interdisciplinary
Workshop," the program is
desighed primarily to provide
insight and information for
medical personnel, clergy,
and people in the helping
professions such as counselors, 'social workers, and
mental health workers.
Workshop leaders will include: Kathleen Roche, a
registered nurse who works
full-time in thanatology; Dr.
William N. Blalock, a
specialist in gastrointestinal
disorders and chief of staff at
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah;
Dr. William C. Mays, chaplain

Eureka

Most Powerful Upright Vacuum

SAVE'30

$9995

•

and director of pastoral
services and education at
r Baptist Hospital in Nashville;
Sr. Lowell D. Latto and Dr.
To
L. Wagner, assistant
ssors of guidance and
counseling af Murray State:
and Dr. Machree Ward,
associate
professor
of
psychology at Murray State
and teacher of a course on the
psychology.of death_ Among the specific topics on
the agenda are: an overview
of death and dying; stress
reduction and the moment of
death; euthanasia; the
physician and the dying
patient; and an evening panel
Session focused on "The
Reality of Death."
The registration fee for
professionals is $10, but
students may attend the
workshop at no charge. No
pre-registration is necessary.

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

03-20-78
Adults 132
Nursery 4

No Ness born Admissions
Dismissals
Mrs. Cindy Parrish and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Murray,
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, since the in- Wendal R. Wade, Rt. 2, South
ception of the Hazel School Fulton, Tn., Mrs. Wilda J.
Alumni Association many Crouch, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
former students have devoted Anna B. Campbell, Rt. 5,
time and energy to this Murray, James H. Herndon,
organization and to its ob- 200 So. 6th, Murray, Mrs. Jan
jectives and piirposes, and; M. McKee', Rt. 6, Murray,
this Thomas C. Locke, Box 87,
WHEREAS,
Organization has had many Kirksey, Mrs. Mary W.
distinguished officers and Sanders, 1505 Oxford, Murray,
Mrs. Jessie L. Miller, Rt. 1,
members, and;
WHEREAS,throughout this Almo, Mrs. Verdie L.
Organization's entire history, Garland, Bt. 3, Murray,
one member has distinguished Marvin B. Campbell, 801
herself above all the rest and Ogburn, Paris, Tn., Lee W.
has been loyal and faithful to Fox,801 So. 9th, Murray, Mrs.
the Alumniu Association, and; Mabel Creed, Rt. 1, Dexter,
WHEREAS, she has con- Theron F. Clark,: Rt. 4,
tributed generously of her Murray, Bertis L. Doyle, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Lora F. Arnold,
time and efforts, and;
was 1517 Johnson Blvd., Murray.
WHEREAS, she
directly involved with most of
the Alumni as a teacher, tic m
rhea'.
cWiTeighbor,
ounse
and advisor, and;
WHEREAS, she is deeply
loved and respected by all
members as a kind and
gracious lady.
NOW,THEREFORE,BE IT
WKMS-FM Radio at Murray
RESOLVED htat the Hazel State University will broadAlumni Association cast a live or -hour public
recognizes KOSKO JONES as affairs program entitled "The
"DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI Farm Strike. Someone Has to
of 1978" and commend her for Lose" at 8 p.m. an Monday,
her efforts in our behalf and April 3.
express to her our love and
A discussion moderated by
gratitude, and;
Jesse Young WKMS public
FURTHER affairs director, will examine
BE
IT
RESOLVED that a copy of various aspects of the farthis RESOLUTION be spread mer's controversial quest for
upon the. minutes of this parity.
Organization, furnished to our Participating will be Bob
Honoree, and distributed to Kemp, local organizer of the
the news media.
American Agriculture
ADOPTED unanimously by Movement farm strike, and
a voice vote at the regular Dr. .James
Thompson,
annual meeting, March n. professor of -economics at
1978.
Murray State, who will
Hazel Alumni Association represent the anti-strike
Ray Dunn,President position that it is not possible

DRUGS DISCUSSED--Wilard Ails, pharmacist at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, discussed what drugs are, using drugs safely, and the effects of drug abuse
with the sixty-one students of Mrs. Juana Dogson's and Mrs. Gail Turner's fifth grade at
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Facing the camera from the left are, Mr. Ails,
Carrie Paschall, Rita Elkins, John Hassell, Emily Dunn, Whey Turner, Hope Simpson,
Mark Arnett, Donnie Grace, Tim MciGnney, and Conrad Parker.

Columnists Evans, Novak To
Address Kentucky Chamber
The Kentucky Chamber al
Commerce 32nd Annual
Membership Meeting will be
held in Louisville at the
Blugrass Convention Center
on Hustbourne Lane, Wednesday, April 5. Featured
speakers at the banquet will
be columnists Rowland
Evans, Jr., and Robert D.
Novak. Evans and Novak are
co-authors of "Inside Report"
a daily `cettimn carried -over'
250 nespapers throughout the
world including The Murray
Ledger And Times. They edit
the
popular
by-weekly
newsletter, — The EvansNovak Political Report" and
are the authors of "Lyndon B.
Johnson, The Exerciser-of
Power" and "Nixon in the
White House, The Frustration
of Power."
Novak has worked as the
e-hief
Congressional
correspondent for "The Wall
Street Journal." Evans
worked with the "New York
Herald Tribune" as a
Washington
bureau
correspondent before combining his talents with Novak.
The banquet will begin at
7:00 p.m. and tickets are $15.
Presiding will be the out-going

S-FM To Broadcast
Special On Farm Strike

11.7.ftr,

for farmers to achieve 100
percent parity.
Questions from the audience
will be invited during the
second half of the program.
The pea-gram is the first of a
series of WKMS public affairs
presentations dealing with
regional issues, often of
controversial nature. Other
programs in April will
examine Murray mayor
Melvin Henley's first 100 days
in office, the advantages arid'
disadvantages of using the
Electorial • College
in
presidential elections, and a
discussion of whether the
••

Mitchell
Soybeans.
Another
Ring Around
Champion.
This Yfiar. make a definite move to higher yields
s4ivi-xians. The bean that consistently
with
out y ields all it hers in officjal state tests.
Mitchell is a Group 1 varity that Ring Around
helped devell iv And when ,:7111 buy a bag 4,f Mitchell
beans from your Ring A n Rind dialer, you get *eft
that have met the strictest quality standards in the
sted industry. as well as top yield potential.
A lso.14.4; for Ring A n )und's of her champions
;it v,iur
in s(irghums. corn. fi,rawes and

Hardin Grain
Elevator

At Hardin Grain
rdin

I.M. Simon
& Co.

•

106 N. Fourth St.

MURRAY FORD TRACTOR

Will Close Permanently On
Friday, March 31, 1978
at 4:00

AND SAVE

Inquires After That Date
Should Be Directed To

Cary Brandon and Frank Hurt

(Sales Does Not Include Preparation or Delivery

Salesmen ,
See: Cart Brandon or Frank Ilurt
Sales-159-4895 Hews: 8-1, 8-? Set
Service 153-9424$oirs 8-5, 't Day Set

(Open tale By
Appointment)

437-4102

The Murray Office Of

WITH

Murray Ford Tractor Will Sell
You A New Ford Tractor for
$100.00 over cost now
through midnight March 31st.

4

NOTICE

N. 12$ St., Olympic Plaza
759-1636

GET
,
ACQUAINTED t

• f'mterted Vane

0

become too detached from the
people. WKMS broadcasts as
a public service of Murray
State at 91.3 on the FM dial. It
is nonprofit, noncommercial
station..

PAUL WINSLOW'S

-se)
CY•op.
FORD

chairman of the board, John London;
Norman
YarClarke. Clarke is the manager borough, Brookside; E. L.
of the community affairs and Langley, Lexington..James A.
facilities services for General May, Frankfort; William B.
Electric in Louisville. Clarke Sturgill, Lexington and James
will continue to serve the C. Vernon, Frankfort. Also
chamber during the coming leaving the board as regional
year as chairman of the vice presidents are William B.
executive committee.
Grieme, Covington and
Brief remarks will be given Lynwood Schrader,
by Charles Beach, incoming Lexington.
chairman of the board. Beach
The All Kentucky City
is executive vice president of Luncheon will follow the board
the Peoples Exchange Bank in Meeting. At 3:30 p.m. The
Beattyville, Ky.
Kentucky Association of
The board meeting, will be Chamber of Commerce
held at 9:30 a.m. in the En- Executives will hold a board.
terprise Room. This will be ofdirectors meeting.
the final board meeting for the
following directors who are..
Fast file Service
completing a three year term.
At lie Discoed
They are as follows: Robert C.
Carter, Hopkinsville; Patrick
J. Cvengros, Paducah;
William G. Deatherage,
Hopkinsville; Morris R. Smith
uwensboro; Carl T. Eakin,
Louisville; J. David Grissom,
FILM, FLASII CRIES,
Louisville; R. Lee Hagan,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,
Louisville; John T. Parker,
Aricraft
Studies
Louisville; Rudy Vincenti,
11$ So. 1256 • 75341035
Louisville; Robert C. Ortner,
I•••0 P001.1 A1
Covington; Luke Keith, Jr.,

SOLOISTS PREPARE — 'Iwo senior woodwind majors
who will perform as soloists in the spring concert of the
Murray State University Symphony Orchestra on the campus Thursday evening, April 6, discuss a point with conductor Neale B. Mason during a rehearsal. They are: Joyce
Feibelman (left) of Fort Pierce, Ha., oboist, and Rita
Reasons Pawlawski'of Dyersburg, Tenrt, cialinetist. The
60.piere orchestra will-begirt the program at &15 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium. It is open to the public at no
mission charge.

•

753-3649 In Murray
or I. M. Simon & Co.
St. Luis, Mo.63102

315 N. 4th St.
314-231-335Q
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Appeal Says Ky. Small Claims
Courts Are Unconstitutional

2 Notice
INCOME TAX SERVICE: "We search for
every ega
u ion
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
Also available for
special appointments.

BUHLINCTDN, Ky. f API
An appeal filed in the Boone
County Circuit -0110 -hasConthe
challenged
stitutionality of Kentucky's
new small claims court.
The appeal, filed Tuesday
by Covington attorney John
Spaulding. seeks to clarify the
rules of procedure used in
Boone 4.nstnct Court Judge
Robert Greene•s small claims
court.
The appeal also seeks to
rey'erse his judgement in the
case of Helen Dixon vs. Steve

judicial system
giving him an opportunity to
Spaulding, in his appeal, interrogate the plaintiff or
crrotench, that the sinall-e4ain4a—t,biret-t"4,ee.t.est4+44441.y
court is unconstitutional
The case being appealed
because the state legislature concerns an automobile
-- in setting up • rules of collision last winter on an icy,
procedure for small claims narrow bridge in rural Boone
cases - intruded on the power County involving Mrs. Dixon
and obligation of the Kentucky and Bolton.
Supreme Court.
The appeal states that Mrs.
The appeal also claims that Dixon testified she was unable
.ludge Greene made a mistake to go up the bridge approach
in assuming that Kentucky because of 'ice and Sii-OW-and
'rules if civil procedure aren't was backing down and
applicable to sniall claims stopped when her car was.
court.
struck and. damaged by
Bonon.
The attorney argues that the Bolton's vehicle.
The small claims court judge improperly restricted
Spaulding states in his
system went into eftect Jan. 1 the defendant's counsel to "a appeal that he filed an answer
as part of the state's new passive observer without prior to the trial setting up
defenses, but that the judge
Crossword Puzzler
indicated at the trial-that he
would not consider the anACROSS
Answer to Wednesday 's Puzz4e
name
3 Raised the
swer.
I On the
13300 GIOICita LICKI
spirit of
ocean
The judge ruled in favor of
4 Tree of
C1380 1313130 MU
5 AngloMrs. Dixon and ordered
birch
MI
(ACM
ODIUM
Saxon
family
Bolton to pay her $455 and the
313 313130 LIMO
money
5 Unusual
costs of the trial.
• 8 Former
r33313
M3M3
OM
6 Note of
Russian
Spaulding states that he
s MOOG' JEQ COO
scale
ruler
11001111121 001113012) submitted defenses including
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contributory
41 0000 GROIN
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DEER POACHERS
ARE A PROBLEM
ST. PAUL., Minn. (API —
-Poachers kill about 28,000 deer
each year in Minnesota, about
the same number as taken by
lieensed hunters, says the state
Departrnent of Natural Resources.
Minnesota has tough laws
against poachers, allowing the
confiscation of guns and even
tars used by illegal hunters.
The penalty for deer "shining,"
hunting at might with illegal
lights, is $1,000 and up to a
year in jail.
The department uses an airplane to hilp spot deer shiners
but depends heavily on tips
from the public. Officials say
public cooperation is growing
but they concede that poaching
is a bigger problem than it was
10 years ago.
Ther-r•easpz for using a strong
flashlight or a-spotlight is that
deer freeze in their triCks momentarily when the light catches their eyes. The hunter gets
his shot as the deer stands motionless for that moment.
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DOCTORS DAY in Murray was proclaimed for March 31 by Murray Mayor Melvin
Henley as two members of the Calloway County Medical Auxiliary, Mrs. Hal Houston,
left, and Mrs. William R. Wilson, right, observe. Special projects have been planned by
the Auxiliary in honor of the twenty-three physicians in Murray and Calloway County.

Calloway FFA Chapter Takes
Top Federation Honor Awards
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MAKE $1.25 per plate
selling Engraved Metal
Social Security Plates.
Free sample. No investment. Write Gregg
Products, Box ,272-ILL- Lexington, N.C. 27292.

Gallimores Restaurant

WASHINGTON ok13 — Bolivia, and then processed
Colombia is now the chief into cocaine in Colombia.
supplier of marijuana and • The report also said the
cocaine to ,the United States, federal Drug Enforcement
in part because of police and Administration
"now
court corruption, government M1Mates -that Colombia has
auditors say.
surpassed Mexico as the
*The illegal traffic flOwing principal
supplier
of
into this country rakes in $6 (marijuana) to the United
billion a year on American . States."
the
streets,
General — The study said the DEA
Accounting -Office said in a ''estimates U.S. retail sales of
__report released Wednesday. marijuana and cocaine grown
Corruption in Colombia, the or processed in Colombia total
report charged,"is present at $6 billion annually, and that
various levels and places in illegal drug trafficking
the government, including the returns $1 billion to the
judiciary and the police.;', The • Colombian economy annually.
study did not detail alleged
According to other earlier*
corimption in any other South estimates, Colombia's cocaine
American nation.
exports etflial the country's
It said a drug coo_tsa....-wffee earnings.
program financed dile-fly by
the United States for the last
five years in most of South
America "has had a minimal
effect on the flow of narcotics."
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
According to the report, Free
and Accepted Masons
U.S. officials believe "the real will meet Saturday, April I, at
jey to program success is a 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.stronger contmitment by
Work will be in the Master
South American governments
Mason Degree, according to
to control the drug flow._ •
Larry Roberts, master of the
a
such
,!however,
lodge, who invites all Master
possibility is limited by
Masons to attend.
corruption within many South
American countries, parLAKE DATA
ticularly Colombia, and a lack
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 355.7,
government resources
host
of
RIGHT!HE CAN
up 0.2.
CARRY u5 BriTH, that can be allocated to drug
Below dam 327.9. down 0.4.
'THAT MAS1eF
enforcement."
Barkley
Lake, 7 a.m. 355.8,
HOODOO
VE R
said
all
report
nearly
The
CATCH
up 0.2.
the cocaine smuggled into the
Below slam 332.2, down 0.4.

Hazel, 492-9785

ATTENTION

AAzr

coca Plant in Raw. .and.

6 Help Wanted

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

(1)Afizg

'
I-

s.1.1

LOST TWO female
Brittain Spaniels. White
with orange spots. Call
Allen Russell, 753-2832
after 5 p.m.

speaking; Jon Joyce won the
American
Institute
SECRETARY
FOR
Cooperative.. (MC) award;
LARGE corporation
.Michelle Barnes, poultry
with division operated
production;ve
in
locally. Benefits include
nursery opera
nd turf
insurance, life, dental
and landscape management;
and-health. Stock saving
and Lincoln Martin in inplan.
Two
weeks
dividual music.
vacation. Send resume
Entered in 21 events, the
to P. b. Box 32 F.
Symsonia chapter received 16
superior, three excelelnt and
WANTED SALES
two good ratings while winrepresentative in West
ning five of the first-place
Ky. area with leading
awards: Keith McGary in
feed Company. College- —
corn; Donalil Larmer in forest
degree preferred but not
News, Society and
management, -Chrig-Mattitsin- required. Send resume
Sports
753-1918.
fruit and vegetables; Jerome
to Bipx 1921, Henderson,
Retail
Display
adEllington, milo; and Luke
Ky.'42420.
vertising 753-1919.
Carman in popcorn.
Classified
Display,
Therone Oak chapter went
TWO EXPERIENCED
Classified,
Circooks; one morning, one
home- with four first-place
culatio,t and the
evening shift. Steady
awards after entering 22
Business Office may
work, medium wage.
events and receiving 16
be reached on 753superior, five excellent and
Plus good bonus for
1916 and 753-1917
above average help.
one good rating. Their event
Apply 474-2259 for apwinnersincluded:_
Paintinent.
Stephanie Cates in im- YOUR . NEED is our
concern. - NEEDLINE,
promptu speaking on horses
753-6333.
WANTED LADY to live in
and _ horse proficiency;
and care Mr elderly
Stephen
Sullivan
in
lady. Call 753-1841 or 753agricultural mechanics; and COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
3911.
Rick_ Farlee.,..in placement in
copies. Made from any
agricultural sales and service.
size into any size.
WANT
TO
HIRE
The remaining contest
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
babysitter. 12-5 week- /
winners and their chapters
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
days.
Own
tranincluded: George Jones,
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
sportation
and
Heath, impromptu speaking
753-0035. Free parking
references required.
on beef cattle; Renee Simlot, use our rear enCall Marion PoSey, after
mons, wheat; and Robert
trance.
5, 753-9520.
Vieitez,
Wing°,
creed
speaking.
WATKINS
EXPERIENCED
More than 400 high school FUR
Products.
Contact
sitcnOnc.
Murray
and junior high students in 18
Holman Jones,217 South
Muffler and Automotive
West Kentucky Chapters
13th., phone 753-3128.
Center, 7th and Maple.
participated in the afternoonlong events, the winners of
which will represent the
WAITRESS WANTED
federation's First Region in
Apply in Person
the state-wide contests in
June.

Teinple Hill Lodge
To Meet Saturday

11111

BIBLE FACTS INC. "To
every thing there is a
season, and a time to
every purpose under the
heaven." Ecclesiastes
3:1. The <time to start
serving God is now. If
you are having trouble
doing this, you are not
applying Matthew 22:37
in full. For that is the
only way in which you
can serve God. For
Bible information and
study call 753-0984.

Columbia New Chief
U.S. Drug Supplier

•.1. E. ",

Call 753-1272

5 Lost And Found

Although the Lowes chapter
Tim Johnson in soybeans;
captured a lion's share of the Jeff Rogers, agricultural
top honors in the annual electrification; Don Brittain,
Future Farniers of America diversified
-livestock
Purchase Federation Day production; Timmy Barnes,
contests Tuesday at Murray placement in agricultural
State University, it was the production;
the
and
Farmington High School secretary's book.
chapter which made off with
Entered in 28 events, the
the most coveted award of the ',owes chapter received 21
day — that of conducting a superiors, six excellent and
chapter meeting.
one fair rating. Its members
Making up the Farmington also won 10 first-place
uImdptel -meeting-team—were -awards --Rodney —Cude in
Jean Ann Wilford, Tim impromptu speaking on dairy,
Johnson, Jeff Smith, Connie dairy production and fish and
-Perkins, Mary Ann Riley, wildlife product-1TM; Trin
Stephanie Halsell, Tammy Mabry, impromptu speaking
Hengy, Don Brittain, Timmy on horticulture; Kenny Wilson
Barnes, Jeff Rogers, Al Colley in burley tobacco; David
and Teddy Newsome. Their Crouch, home improvement;
advisor is Kenneth Galloway. Chester. Wilson, placement in Entered in 29 contests, the agricultural
processing;
Farmington chapter also Barry Leonard,soil and water
received 26 superior and three management; chapter music
excellent ratings while taking and the treasurer's book.
first place in five other
Of the 19 contests in which
competitions. The winners in the Calloway County chapter
these areas were:
was entered, its participants
received 19 superior,--three
excellent, one good and one
fair rating while placing first
AND OLIVIER f3ROU6HT
jitttrse nizieevents;
IRE TV WIPE .JRicky Cunningham in impromptu speaking on swine;
Kenneth Paschall in --hay
•
crops; Dave Watson, swine;
Jimmy Joe Halqy.. beef
production; Terry Lynn
r/
Paschall, air cured tobacco;
Jaitt..0"
Shea Sykes, dark fired
-16
tobacco; Keith Wicker in
outdoor recreation; and the
chapter scrapbook competition.
Entered in 21 events, the
Reidland chapter had 15
superior, five excellent and
one good rating while winning
six of the first-place awards.
Cliff Bolton won in ublic

ROBBIE

BELTONE
FACTORY fresh batteries. Wallis

•••••1

Nt
ik

THE SAME
wAY I LIKE
AtY WOMEN..,

2. Notice

Office Suite for rent or lease. See
Carlos Black Jr. or call

753-0839 — 753-5287

•

I.

NOTICE

Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost-any job:Ideal for a
house full offurniture.

Call Days 753-3744
Nights 753-7618

Hunters
Fishermen
How many times have you wished for a
camera to record those wildlife scenes or a big
stringer of fish? Well, here is the camera to fit
your outdoor needs - A 35nun Pentax Spotmatic F and 50nun F/1.4 lens and 135nun
F/2.81elephoto lens that is priced to sell! Accessories include camera case, two carrying
straps, lens case, rubber eye cup, U. V. filter,
lens brush, and cable release. Will offer instructions and free roll of color film. 'his opportunity won't last long at ONLY $225. Call
Butch at 753-0861 after 6 p. m. Only serious
inquiries please.
-Th
- •• —on...ft ye.

'
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lEA.41%6
6. Help Wanted
6 Help Wanted
weekly- possible addressing; mailing -circulars for mail order
firms.
Send
selfaddressed, stamped
envelope to: MKS
ENTERPRISES P. 0.
Box .69, Murray, Ky.
42071.

KELP
WANTED
PULL TIME PREP
apLADY
40-45
proximately
hours a week. No
phone calls. Apply in
person. Do not apply
froid11-2 or 5-8.

SALESPERSON, experience
preferred.
Apply in person to
Vernons, Olympic Plaza
from 9 to 9.
AGE
MIDDLE
housekeeper 4 days
week. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Must be dependable and
willing to assume all
responhousehold
sibilities. Call for interview 753-5141.
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MERCY AMBULANCE is
talsinications for
ambulance personnel.
-EMT-preferred but will
train other applicants.
Contact manager,511 N.
4th..
$100 + Weekly Mailing
Circulars!! Materials
Supplied, Immediate
Income Guaranteed!
Send Self-Addressed
Envelope:
Stamped
- Homeworker,-13427-4SB,
Troy, MT 59935:
MAN FOR
MIXER
operator - '
&
- -y shift:
Apply in person, Ky.
Candy Co., Almo.
PART TIME take inventory in local stores.
Car necessary. Write
phone number, experience to ICC, 189 Box
304, Paramus, NJ 07652.

ray
ive
Dle.

1

or a
a big
to fit
Spot5nun
! Aerying
ilter,
I* inis opCall
riot's

et.

WANTED SOMEONE to
clean house 1 day a
week". References
required. Call 753-2437.

IMMEDIATE opening for
part time sales clerk.
Possible full time
benefits. Must apply in
person to Grace's Thom
LOCAL MENS WEAR'
McAn Shoe Store,
store needs young
Olympic Plaia.
-married man interested
in sales for full time STUFFERS AND Mailers
position. Must be neat,
URGENTLY
personable and willing
NEEDED! $25.00 per
to work. Call- for aphundred GUARANpointinent-753-5141.
TEED. Send selfstamped
- addresse.41
WANTED CARPENTER
Enenvelope, TK
who can work with
terprise, Box 21679,
reasonable supervision.
Denver, CO 80721.
Could be permanent
position. Hourly wage
A GIRL OR boy to help
negotiable. 9-5 call 753with yard, work, after
4436, 6-8 call 436-5676.
school and on Saturdays. Call 753-1976.
CAR
EXPERIENCED
clean-up help wanted
Call 753-6038.
HELP

6

FARMERS ARE Saving
Money! Many. area
farmers who have taken
advantage of the group
hospital insurance
through Bennett and
Associates are saving up
to $150.00 per year. Get
the Facts before the
farming season starts.
Call
Bennett
and
Associates, 959-1486.

WANTED
Taking applications
for assisWiriiiiiimigui
trainees and clilytime
cooks. Apply in per
son...

Jerry's
Restaurant
No phone calls please.

10 Business Opportunity

BUILDING FOR lease.
Nice 1600 sq. ft. building
on court square. -Very
reasonable lease. Call
753-3939.
PHOTO

Become a dealer. Growth industry needs responsible persons for fund raising 8u-sale
thru retail outlets Kodak,
Polaroid, Keystone products
and developing service. Initial
wholesale merchandise purchase of $4,990 needed to start
Call Mr. Hayes 800-448-4511
ext. 314 for information.
Amherst Enstri. Inc.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
453-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 s 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U-01.111.1), pre-cut completely ready
to assemble up to 24 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED
A FARM AND STILL BE
CLOSE TO TOWN?
See These Beautiful Home Sites 3 Miles From Town
• Minifarm 3 acres or more
• Restricted area
'Residential development only, no business end no mobil* homes
Well water
'Etlackt op frontage

For Sale By Owner
153-8355

MFA Insurance;
who!
that's
(Me folks oath Ms9.141.)

14. Want To Buy
FEATHER BEDS - new
higher prices for feather
beds. Write Box 72,
Hickman, Ky. Give
name, phone number
and address. Exact
directions and number
of beds. Will pickup.
THREE POINT hitch and
disc plow for M Farman
tractor. Call 753-7386.
w
_WANTED_
and-walnut Veneer. Will
buy cut or standing,
small or large track Call
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-5271630.

WANTED
STANDING
timber. We pay toff
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash.
or percentage your
choice. Call after 6 p.m.
502-489-2334:
OLDER USED car in
-good-Teulitian-Alsa
King size bedroom suite.
Call Paris, 642-3683.
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
15.Articles

For Sale

WEED EATERS, model
507. $43.99. Roto shear
model 2201, $36.50.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TILLERS chain' drive, 5
h.p. B and S engine.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SORRY SAL is now a
merry gal. She used
Blue Lustre rug and
cleaner.
upholstery
Rent electric shampooer. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
FOUR LARGE plate
glass picture windows in
aluminum frames with
screens. Three 9'6"
wide, 5'4" high, one 8'6"
wide, 5'4" high. In good
condition. Ideal for
green house or sun
porch,etc. Call 753-5195.

Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and manufacturing) or a
mechanical background helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products, and
applications in a thoroughly professional, company-paid program. Field
training follows, right in your territory.
No investment except your full-time effort, and you get an exclusive, fullyprotected territory with hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company on the move; the quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter century.
knin,g and start building your lucrative career
Feel dead ended? Stop day
today, right in your own area,and be home nights with your family while doing
it.
Act now, while one of our choice territories is still open in your area. Send your
resume,giving experience and personal data. It'll get our prompt attention.
Jim Pruitt
Sales Personnel Manager
Lubrication Engineers,Inc.
3851 Airport Freeway
FortiVotth

19 Farm Equipment

SMOKE DETECTORS,
notimially- advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.

"FUNMACHINE,
BALDWIN organ. Fun
the whole family.
for
HANDLING
EquipLonardo • Plan.° Co.
ment-bins, buckets
across from OM office,
elevators, farm fan
Paris, Tenn."
dryers. Call 1445-2437 or
Exterminating
23
1-247-05511

CRAFTSMAN 10" radial
arm saw. Vy good
all 753=SO
FRIGIDAIRE washer
and dryer. Remington
typewriter. Call 7535599.
1950 DODGE, bought new
in Murray. Good
1q74
$600.
dition.
Motorcycle C-60 Enduira
trail bike, $250. White
male miniature poodle,
6 months old, $50.-Call
-- 489-2275 -before 3 p.m.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners, Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

RICOH 35 mm automatic
camera. $100 or best
offer. Approximately 10
years old. Bought new in
1969. Call 753-2543 ask
for Kenneth.

(/7

20 Sports EquIpment
FOR SALE - .Ensign
bass boat. Trailer, 40 h.
Johnson motor. All
accessories. -Call , 436_2369.

FREE
Termite
Inspection

Cernfied IPA
Arad Catty Mose Ronan

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

Rockford, Ill.

26 TV Radio

ZENITH STEREO,

16' OUACHITA fishing
boat. 20 h.p. Johnson
motor. Paris Line

AM-

FM, record player,
condition.
excellent
$125. Call 753-9571.

CABINETS WHITE with
yellow formica top's,
ideal for restaurant,
garage. Only one year
old. Must see to believe,
$550. Air' conditioner, 2
unit
window
ton,
compressor, 1 year old,
$309. Freezer, large
chest,$100. Call 762-2666
(8-4), after 6 p.m 7536854.

a
payments, $19.00 per
wife retiring from golf.
month. Call 753-0595.
Offer 2 matched sets
Spalding clubs with cart
REPOSSESSED 25"
bags.
Will
sell
Magnavox color T.V.
separately but will give
Need
someone
to
good bargain if both
assume small monthly
taken. Call 492-8158.
payment. Call 753-7575.
BASS
BOAT.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1974

SALE - SNAPPER
mower replacement
blades. Your choice 26",
28" or 30". $5.99 each.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
$3.95 BUTS All Of THIS
• Imam Heed Penny
- liberty Nickel
- Buffalo hickel
• large Penny eng.
- WV/ 11 1943 Penny
W. B. Pennies
Before 1920.9
Wooden Nickel
• D Mint Penny 25 yrs.
1968 S Penny (trac)
Rare 1960-0 Smell
Date Penny
• S Mint Penny 25 yrs.
Phis Free twe S Bil
Plus Oar Free Gift
Plus Our free Brochure
Send, 13.95 and 25 Postai).
ti:
JIM DeN141110 S. CO.
kite 5, Pao el* 5./1•1••••1 Vihno
Save. Ps 11150#

16 Home Furnishings

G.E. SIDE BY SIDE
refrigerator-freezer.
With automatic ice
maker. Only 2 years old.
Top condition. $350 or
best offer. Call 759-4089
after 5 p.m.
GOLD' Ult.:CH AND
chai‘endlipndition.
$30.'IcKaIMV-1412.

MATTRESS AND springs
(or bunk bed, like new.
Call after 5 p.m. 7535653.
19 Farm Equipment
SIX ROW sprayer, 2 row
Ford planter, spreader,
three 12'"plows, two row
cultivator, disc 7', two
row roto hoe. Call 7537244 after 6:30.
480 MASSEY Ferguson
diesel tractor with roll
bar, top, multi power
and
power
adjust
wheels. Call 753-0649
after 6 p.m.

RED- -BELLY -Ford
tractor. Also 14' qoat *
and trailer with 20 h.p.
Mercury motor.
489-2490. -

all

Murray

Ford 'Tractor

ha§ it. Call,113.7,911V or
.7.594895-.

Business Rentals

1500 SQ. FT. office space.
Gas heat and air condition. Half block off
Court House Square.
Call 753-9537 after 5 p.m.

Want To Rent

38 Pets

Sunset
specialists.
Music,
Boulevard
Dixieland Center, 753-

Supplies

41 Public Sales

FULL BLOODED Collie
puppies
-registered. $50 each
Call 492-8614.
AKC BLACK miniature
Schnauzer pups. Ready
to leave A_pril 7th. Now
taking dePOSits $75-$100.
Call 435-4481.
39. Poultry Supplies
ONE YEAR OLD Pea
Fowl,$25.00 each. Sears
electric 800 chick size
brooder, adjustable
legs, adjustable thermostat controlled heat.
Excellent condition. $50.
Call 527-7880.

WANT TO RENT-3 or 4
bedroom house. Prefer
41. Public Sales
to be in or near town.
GIGANTIC $3.80 Sack
Call 753-6198 or 753-1690.
Sale. Starts Saturday 9-3
ONE BEDROOM unp.m. Bargain Barn, 13th
furnished
apartment.
- and Main. All clothing,
Call 753-2307
shoes, purses, belts,
ties,
patterns,
-magazines, curtains,
WANTID TO WIT rev tree
linens, you can stuff in
screw and tobacco Moo.
large grocery sack,
Sued responses to 11•11 12 U.
$3.00.

32

Apartments For Rent

FURNISHED, one or 2
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th, 7536609.
34. Houses For Rent
PARTIALLY FURNISHED
house
in

CARPORT SALE - April
1, Saturday. Four miles
S.E. of Murray at corner
of Locust Grove Road
and Dodd Road. Two
maple half beds complete, 5 drawer chest,
standard
Royal
typewriter, 8 track tape
player for auto, auto
va um, "4 h.p. electrik
m or, hot plate, and
at r items.

country. Two bedroom.
No children, no pets.
$150 month. Call 4362103.
36 For Rent

- Calls

aarritinT_ ,and_7_9(iter

items. WednesdaySaturday. Meadow
Green Acres, 121 South.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
March 25 (not held if
rains) 8:00 - ?. Mahan
Apartments Apt. 19 (by
Sonic). FurnitiYre,
clothes, jewelry, toys,
baby --clothes,- albums,
make-up.

43.Real

Estate

112 ACRES with approximately one-third
mile blacktop highway
frontage for sale. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222

*Hospital
Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
Fri. & Sat 8 2 30

209 Walnut Street.

Supplies

37. livestock

MOVING SALE, rain or
shine. Tools, clothes,

OPEN WEEKDAYS
8-1
CIOSED ON THURSDAYS

OrPA(P

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4258

LARGE FIVE PARTY
Saturday
garage
April 1, 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. Living room suite,
odd chairs, tables,
lamps, mattress, baby
bed and other baby
items. Tires, bicycle,
pictures, books, all sizes
children and adult
clothing and shoes, toys,
all types odds and ends.
121 South, 3rd road to
right-9 Neale Road) 3rd
house- right. - ( Approximately-2 miles
from town.) In ease of
rain sale held following
Saturday.

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.

HAMPSHIRE AND
Challenger, 15 ft. with
Duroc crossbred guilts.
TWO BEDROOM house
115
_h.p.
Mercury,
Bred and open gilts. Call
trailer on three acres of
locator, 1224 trolling,
I.nd.
$13,500. 4 753-9390
motor, aerated live
Call 1-354-8772.
well, big wheel trailer.
CUSTOM
Also Mercury prop 1323
SLAUGHTERING and
1974
PENTHOUSE
t
. C
753-4992-- mobile home, 12 x 52. , Processing. Arso grain
after 5:00.
fed freezer beef for sale.
Call 753-0551 after 5:30
Paris Meat Processing,
p.m.
22 Musical
642-8201.
GULBRANSEN
1974 FLEETWOOD, 3
UPRIGHT piano, good
bedroom, 1'2 bath, YOUNG JERSEY milk
condition. Yamaha
cow. Good condition in
expando living room, all
guitar, classical exevery way. Call 753-5526.
built-ins. Central heat
cellent condition. Call
and air. Call 753-9969 or
38. Pets Supplies
after 4:30 p.m..753-2475.
753-7261.
PART
FREE
29. Mobile Home Rentals
CAR
PIONEER
BEAGLE, 3 month old
STEREO, SUPERMOBILE HOMES and
puppy. Call 753-1206
TUNERS,and speakers.
mobile home spaces for
during day, 759-1020
available.
Installation
rent, at Riviera Courts.
after 6 p.m.
stereo
Your
car
Call 753-3280.

0113.

DOUBLE SIZE BRASS
bed. Antique. Call 7535532.

30

31

amen 6...41 see memsed nun U
roan. Di em sip em mewed mei bib
is fibbed.
100 Sosath 13th St.
hone763-3914

16 FT. CATAMARAN sail
,
Roaches,Sliver Fist.
boat, 27 ft. mast With
and Shrub;
main and jib sail. Call
753-1362, 753-3125 or 7534029.
•
1976
CRESTL1NER
Crusader II. 25' cruiser. 24.Miscellaneous
Fully equipped. Less,
WN MOWERS 3'2 h.p.
than 50 hours. Like new
22" cut. B and S engine.
inside and out. Calkins
$88.88. Wallin Hardtandem trailer. $1395.ware, Paris.
No sales tax. Call 1-815397-3927,
it1 1
1Nelson,

29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME
spaces
..
for families. Coach
Estates - lead- FoeMeadows, South 16th
753-3855.

BUILDING for rent on
North 641 Highway for
garage or body shop.
Call 753-5618.

SONY STEREO, like
Shakespeare
trolling motor. Call 753new. Call 759-4973.
9235, after 5 p.m.
CONFOR SALE OR TRADE - REPOSSESSED
SOLE stereo. Take over
Smith and Wesson 9 mm
payments. $19.00 per.
automatic model 39.
month. Call 753-0596.
New in box. Call 489-2471,
after 2 p.m.
REPOSSESSED 19" color

IF IN NEED of new or
used farm equipment.
•'
'
1 1"1•71'..

TWO 600 FORDS. 1963
and 1961. Baughman
single fan lime bed. 1968
International backhoe.
500 gallon water tank.
Call 753-6692.

Musical

trailer.

ORDER, YOUR next
winters firewood now.
$12.50 a rick. Call 4374731.

It E S ST,R
LARGE RECORD and
shampoo
bowl and
tape display racks. See
,,,rnirror.-Like new. $175.
at J and B Music, 753- s'
Call 489-2514.
7575.
WASHER, dryer and
dishwasher. Call, 4928640 after 5 p. m.

You don't have to be an engineer or technical person to enter a challenging and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses.right in yoUr
community.

2Z

15. Articles For Sale

55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.

IMMEDIATE OPENING
FOR INDUSTRIAL
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Write:

31E1'X 307:1

DONALD R.
REALTOR
List With Us Today
753-4342

TWO BEDROOM trailer,
12 X 50. Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct. Call 489-2533.

Auction Sale
174 Acres In 3 Tracts
Farm Equipment
Saturday, April 1, 1918
10:00 a.m.
Rain or Shine
Location: Graves-Gicicman County Line Road,
11
/
2miles west of Dublin,Ky.
Tract 1 - Good 5 room concrete block house on
approximately 4 acres. House has hardwood
floors, electnc heat& is paneled throughout.
This tract ailltrhartil" well & a concrete block
storage building &smoke house.
- Joining true- ici20_2erpc with Approximately 80 acres bottom land and remainder
rolling pasture land. This tract is fenced on 3
sides and hass good tobacco barn.
Tract 3 - 50 acres lying directly across road
from tracts 1 & 2: Mostly all clear rolling pasture
and row crop. Fenced, cross fenced & has 2 ponds.

fricis will be sold separately and then offered as
a combination.
Tractors Equipment:
14' John
1968 model 4020 John Deere
Deere disc, 4 row John nieere planter, John
Deere 5-14" plows, 1965 Massey Series'65 gas,
Massey, 3-14" trip plows, 2 row Massey
cultivator, 1965 Chevy 1 ton truck with grain bed
in good condition, rubber tire wagon, boom pole,
tobacco spray rig, 1 rotir New Holland tobacco
setter, other miscellaneous items.
Terms: Real estate 10% down day of sale with
balance in 30 days. Personal Property cash.
Possession: Land with deed; house within 30 days
from deed.-

This lovely, well kept home is located between Stella sod wises. In addition to the iorge
wooded lot it includes two car cleanup shop Ideal for. living and working at home Call f or en
appointment

allnewomanomammilw

Pir
•

KIT
10'2" X 14

DEN
13 X 14 .

1 Y.

20 X 12
CARPORT
!LIVING ROOM
14 X 169"
DINING ROOM
10' 2" X 14

Ron Talent
Wayne Wilson

Gerald Easley,
Auctioneer

302 East Broadway
Mayfield, Kentucky
247-71164

0

9' 10' X 14
-

Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Harold Adams
Announcements day of sale take precedence
over written matter. You may inspect this land
or equipment by railing auctioneer.

Terry Clymer
Real Estate

Miffing!

FI X 12
I T1

Shirley Wilferd

WILSON

202 S. 4th St.

INSURANCE

753-3263 Anytime

S. REAL ESTATE
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43 Real Estate

1.1.' I
IF Y
ARE LOW ON CASHPROFESSIONAL OF"Your Rey People
we'll arrange the terms
FICE
or
private
In Real Esteeon this well maintained
residence possibilities
753-7724
two bedroom brick with
with this frame hornt
901 Sycamore Alarm, Ky.
den located on lot wi0
located only 2 blocks
garden area--just 4
from court square.
SAY HELLO TO A GOOD
minutes from city
)roperty is zoned 83
BUY! Three bedroom
limits. Loretta Jobs
and could easily be
brick rancher near the
Realtors, 753-1992.
converted to offices or
university. Lots of living
continue to be used as
area in this fine home
private
residence: PROUDLY we rave about
with central air, large
this
3
bedroom
brick
Convenient location,
and convenient floor
den
with
sunken living room,
immediately ocplan. Phone us right
formal
dining
area,
cupancy.
very
away for more incustom built kitchen
BIG BONO.: HOME - ' reasonable price. Phone
formation.
Priced in low
with appliances inBIGGER BUY - large 4
Kopperud Realty, 75330's. Kopperud Realty,
cluding
bedroom, 3 bath home
refrigerator1222 for more in753-1222.
freezer, two full baths,
on private one acre
formation.
restful patio area with
tract, 4L.: rnOs from
private brick wall.
Murray. Almost 3000
Statel bricked columns
feet of- living_ square
_
-bring_ you into the drive
a rea TrilhiSiThInc which to a double garage with
has extra large rooms
automatic openers...
and large 2 ear garage.
Just listed. .Call Now.
Built-in kitchen with an
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
appliances including
Soo ibis misi-fersi is es.
753-1492.
refrigerator, range,
tallest leafiest lust off Wdishwasher, disposal
yse C.
Rd. teas*
P: ALTL,R5
and trash compactor
remodeled 3 or 4 bedroom
his.., 21 scree of good teestaying with s,s.ale of
Ali* Mod asepietety hehome. Priced well below
art. Many outside beildiep
JUST LISTED replacement cost - only
sirs wider. ferrowieg
Here's that neat, well$45,000. Phone us today
Wiese. Stock west end 2/
1
2
arranged 2 bedroom
for more information.
South 12th at Sycamore
acre treetop hese with
home
with asbestos
Kopperud Realty
hers. Gil for en opTELEPHONE 7531051
siding, full basement,
peewee/at folksy!
1222.
carpeted throughout,
LOOKING FOR that
Grontry atmosphere yet
large eat-in kitchen.
special lot to build on
may einem from towel
Shady lot on Old 641 N.
this spring? Look no
Three SR trick with edWaldrop Realty
Don't let this'one get
further! Located in
joining
woods.
Reel
In Business
away. ONLY $21,900.
beckyerd. Groot ever Norlovely
Canterbury
Boyd-Majors
Since 1956
Armed I Livia, Room mod
Real
Estates we have an ideal
Nei. Large lt & Mester U.
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
753-5646
lot for a split level. Take
Tile both. immediate
a look at this lot located
possession. Duly $34,300.
at 1514 Oxford Drive
753-3263 Anytime
then call Linda Drake,
AUCTION SALE
753-0492 or come by our
Saturday, April, 1, at 10 a. m. rain or shine at
office for further
KOPPERUD REALTY
the Tom Manerproperty on the Pottertown Road
details. Be ready to
has five full-time sales
Hwy 280). Take 94 East from Murray approx. 2
build this spring. John
professionals to assist
miles to a sign at Don & Donna's Grocery, turn
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
right and follow Hwy. 280 one-half mile, sale on
you in Real Estate
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
left.
matters. If you have a
753-7531.
Will sell: Livingroom suit, cedar bookcase, oil
question regarding any
heating stove, clock, chain saw, barbell set, card
phase of real estate
tables, new plastic gutters, lamps, ceramics,
activity, give us a call at
lawn mowers, elec. sewing machine, bench grin753-1222, or stop by our
der,26 in. girl's bicycle.
conveniently located
Antiques: 2 wood cookstoves, bedroom suit,
office at 711 Main. We at
coffee mill, corh sheller, brass bell, refinished
Kopperud Realty -want
oak dresser, the best dough tray, doz. pieces
to be YOUR Real Estate
rlprecsinri, redrock_whick ' lug. Rayo lamp,
BOYD-MAJORSs
"
Pouoe
oak washstand, sugar bucket, picture frame.
REAL ESTATE
crock bowls,- churn and jugs, carnival bowl,
I- Is Poplar-Ben
7518080
on
milk cans, iron and Oak beds,ironware of every
kinddeakforips, wash kolw-ftAishee,..-handt' te,,orialSer-Aices
Wmy'Thfl renal) Tout h
and garden tools and items too numerous to menJUST LISTED - B.V.
tion. A trunk load of these antiques has been adhome, living room,
ded by Brent Williams.
Not responsible for accidents, lunch by Ronnie
den, dining room, kit5211468 - 1539625
Gardner, detailed announcements day of sale.
chen, 2 bedrooms
For information and your auction needs,call:
' downstairs, 56 x 20
comb. 2 bedrooms upBob W.(Frosty Miller
TWO BEAUTIFUL LOTS
Terry Shoemaker
stairs, & 3 baths. This
492-8594
in Westwood on Wiswell
436-5327
house is better than
Road. Each lot 92 x 152.
Auctioneers
new-conveniently locOnly $3,500 each. Maybe
ated within walking
you'd like a large lot on
distance to school,
1976 Honda CJ 360 Super Sport, Excellent
quiet cul-de-sac with a
college and shopping
bubbling brook running
Condition-$695
center. Priced in midalong the back of
1976 Honda CB550 F Super Sport, Low
40's.
Boyd-Majors
property. For only
mileage, clean - $1,295
Real Estate, 105 N.
$4,400. Nelson Shroat Co.
1975 Hondte412) Extra Nice, 2,800
12th.
Realtors, 759-1707.

ED "OPFRTY
ZONED R-4 or 13-2"
Need a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices, restaurant,
drug store, retail sales.
or consumer services"!
We have listed properly
zoned . properities
located no.-th, south.
east for these permitted
uses, Call us t•oda
Loretta Jobs Relators.
753-1492.

WILSON

[01 n

1

QUALREALITY

miles - S
1974 Honda CP360. Extended front end,
Lucas Quartz lights, excellent cond.
8,000 miles - $695
1973 Honda C13450, disc brake, double
overhead cam,nice - $649
1973 Honda CB350F, 4 cylinder, good
mechanical cond.- $595
1973 Honda CB350K, 4 cylinder, immaculate,,_480Eiglles. Fairing, Jardine,4 intMI-Must - $795
Honda CB125, street bike, we sold it new
last year - $395
1974 Yamaha
60 cc street bike)
,
looks alm
- 250.

Overby Honda
801 S. 4th

OWNER ANXIOUS to
sell. Reduced to $9,000.
A 4 or 5 bedroom house,
on lot 60 x 450 at 311 N.
7th. Can be made into 2
apartments. Just Ii
the 9 acre MicloWay
Trailer Park with 15
hookups and an extra
nice 3 bedroom house all
for $55,000. Call C. 0.
Bondurant Realty, 7539954 or 753-3460.

Purdom & Thurman
-insurauc• &loaf Estate

753-4092

Southstde Court Square

Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Public Auction
Saturday, April 1, 1978
MOO A.M.
1517 Cardinal Lane,
Murray, Ky.
Furniture - 2 sofas, antique oak rocker, antique bedroom suite, antique mirror,
antique side chair, wooden chiffarobe, kerosene lamp, old telephone table, antique vases, picture frames, pictures. Modern lamps, step tables, coffeetables,
dining table with 6 chairs - old wash kettle, modern chairs, old irons,etc.
Kitchen Items - Electric skillet, can opener, 6 place setting dishes, mixer,
bowls, glasses, fruit jars, etc.
liscOlassows Items - I set) Child Craft World Books, Hoover Vacuum Cleaner,
2 each 14 ft. sections ladder,6 ft. ladder, 8 ft. ladder. Boat oars, fishing equipment, 2 new bar stooLs, mailbox, radio, small floor buffer, wheels and tires, 2
sections chain link fence with post and fittings. (Huffy riding mower, 2 years
old.) Composition Dolls. Many items not listed.
Terms: Cash

Joe Pat Lamb - Auctioneer

138 ACRES of good bottom land. Over 100 acres
tendable. '2 mile of
blacktop road frontage.
Priced below many
farms at $886 acre.
Nelson Shroat Co.
ealtors, 759-1707..

46 Homes Fot Salt

ICIE9'3E303111
46. Homes for Sale

..
„ .
convenien ces 2 miles
from cit% I units 3.3
acres
privacy.
of
Private lake Beautiful
wooded park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop
and storage building,
large 2 bedroom house,
fully carpeted lots 'Of
closets and cabinets.
Contractor will expand
" to 3 or 4 bedroom to your
specifications with
commitment Priced in
low-40's. Call 753-9850.
BEDROOM
THREE
BRICK home with
garage. 1'2 baths.
Located in Westwood
Sub_division. Call 7535685 after 0:30 p.m.
FIVE ROOM HOUSE
with bath. Utility and
large porch. Ready for
you to move to your lot.
Call 498-8725.
„NICE THREE bedroom
older model home with 2
acres. Three miles West
of Lynn Grove off 94
Highway. Call 345-2545
days, 345-2208 nights.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick home for sale.
Near MSU. Priced in
mid 30's_ Call after 5
p.m. 753-9751.
THREE BEDROOM, 2
baths, formal d-living
room, den, fireplace,
Andersen
windows,
central air and heat.
Extra nice and comfortable home. Call 7536017 for more details.
BY OWNER new four
bedroom
house
in
Canterbury.. Call 7533903 for further information.
BY OWNER. Price ad...dusted_ for quick sale.
Two bedroom, vinyl
siding and vinyl trim.
(No Painting.)7tTeat-and-air.__Fully

us'.

•

s

I

:us

ProTessionalServic es
With The Friendly Touch"

JUST LISTED - Attractively landscaped
3,4 acre lot - the perfect setting for this immaculately maintained 3 bedroom home.
Heavily insulated for
lower heating &
cooling costs. Carpeting with new carpet
in 2 bedrooms and
bath. 16 x 18 outbuilding. -Don't miss
this fine value located
in Almo Heights
BoYd-Majors
Real
Estate,105 N. 12th.

II

Highway 94 East, only
one mile from the lake.
Two bedrooms, separate
dining room, Franklin
fireplace, and attached
garage. Newly
decorated. Call 474-2330
after 4 9.m.
47. Motorcycles
1976 SUZUKI
TITAN 500
Rood Bike. Very strong pei
formonce for 500 cc. $695 No
misprint full price only $695
OVERBY HONDA 753-4092

1966 TRIUMPH 650
Bonneville.
Perfect
condition. $700. Call 3957859.
HONDA 611000
Gold Wing
1976 Modol, Sold new March
1977 4,000 actual miles, hot
dip broken in. Has win
djammer fairing. saddlebags,
luggage rock w. adjustable
bock rest. Engine case guards,
cruise control An immaculate
!usury touring bike. SAVE
51,300 from price of similarly
equipped new model. OVERBY
HONDA 753-4092

1974 750 HONDA Windjammer Fairing. Four
into 1 eithaust. New tire.
Low mileage. Call -7536445.
HONDA 1977
C955011
Like new. 5,000 miles Has
windjammer fairing engine
guard. $1650 OVERBY 140N
DA 753-4092

FACTORY BUILT 3 rail
motorcycle trailer.
Licensed. $175. Call 7538334 after 5.
HONDA CB750F
Super Sport
1977 Model 5000 miles, clean
us new. Coartor wheels, dual
disc front brake, disc rep,
broke, 4 into 1 exhaust SAVE.
Only $1,750. OVERSY HONDA
U, uiq

_

carpeted, custom
drapes and rods. Fenced"
backyard. Kitchen has
new built-in dishwasher,
stove,
and
hood,
refrigerator. Single car
Close
garage.
to
hospital, churches, and
downtown. Mid 20's. By
appointment. Call 7530788.

1973 HONDA 500 CC. 7,000
New tires
and pipes. $650. Call 7533778 after 5 p.m.
1913 HONDA
CB750K
2 To choose from. One has 4
into one exhaust, 16" rear
wheel. Both adult owned,
both Gl1000 Erode ins $1095
& 5129s. OVERBY 140140A
753-4092.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, April 1,
10.40 A. N.
Murray, Kentucky
Sale will be held on the farm 3 miles Southeast of
Murray on Highway 121. Watch for Sale Arrows. Mr.
Africk Fitzhugh and Mr. Johnny Downs have sold their
dairy herd privately. They have commissioned
Alexander Real Estate kictjan_Safesjoiiiisperse all
of their farming equipment and milking equipment.
COMPLETE FARM LIQUIDATION
J. D 4430 Tractor (329 Hrs.; loaded with cab, heat and air, AM-FM
Radio, Quadra Range, Tilt Wheel, and Wts.); J. D. 4230 Tractor 12040
Hrs. 73 tild; :loll Guard. Till Wheel is:Quadra Range); Ford Red
Belly Tractor Recently Overhauled. J. D. 5 a 18 Md. 1250 Plow
I Used 400 Ac.; J. D. Planter 1240 (Plateless with Spray Big): J. D.
Center Fold 220117'Disc-Used 1 season )

BOYD-MA10 S
REAL ESTATE
153.: I : I

47.Motorcycles

HOUSE FOR SALE on

SUZUKI, 1975. 550 GT.
- .
$995 or best offer. Call
753-0942.
48 Automotive Service
FOR SA
four used
tires, Gillette Mesa
rider, 1,60-15, raised
white letters. $15.00
each. Also jeep draw bar
with two inch ball hitch
and mounting kit. $30.00.
Phone 753-5516.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1915 VW Beetle 24,000
miles, excellent condition, $2100. 753-5716.
1975
CHEVROLET
CORVETTE. 35,000
miles, metallic _.blue,
AISI,F2d,
agd.
telescopic
steering,
power windows, leather
interior. One owner.
Excellent condition. Call
435-4467.
1973 PORSCHE 914, 1.7
liter engine, excellent
gas mileage. AM-FM
"radio. New 5 speed
transmission.
Removable top, low
mileage. Must sell. Call
753-0492.

49 used Cars & Trucks
1967 EXTRA LARGE
school bus. Will mak*
excellent camper. Four
new tires. New exhaust
system. Will trade for
1969 pickup truck in
good condition or will
sell. Call 436-2216 or 7536644 after 4 p. m.

1966 PONTIAC Le Mans.
Call after 5 p. m. 7539956.
1975 FOUR WHEEL drive
pickup, $2495. Call 7539482 or 759-4895,
•

1973 MONTE CARLO,
extra sharp. Call 7530551 after 5:30 p.m.
1956
CHEVROLET,
Nomad. Poor condition.
Call 489-2329.
1976 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham. Loaded.
56800. Ca11753-8764.
8' GALAXIE truck
camper_
oven, double sink,
pottie. $1125. Call 7531566 or 753-4599.
1974 FORD Ranger truck,
black, power and air.
Sharp. Call 753-7791.
1976 DATSUN 280 Z, 4
speed, air, AM-FM,
72,000 miles, silver and
black. Excellent condition. $6150 or best
offer. Call 753-9571.
1972 TOYOTA Celica
Low mileage. New4tres
Call 759-1149.

[014-1

BOYD- MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

•
•
station wagon. Tape
deck, luggage rack, new
battery. Call 43'7-4863.
1976 FORD ONE ton with
Omaha bed, newly
painted and overhauled.
AM-FM radio, $4495.
Call 753-9482 or 759-4895.
1975 CHEVROLET, 4
wheel drive. 1976 Ford 4
wheel drive. Call 4742384.

Saturday AprN 14t, 10.. in. at the late Bus: Canter,
807 Vine Street, Murray., Ky. Behind Murray
Conaway teensy **pito/.
• vab so • berme ef eke furniture, appliseces, entiques,
Frigidaire electric range, wirtemetic mesh.. and dryer.
Gibson
frost hoe rofriperator, on... 30.5 frost
Moo eggeigitt he..
freezer. £1.4 these alseest sew. Small mimes,velem dieing
ream moire, mitimm flying resin mite, Ilke sew. Oak rockers,
straight theirs, antlese tiles sped shelves,
server, cherry wardrobe, bell trim steed, Magnise rucks
treede
sow* machine, fancy milts, bowie cellectiea, lets
et Mims,
dins mid trinkets, wash kettle, eirtierse
redo, V.V., head, shop,
end pwies tools. we side of geed Items
eel listed.
For information call

.irk

753-8080

SALE

1

Dirt Bikes
On & Off Road Bikes
1977 Honda 1L125, On & Off Road Bike
$550
1973 Honda XL175, Off Road, Knobbies,
Good Cond. $425
1973 Honda XL250, On & Off Road, Excellent co di on,3900 miles.$595
1973 Honda
Cond.$450
1973 Honda CR250, Motocrosser, nice $550
1975 Honda CR125 Ill, 148 cc Kit, Extra
Nice pirt Bike $450
1975 Nodaka 125, Ex. cond., Mulloland
Shocks, Alloy Rims $450
1972TiMakiii-25,-On & OftRoad,
- Me-eft-Fe-Start,Extra Nice $395
1975 Honda XR75, 5 _Speed Trans., 17"
x. n .
,Average $265
Speed, Looks and
w. You'll have to
see it to believe it. $325
Honda CTIO,Average Cond.$195
Honda Z50 Mini-Trail, several to choose
from.$75 to $225
Honda ATC70 - 3 Wheeler, Extra Nice, and
We Rebuilt the Engine $325

Overby Honda

801 S 4th

753-4092

BOYD- MAJORS
REALTORS

It
SERVING THE PURCHASE AREA

1111.11110 I FEEDING EQUIPMENT
COUNTRY ESTATE. This lovely home situated on 2 acres his absolutely everything - all the quality,
spaciousness,& luxury you want. Over 4,000 sq. ft. of living area. Gracious entry hall, living room, 4 hugh
• bedrooms,34 baths, master bath has sunken tub), plush carpetinncLcentral vacuum system.

If you are looking for clean farming equipment or milking equipment,then don't miss this sale.

For More Information Contest:
Mr.Alrick Fitzhugh,Owner
Route 5, Murray,KY
Phone 502-753-6181
or
Mr. Johnny Downs,Owner
Route 5, Murray,KY

-•-••-••-•
As.
raw,.
isialommow•annsa
,41111201,Inei samtirl, wpm/

DON'T DREAM A DREAM - BUY ONE! The mini-farm in the country you've been waiting for. set back
off Hwy. 102$ about 1000 ft. for privacy. Perimeter fenced. Quality 3 bedroom,2 balks. V.,many luxury
features including entry hall, central electric heat and air, large kitchen, many built-ins, range, compactor, separate dining area, spacious den with fireplace, beamed ceiling, lots of closets, patio, carport,
outside storage building, plus stock barn. 15 acres of land.

OT

44. Lots for Sale
CORNER LOT. '2 acre
Sherwood Forest Call
753-8019.
45 Farms For Sale
BY OWNER-75 acre
farm,7 room house with
3 bedrooms, utility room
and enclosed back
porch. 1 mile west of
Dexter. Two stock
barns, milk barn, smoke
house, chicken house.
All
under
fence.
$100,000. Call 753-5618
betwee.R.1:40
-.40
p m.

Alexander Real Estate
& Auction Sales
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER. Aoctioneer tic. No 67
MARTIN, TENN.
Off 239 uNivitsur si PHONE 5874244
NIGHT: MARVIN E. ALEXANDER
587-4568
TERRY OLIVER
364-2709
WENDELL ALEXANDER
364-2855
PIIIIFESSIIIIIRIZER SERVICE In CUM UWE PF.11/11 Ts SELL
TIE Ammo Wht

_ buy_ in
a
modern 3
bedroom hon.,
LOSE NO TIME IN SEEING MS ONE Here's a dandy
1
-4 miles north just off the Penny Road Spotlessly clean and well arranged Excellent garden are.»
PRICED RIGHT!

Boyd-Majors Real Estate -

05
1111i Sheet

"The Professional Services With The Friendly Touch."
Andra Moody 753-9036
Warren Shropshire 753-8277
H.men Miller 753-7519

1

435-4128 or AU-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.

J D. 110.Disc New; Paper 2 Row Silage Cutter; 2 Paper Chuck
Wagon (I used one season); Paper Silage Blower; Ford Hydraulic
Loader; AC Hayloader; 3 Pt. Blade
Mueller 1000 gallon tank with Mueller Matic Washer-Double Compressors; complete Sta-Rite Pipeline Setup, Sta-Rite Milk Pump
" Panel; 6 Sta-Rite Milking Units & Washers; 6 Sta-Rite Weigh Jars,
Stainless Steel Vat; Sta-Rite Vacuum Pump with 5 H. P. Motor (1
year ); Sta-Rite Stalls for Double 6 Cow Barn; Electric Overhead
Feeders,6 Ton Upright Feed Bin; New 4 Ton Upright Bin, A.0.Smith
Hot Water Heater ) Like New I; High Pressure Water Pump)

1

Chester and Miller
Auction Service

.
7

J D 3300 Combine ( 306 Hrs.; Blower Si Air, Rasp Bar, Electric Clutch ); 13' Bean Platform: No. 244-2 Row Corn Header; Thrifty 4 Row
Cultivator; Now Holland 487 Haybine; New Holland 256 Hay Rake
Used 1 Season); New Holland Hay Baler; Snap-On Dual I 18.4.341;
New Idea Corn Picker; Freeman Trailer; Sperry Rand Manure
Spreader; Case 4 Wheel Trailer; Miscellaneous Item:

1

Auction Sale

197e FORD Galalie 500; 4
door, hardtop, $500. 1971
Dodge station wagon,
new tires,$500. 1968 Olds
2 door hardtop, $350.
McClure Garage, 401
South 5th Street. Call
day, 753-0170, night 7532675 ask for Mac or Ray.
1970 CUTLASS Supreme.
His and her gear shift,
Call 436-2407 after 2 p.m.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

Barbara Erwin 753-4136
Reuben Moody 753-9036
B. B. Hook 753.73$7
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49. Used Cars & Trucks
lgfiS

Tape
, new
-4863.

with
lewly
ruled.
4495.
-4895.

T, 4
'ord 4
474-

111111.1I
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ICE.44111.
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49. Used Cars A Trucks

50 Campers

51 Services Offered

door. 1968 Buick Electra
pinnAinNg-,
MC
OHBOIRs
dM
erE
L
H
unO
SEPTIC TANK PUM225, 4 door, 1972 NICE 1970 MONTE
PING. Residential and
station CARLO. May be seen at
Plymouth
awnings, carports and
commercial. Rex Camp
phone
or
Poplar
1308
W
CA
wagon. All have air, and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
EVER
753-5933.
5:30753-6781.
Ir
power.- All new tires. after
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
SALE•
Excellent condition. Call
Tn.- or weekend.
BYARS BROTHERS &
1971 Travel
1976 DODGE CHARGER
436-2427.
SON - General home
Trailers
'100" off
Special Edition, cruise,
Flitt kOUR septic tank
remodeling, framing,
1977 CORDOBA,still new.
tilt, AM-FM, 8 track.
s50" off
1978 Pep-Ups
and backhoe work needs.
aluminum
siding and
Less than 9,000 miles.
Take over payments.
SO
Al used Campers $ n off
Also
septic
tank
1-354-8951
gutters.
Call
Loaded good mileage.
Call 753-6847.
This applies to all Campers
cleaning. Call John Lane.
purchased before 4-1-78.
or 1-362-4895.
$5900. Call 753-7670 after
Phone 753-8669 or 4361976
FOR
SALE:
4:00.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
5348.
is the outdoors and the best
FENCE SALES at Sears
Chevrolet 4 wheel drivc
way to enjoy the outdoors is
now. Call Sears 753-2310
pickpup. All power and
1976 PONTIAC Grand
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
LICENSED
LECspecial prices make this
for free estimates for
air. Call 489-2711.
Prix. 18,000 miles. One
TRICIAN
t efremedy easy to take.
your needs.
with
owner. White
ficient ser ce. No 'olo too
Bank financing available.
RED
PINTO
burgandy roof. Bucket 1973
small.
all
E
r
nest
White's Camper Sales
Runabout. Automatic,
Guttering by Sears, Sears
seats, tape AM-FM, like
White, 753-0605.
Ilighway 54 kat • 4 min hr. Money.
clean, good mechanical
continuous gutters in.new Michelin tires. New
I. 7$5-1455
condition. $1195. 1803
stalled
per
your
condition. Call 489-2715.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
_
specifications.
Call
septic tank work. Field
WESTERN KY. 'Travel
Sears 753-2310 for free
1974 NOVA, 6 cylinder,
United
Feature
Syndicate
1978
Inc
1
tile lines installed, 28
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
Trailer Sales and Serestimates.
automatic, clean. $1395.
years
68 and 1-24,
Route
experience.
automatic,
_
vice,
power
1967 Datsun pickup,
-steering, 39; V-8 motor.
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522- liWITH A POTHOLE HERE, AND A POT- Licensed through Health INSULATION
BLOWN
$495. Call 489-2595.
Good gat "mileage.
8507.
HOLE THERE, EVERYWHERE A POT- Department. Call Rex IN by Sears save on
Camp, 753-5933.
Ashley wood stove
these high heat and
1975 GMC pickup, new
HOLE, OLD MAC T2ONALP HAD A
51. Services Offered
without
jacket.
Call
436cooling bills. Call Sears
753-4034.
tires. Call
2204.
for
free
° 753-2310
1411101!
51. Services Offered
51 Services Offered
DRIVEWAYS
and
estimates.
Riviera.
BUICK
1977
parking areas white
Lawn I
WILL DO BABYSITTING
Loaded with extras. Low
WILL HAUL driveway
197 CHAMPION motor
rocked and graded. Free
Garden Center
sand,
lime,
in
my
rock,
- mileage. Call 753-6057 or
home.
white
Call
753home. 25,000 miles.
estimates. Also have
Agri-Products'
753-6831.
0684.
decorative rock. Also
Sleeps six. Call after 5 p.
decorative rock and rip
Hwy. 121 Her*
on
estimates
Chain Saw
free
m.759-1192.
rap.
Call
Clifford
Mum", Ey.
WIRING
ELECTI:IC
1967 FORD, pickup with
parking lot or driveway.
And
Garrison, 758-5429 after'
753-3000
home and industrial, air
shell camper, good
Call Roger Hudson, 7531972 CHAMPION motor
,•••• Landscape Design
Lawnmower
4 p. m.
conditioning, and
4545 or 753-6763.
shape, $750.00 or best
...Landscape Plants
home. 25,000 miles.
Sales and Service
refrigeration, heating.
offer. Must sell, Call 436:
....Sodas, Mews
Sleeps six. Call after 5
474-8841.
Call
LICENSED
Gerdes
Sawa
ELECp.m. 759-1192.
_ 2650.
I AND .1
risme Spraying
TRICAN and gas inEastside Small
ICS
YDRAUL
INTERIOR,
PAINTING
FOUR DOOR
(Serflike. & Nerbicides
1971
stallation
will
do
cylinbydrarlic
1963
',beading
13'
SCO1TY
Camper.
wall
Engine Repair
exterior. Also dry
Laws Renovation & Seeding
Chevrolet Caprice. All
plumbing, heating and
ders, Picks, end pumps. High
Sleeps
4.
Sink,
',gram &mistime
stove
and
exyears
10
finishing.
conditioning.
power. Mr
Niginray 94 Lust
sewer cleaning. Call 753pressure hese wade Ade you
rHydre-Alekking
icebox. $600. Call 492perience. Call 436-2563,
7534400
Good condition. Call 753•
wit UN 436-271,S.
7203..
8359.
Ralph Worley.
1262.

3ike

Aes,
Ex-

Ktra

land

.tnc
17'

and
'e to

pose
and

4092

41•10

;EA

uality,
4 hugh

-t back
luxury
,
irport,

HAVE PROPERTY TO SELL? If you've been thinking of selling, why not give us a call? You'll receive friendly, courteous
service and professional advice from our five full-time sales representatives. We have clients waiting to purchase all types
of real estate so let us match a buyer to your property. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-1222 anytime. We make buying
and seling.real estate easy for you!

12 acre,
n are)

orth
reel

4136
9036
2387

51 Services Offered

Everything We Touch Turns To Sold!

KOPPERUD
REALTY

51. Services Offered
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

RENT RINSENVAC
Ns other "ds-Itioerseir
noseimpd cleans carpets esLamy _
38 pound portable powerhouse does all the work
cleans, rinses and vacuums
out deep down dirt and
grime in a single sweep'
.Op
KOIKMAKALLYcleans the way
a
profaessi
ction
onof
alsthe
do-a
cosit
fr
ROOM)/
UP TO It.
)YOU SAVE
T2S.00 PER

Rent fee only $12.00•day

51. Services Offered
WILL DO oabysittmg in
my home. References
available. Call 459-1039.
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.
FURNITURE
Refinishing. Free
pickup and delivery.
Phone 901-247-3964 or 1436-2274 or 1-436-2138.
WILL DO Sewing for
public and alterations.
Call 753-7495.
WILL REPLACE or
repair your boat dock,
walkway, etc. Shoreline
Dredging and Pier Co.,
Inc. Call 436-2660.
NEED Encyclopedias?
Call,Helen Tidwell, 4354426! A World Book
Childeraft representative.

Bel-Air Decor Store
5.1-Si, Cowin

753-3442

MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING 'sealing, 'patching
sCripiri'g.. For free
estimates call 753-1537.
NEED
TREES
or
shrubbery
cut
ott
trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
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HAZARD, Ky. (AP) — *The
Kentucky attorney general's
office is seeking an injunction
to halt Jim Walter Homes Inc.

Obert Garland Dies
Wednesday; Funeral
Scheduled Friday
Obert Garland of 711 Story,
Murray, died . Wednesday at
12:35 a.m at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis.
Tn. He v...0 70 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church, and was employed at
the Student Union Building,
Murray State University.
Born Oct. 29,4,94i, in Stewart •
County, Tn., he was the son of
the late Robert Fenton
Garland and Martha Hicks
Garland,
Mr. Garland is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lucille
McDougal Garland, to whom
he was married on Oct. 20,
1935; one brother, Lester
Garland, Murray; one neice,
;Martha
Mrs. Harold
Lassiter, Cadiz.
The funeral will be held
Friday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe and the Rev.
Jerrell White officiating. The
music and song service will be
by the Grace Baptist Church
Choir. Members of his Sunday
School Class at Grace Church
will serve as an honorary
group.
Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

GOSPEL BENEFIT SINGING — The Happy Goodman Family, pictured here, from
Madisonville, and the Kingsmen from Asheville, N. C., all-male quartet, will be featured
at the gospel concert to be held at the Calloway County High School gym on Saturday,
April 1, starting at 8:00 p.m. This event is sponsored by the Calloway County Fraternal
Order of Police. The Goodman 'amity have been nominated by the,National
Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences IQ receive the Grammy Award and in 1969
they received that award for having the "Best Gospel Performance" on record. They
have received many other awards. The Kingsmen are regulars on the syndicated
television program,"Music City Special," filmed in Nashville, Tn, Advance tickets are on
sale or may be purchased at the door. For information call Kay Taylor 436-5351.

The Sinking Spring Baptist Seminary. The church
nurChurch will hold a youth-led sery will be open for all
serrevival starting Friday, vices.
March 31, and continuing.
Mrs. Tommy Scott will be
through Sunday, April 2, with
Rev. Lance •Cunningham,
minister of education and
youth at the Olivet Baptist
Church,
Paducah,
as

Prices of stock of local interest al soon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows
Heublein Inc.. .
McDonalds Corp.
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W. R. Grace.
Texaco
General Elec
Hardees
Georgia Pacific
Pepsico
Jim Waiters
Kirsch
Disney
Wendys

Sunday the film, "Sammy,"
will be shown.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Carroll will be in charge of
Children's Church of the
month of April. Mike Lovins,
phone 759-4513, will be the bus
driver for April.
Volunteer nursery workers
on Sunday will be Mrs. Arie
Wilkinson, Mrs.Sylvia Dalton,
and Mrs. Gladys Williamson.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training at
6:30 p.m. on Sunday.

254 -4
45 -4
164 -4
. 414 -4
324
254 unc
. 264 -,41
474 -4
16',
244 -4
. 264 -kit
.

2661
234 -4
. -X4
321
401
. -1
.

Tommy Scott
-Musk Director
pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
Prkts of stocks of local interest at
will be organist for the revival
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. of Murray are
and on Sunday when youth day
as follows:
will be observed in the church
Industrial Avg
-2.25
with the youth teaching'in the
evangelist, and Lamy Scott,. Sunday School and leading the
Airco
41 -3
Air Products
254 -4
minister of music and youth at morning worship service,
American Motors
4,4
the church, as director of according to the church
Ashland Oil
284 -4
A. T.di T
614 -4
music.
pastor, the Rev. Lawson
Ford Motor Co
45". -te
Services will be held at 7:30 Williamson.
Gen. Dynamics
44'.
General Motors
6114
p.m. on Friday and Saturday,
This Sunday will be building
General nre
zs,,, 4-4
and at eleven a.m. and 7:30 fund day in the church andGoodrich
1914
Gulf Oil
25.4 J'4
p.m. on Sunday. The Rev. Bun Willterson will serve as
IBM
2371, A.
Pennwalt
Cunningham is a graduate of deacon of the week. The Youth
+4
Quaker Oats
224 +4 -Wingo High
School, Murray Choir will bring the special
Tappan
9 unc
Western Union
State University, and New music Sunday morning.
164 -4
Zenith Radio
141
.unc
Orleans Baptist Theological - At the 7:30 p.m. service on

An aggregation of some of
the country's leading jazz
musicians will be on the
campus of Murray State
University for the fifth annual
Jazz Festival Friday and
Saturday, March 31-April 1.
Appearing as guest artists
arid clinicians during the tvtoday event will be: Jamey
Aebersold, saxophone; Slide
Hampton, trombone; John
McNeil, trumpet; Mike
Hyman,drums; Ron McClure,
bass; and Dan Haerl‘, piano.

homes in the state unless
specified consumer guidelines
are followed by the firm.
Walter's mortgage financing subsidiary, Mid-State
Homes Inc., is asked under the
notion to be stopped from
foreclosing on any home
purchased by a .Kentucky
Consumer since June 16, 1972.
That's when the state's
Consumer Protection Act took
effect.
A suit was filed against
Walter last month by the state
attorney general's office,
charging that the company
• low quality" materials

and built homes with inexThe
perienced help "who do not or
Walter
are incapable of constructing
Perry
the house in the solid and
nesday

Federal State Market News Service
March 30, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipt,: Act. 546 Est. 490 Barrows &
Gilts .50 lower Sows uneven mostly .50
lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
146.50-46.75
US 14500440 lbs
$46.00-46.50
US 24 210-20)lbs.
$45 00-46.00
US3-4 310410lbs
$44.00-45.00
Sows
US 1-2 270450lbs
$40.00-41.00
US 1-3300-500Iba
$39.00-40.00
US 14 450-500 lbs.
$40.50.41.50
US 1-3 500-650lbs
141.50-42.50
several at 43.00
US 2-3 300-5001W. .... 030.00-39.00
Boars V00-30.00

our country," Carter said of the
lluman rights issue, _which has led
Brazil to break U.S. -military ties. .
The president's Bfazilian agenda
rtcluded- - meetingstwo -Raman
Catholic leaders who laave been critical
1,f the military government there.
Curter said he wants to meet not only
with government'leaders abroad, but
With people from other walks of life. He
,he eserves the right to confer with
W however he chooses.
• In a society as diverse as yours, it is
unporiant for me to meet with as many
leaders at possible," he said.
• -I'm not here to tell you how to form
your government," Carter told a
Brazilian newsman who asked his view
about Brazil's system of selecting its
national leaders.
Discussing differences with Brazil
over nuclear power and proliferation,
Carter said the United States intends to
persist in its effort to discourage the
spread of materials that can be converted into weapons.
But he conceded the United States
has no authority over a 1975 agreement
in which West Germany is to supply
Brazil with power installations. The
administration has objected to that deal
on grounds the electric power
production facilities could be converted

motion against Jim largest home builder and has
Homes was filed in built some 400 houses a year in
Circuit Court Wed- Kentucky.
and asks that the

immediately cease building in
the state unless it:
—Posts a $5,000 performance bond for each house
sold.
—Furnishes a copy of each
building contract to the attorney general.
—Pays
the
attorney
general's office to have a state
inspector approve the construction of each home before
the sale is final.
—Obtains all permits and
inspections for each house, as
required by law.
The firm is the

to weapons production.
Carter also sharply criticized steel
price increases posted Wednesday by
major U.S. producers. He said the
310.50'a ton increase by U.S. Steel Corp.

avt-Wtieettn-g--Ptttsurgh -Steer Corp-.
were excessive.
The president said the hike "fits in
very poorly" with the administration's
effort to curb inflatio&,—fie-said"the
increases would be a serious blow to the
anti-inflation program, and added that
they are far greater than would be
warranted by the increased costs
produced by the coal strike settlement.
At a timed-for-television news conference in Brain's capital city, the
president said "there has not ever been
any inclination on my part or the part of
my administration to underestimate
the importance of Brazil as a major
world power."
Responding
to
a
Brazilian
correspondent, Carter said he knows
well the importance of Brazil as a
partner and friend of the United States.
Brazil has refused U.S. military
assistance because of administration
challenges to its human rights policies,
and has arranged to purchase a West
German nuclear processing plant
despite U.S. objections that it presents
a risk of nuclear proliferation.
Those touchy issues made Carter's

Have Gospel Singing
A gospel singing will be held
at the Dexter Baptist Church
on Saturday, April 1, at 7:30
p.m. with the Century Singers
of Marstjall County to be
featured.The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
More than 6,000 species of
flowers and herbs bloom across
the mainland and islands of
Greece.

Brazilian visit perhaps the most
diplomatically difficult on his fournation tour of South America and
Africa.
His Brasilia news conference was
scheduled to fit the timetables of NBC
and ABC breakfast-time news
programs in the United States.
Carter also said his administration
would not seek to restrict U.S. commercial ties with Brazil because of
human rights differences. He said he
saw no conflict between free enterprise
and human rights policy.
Dealing with the Middle East, Carter
said the Israeli move against
Palestinian outposts in south Lebanon
had not changed his belief that the
United States should sell warplanes to
Israel, Egypt and Saudi Arabia in a
package deal.
He said
was the United States,
without Israeli approval, which sought
United Nations intervention to end the
fighting in Lebanon. "I'm interested in
hastening the removal of Israeli forces
-from Lebanon as soon as possible,
under United Nations supervision," he
said.
The questions alternated between
Brazilian and U.S. newsmen. Carter
wore an earphone for simultaneous
translation of the questions Brazilians
asked him in Portugese.

Jcin The Move ic

They will conduct improvisation clinics and master
classes on individual instruments and be involved in
concerts on both Friday and
Saturday evenings.
Among the other activities
during the festival will be
listening sessions and ensemble performances by
guest bands. Murray State
students will be admitted free
to all sessions and all concerts.
The climax of the schedule
a concert by the guest artists at 8 p.m. Saturday in the
University Theatre of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Admission is $1 for students
from
anywhere
except
Murray State for $3 for adults.
door.
All musicians are invited to
bring their instruments and
participate in the noncompetitive festival, according to Raymond Conklin,
instructor of music at Murray
State. He said a registration
fee of $2 for non-Murray State
students and $5- for adults
covers all concerts and clinics
for the festival.

Jim Fain Motors

Teaching materials,
records, and improvisation
aids will be available at
discount prices during the
festival.
Registration begins at 9
a.m. on Friday in the lobby of
the Recital Hall Annex in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The first session Friday
begins at 10 a.m. and the first
session Saturday at 9 a.m.
A free concert is also
scheduled at 7:30 p.m. Friday
in the auditorium of the
Student Center. The MSU Jazz
Band A and the MSU Jazz
Combo I will perform with
vilest artists during that
program.
The university jazz band
and jazz combo participated
in the Elmhurst (Ill.) *College
Jazz Festival in February
after touring Illinois and the
Chicago area for a,week.

NOW AT CARROLL TIRE
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
SERVICE OUR SPECIALTY

We Specialize
In
Passenger Car Tires
Light Truck Tires
All Mounting And Balancing
FREE With Tire Purchase
Our Hours Are
Mon.-Fri. 7-5
Closed Sat.

Carroll Tire Service

